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Religion, Peace and Conflict: Knowledge organiser TASK SHEETS 
 


Why do people go to war? 


    


     


      


     


     


     
  


Consequences of war:  


Positive Negative 


  


  


  


  


 


Definition of  Peace:   


 


 


 


Islam and Peace: 


 


What is the root of the word Islam? 


What do Muslims say when they greet each other?  


Write two Quranic quotes whist speak against war 


1) 


 


 


 


 


2) 


 


 


Who are the MPF? 


   


 


 


Pacifism: Christian teaching against War:.  


Three religious teachings supporting Pacifism are: 


1) 


 


 


2) 


 


 


3) 


 


 


What is the Turning the tide organisation?  


 


The Anglican Pacifist Fellowship:   







 


 


 


 


 


Why does the 21st September encourage Peace? 


 


 


 


Who was Mairead Corrigan?  


 


 


 


 


Conscientious objector: ___________________________________________________ 


_____________: wrong to use violence. There is no situation in which the use of violence can be morally justified.  


__________ Before the actual fighting starts, there is conflict - disagreement; armed conflict the actual fighting.   


Sanctity of Life:______________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


Protest: The right to protest - fundamental democratic freedom. UK law allows ______________ demonstration 


in public. Need p__________________ permission. No right to protest violently e.g. riots in Tottenham in 2011.  


Peaceful protest seen in Civil Rights Movement, USA in the 1950’s/60’s. Martin Luther King Jr (Christian Pastor) 


organised peaceful rallies to protest about racial inequalities. No religion promotes violence in their teachings.   


 


 


Terrorism: Much more serious form of violent protest. Terrorism is the unlawful use of extreme violence, usually 


against innocent civilians, to achieve a political goal or a shared belief and to spread fear. Believe terrorism will 


raise awareness of their cause and will push the authorities into meeting demands. Terrorists who are motivated 


by religion believe God will reward them for doing his will. No religion promotes terrorism. Are e.g. of people who 


were classed as a terrorist but later seen as a legitimate leader e.g. Nelson Mandela in South Africa.  


7/7 bombings in London in 2005 were carried about by people who claimed to be Muslims but most Muslims 


including leaders condemned the attacks. Muslims do not agree with terrorism as it goes against the wishes of 


Allah. Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Do not take life, which Allah has made sacred’ Quran 17:33) 


Read and summarise the paragraph above 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Justice: sense of fairness applied, making right a situation which has been unjust. Religion is meant to bring justice 


to the world, and to fight injustice. Many wars are about, or include the abuse of, justice, so many religious 


people feel duty – bound to fight against this. Sacred writings/Scripture: Christianity - Proverbs 31:8-9 


“____________________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________________


____________!” Isaiah 58:6-9 “This is the kind of fast day I’m after: to break the chains of injustice,” 



http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+31:8&version=MSG

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah+58:6&version=MSG





 


 


Religious believer who tried to achieve justice: 


 Dietrich Bonhoeffer  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


____________________________: This is the belief we need to move a relationship forward with someone who 


has done wrong to us, by accepting their apology and putting their wrong doings behind us. It is a central teaching 


of Christianity. 


_________________________: Most religious people will be involved in reconciliation after war. The Quakers are 


pacifists who try to bring sides together and help them resolve issues so that they can live peacefully.  


Example of forgiveness: Eric Lomax: 


_____________________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________. 


Sacred writings/Scripture: Christianity - ‘For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly 


Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others their sins, your Father will not forgive your sins’ 


(Matthew 6: 14-15) ‘And when you stand praying, if you hold anything against anyone, forgive them, so that your 


Father in heaven may forgive your sins’ (Mark 11:25) 


 


Christian teaching FOR War:  


 


 


Teaching Explanation  


Jesus came into contact 
with soldiers  


 


Jesus got angry 
 
 
 


 


Way of showing love-
agape 
 
 
 
 


 


Sanctity of life 
 
 
 


 


Just War 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







 


Muslim teachings FOR War: In Islam must only be waged according to the principles of Allah’s _______. This is 


_________ Jihad (Jihad: means to ‘strive or struggle in the name of Allah’.  (Islam)) 


. If break the rules of war - will face Allah’s justice on the Day of Judgement. 


 Rules include: to keep suffering of innocent civilians to a minimum. 


 Not to destroy crops and plants.  


Not to harm prisoners of war.  


War declared by religious leaders.  


Not to target places of worship. 


 Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Those who believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight in 


the way of Shaitan’ (Qur’an 4:76) 


 


 


Holy War: (Christian) 


Definition: 


 


 


Example: 


 


 


Justification: 


 


 


Quote:  


 


  


Victims of War: War has many victims besides soldiers. Survivors can have long-lasting physical and mental 


injuries. Cities are destroyed, homes lost, families and friends separated and children orphaned. Refugees 


Christian Aid:  


What they do? 


 


 


 


 


Why they do it? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Weapons of Mass Destruction or WMD’s are weapons that can kill large amounts of people at once cause huge 


destruction and death. These include biological (living-disease-causing bacterium or viruses), chemical (non-living 


toxins) and nuclear weapons (atomic bombs – nuclear reaction). 


Name three types of WMD: 


1) 


 


2) 


 


3) 


 


 







Nuclear Weapons: cause huge devastation. Afterwards, radioactive fallout kills more than the original explosion. 


The weapons today could, if used, destroy life on Earth.  For: Act as a deterrent. Against: pose an unacceptable 


risk to humanity. The proliferation of nuclear weapons makes the chances greater that an irresponsible 


government or terrorists might obtain them. The destruction they would cause cannot be justified for any reason. 


All religions oppose the use of nuclear weapons and support disarmament.  


CCND: The Christian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CCND) are Christians attached to the CND. The CCND 


campaign against the use and development of WMD and for peace. Organise conferences (local and National), 


acts of protest, letter writing, lobbying MP’s and educating others for peace and disarmament. 


 


Q: Explain the impact that WMD can have 


 


 


 


Q: Who are the CCND? 


 


 


Q: Why as Christians do they oppose WMD? 


 


 


 


Q:  


Arguments for WMD Arguments against WMD 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 


  


 Do religions cause war? 


How religious teachings and beliefs are interpreted 
could lead to war (difficult to understand). E.g. 
Muslims taught:  fight for the name of Allah but 
also the greatest sin is to take another man’s life.  


Religions and religious teachings do not cause violence 
or war. Religious teachings are all about peace and 
understanding.  


Some think fighting for religion, claim that their 
religion is under attack. Some fundamentalist 
groups e.g. ISIL believe need an Islamic state  


For the people at the top perhaps their own power is 
the most important. Violence goes against the religion 
not TRUE religious believers e.g. ISIL 


Religion is involved in war e.g. Israel v Palestine 
(Jews vs Muslims). If religious divisions rise to the 
surface in a war, it is a root cause.  


Conflict is more about politics, power, land and self-
defence and religious divisions then rise to the surface 
because of the tension caused.  


Religious beliefs have divided people throughout 
history. Where splits have occurred violence has 
erupted. E.g. Bosnian crisis saw Christian ethnic 
cleansing of Muslims   


There are many similarities between religions and 
what they want for communities. There are many who 
work across religious divides to help others, save lives 
and solve conflicts e.g. Corrie Ten Boom WWII 


Religious leaders may call for the end of a war but 
that doesn’t mean it actually happens. The religious 
extremists often do not want to see an end to war.  


Religious leaders often call for the end of war. E.g. the 
Pope and Syria. Religions often work to maintain 
peace and prevent the outbreak of war. If people 







adhered to the teachings of their faith e.g. in 
Christianity love your enemy and do not kill then there 
would be peace. Religious groups are also regularly 
involved in peace-keeping in war torn areas in in 
negotiations to prevent wars happening.   


 


Re-draw this table as bullet points: 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 


Re-draw this table as pictures:   


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


Exam Questions:  


 


 Which of the following is not a reason for war?  
a) Greed   b) Terrorism     c) Self- defence   d) Gain Land (1) 


 


 What does WMD mean? 
a) Weapons of mass devastation b)  weapons of mass destruction   c) weapons of death  d) 


weapons of major destruction   
 


 Give two reasons for forgiveness (2) 


 Give two effects of conflict (2) 


 Name two reasons for a country to keep weapons of Mass destruction (2) 


 Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about violence in contemporary British society. In 
your answer you should refer to the main religious tradition of Great Britain and one or  
more other religious (4)  


  Explain two similar religious beliefs about peace. In your answer you should refer to one 
or more religious traditions. (4) 


 Explain two religious beliefs about terrorism. Refer to scripture of sacred writings in your 
answer (5) 


 Explain two religious beliefs about helping victims of war. Refer to scripture of sacred 
writings in your answer (5) 


 Explain two religious beliefs about reconciliation. Refer to scripture of sacred writings in 
your answer (5) 


 “War can never bring Peace!” Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:  


 Give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 Give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 Refer to religious arguments 


 Refer to no- religious argument  


 Justified conclusion 


 


“Greed is the greatest cause of War” Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:  


 Give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 Give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 Refer to religious arguments 


 Refer to no- religious argument  


 Justified conclusion 


 


 








 


Christian Beliefs and Teachings 


 


  


Key 
Concept/Idea 


Definition Influence 1 Influence 2 Bible Quotes 


Incarnation      


Trinity     


Immanent     


Transcendent     


Personal     


Impersonal     


Holy     


Omnipotent     


Benevolent     


Justice     


Resurrection     


Ascension     


Salvation     


Atonement     


Resurrection 
of the Dead 


    


Heaven     


Hell     


Purgatory     


Events of the Resurrection: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


What do we learn about Jesus through 
the resurrection? 
 
 
 
Why is the crucifixion meaningless 
without the resurrection? 


Atonement:  


The word atonement means to be ___________ with 


____________. Atonement means that _________ 


pays the price of _________ for us. 


Atonement explains that Jesus’ death and 


resurrection means that our _________________ 


with God has been mended.  


 Draw a diagram to explain atonement: (hint bridge)  


Missing words: 


Jesus 


relationship 


‘at –one’ 


sin 


God  







 


 


  
Definition of Creation:  


Literal understanding of 
creation (Fundamentalist) 
 


Non-Literal understanding 
of creation (Liberal) 


Myth understanding of 
creation (Liberal) 


Bible teachings about creation:  
 


Influence 1 of belief in creation: Influence 2 of belief in creation  


Sin: 


What is original sin? 


 


Explain the story of the Fall: 


 


 


 


What is temptation? 


 


What is free will? 


 


How can a Christian resist temptation? 


Crucifixion -Definition: 


 Events of the Crucifixion: 


* 


* 


*  


* 


* 


* 


* 


Why did Jesus die? 


 


Bible teachings about the Crucifixion: 


1. 


2. 


Influence on Christians of belief in the crucifixion: 


1. 


2. 


Sample Question ideas:  


1. Where was Jesus born? 


A Bethlehem B Rome  C Corinth D Jerusalem (1 mark) 


2. Give two persons of the Trinity. (2 marks) 


3. Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about the afterlife influence Christians today. (4 marks) 


4. Explain two Christian teachings about God the creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 


marks) 


5. ‘The stories of the incarnation prove that Jesus was the Son of God.’ Evaluate this statement. In your answer 


you should: 


- Refer to Christian teaching 


- Give detailed arguments to support this statement 


- Give detailed arguments to support a different point of view 


- Reach a justified conclusion.        (12 marks) 


 


Other questions: 


What does incarnation mean? A Coming to life  B embodiment of God C Jesus  D From God (1 mark) 


Explain two reasons why Jesus had to die. (2 marks) 


Name two types of salvation. (2 marks) 


Explain two ways in which belief in the resurrection of Jesus influences Christians today. (4 marks)  


Explain two Christian teachings about Judgement. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


Explain two Christian teachings about God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


‘It is more important to follow Jesus’ example than to spend time in worship. Evaluate this statement. (12 marks) 


 


Why is the Crucifixion important for Christians? 


- What does it mend? 


- What does it bring? 


- What does it save them from? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Why is the resurrection needed for the crucifixion to have 


meaning?  







 


  


Key word Explanation  


Father  
 


Son   
 


Holy Spirit  


Agape love  


Free will   


Original Sin  


Free will  


The Fall  
 


Problems caused by Suffering Christian answers for suffering.  Purposes 
or explanations for suffering: 


Problem of 
suffering: 


Inconsistent 
Triad: 


1. Free will  
Explanation: 
 
 
 
 
Bible: 
 


2. Test of Faith 
Explanation: 
 
 
 
 
Bible: 
 


3. Fall  
Explanation 
 
 
 
 
Bible:  
 


4. Appreciate Good. 
Explanation  
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Teachings for Salvation through 


Grace 
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Salvation through Grace: Explanation 


 


 


 


 


 


Impact of Salvation through works  


 


 


 


Impact of Salvation through Grace 


 


 


 


 


Incarnation 


(God in Flesh) 


Bible:  


Influence:  


Son of God: Prophesies (Bible teachings 


about the Messiah) 


Virgin Birth 


Vir 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Heaven 


Christian beliefs  
Purgatory 


Catholic Christian 


beliefs  


Only Christians 


View: 


 


Why: 


  


Bible Teaching:  


What is the Resurrection? 


All who are moral:  


View: 


 


Why: 


 


Bible Teaching:  


Universalism 


View: 


 


Why: 


  


Bible Teaching:  


Hell 


Christian beliefs  


Bible Quote: 


Judgement Day: What happens? 


* 


* 


* 


* 


Nicene Creed: 


 


Bible Quote:  


Catholic Beliefs: 2 Judgement Days 


Roman Catholic: Bodily 


Resurrection 


View: 


 


Why: 


 


 


Bible Teaching:  


Spiritual Resurrection 


View: 


 


Why: 


 


 


 


Bible Teaching:  


Who goes to Heaven? 


Parable on Judgement: 


Sheep and Goats 


 


Explanation: 


 


Rich Man and Lazarus 


 


Explanation: 


True or False? 


Adam and Eve obeyed God 


For Catholics there are two judgement days 


Roman Catholics do not believe in purgatory. 


The story of the virgin birth is in all 4 gospels.  


Jesus was Jewish 


Christians believe Jesus resurrected from the dead 2 days after his crucifixion.  


The word omnipotent means all-knowing.  


God is just means that God is fair. 


Bible Quote:  








Christian Beliefs and Teachings  
Creeds: Statements of Faith which sum up the basic beliefs of the Christian Faith e.g. Apostles Creed: “I believe in God, the 


Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth. I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy 


Spirit and born of the virgin Mary….’ 


Churches: Different denominations or groups of churches. 1054: Faith split into Western Roman Christianity (Catholic 


Christianity) led by the Pope, and Eastern Orthodox Christianity. Further splits include Baptist, Methodist, Pentecostal etc. 


Bible: Collection of 66 books. Divided in to 2 sections, the Old Testament and New Testament. Old Testament – Starts with 


Genesis (39 books in total) and contains the history of the Jewish people e.g. Adam, Isaac, Moses and David.  New Testament – 


starts with the 4 Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) which are about the life of Jesus. Remember Jesus was Jewish. The 


New Testament is further made up of other books and letters that record the spread of Faith.  


 


Nature of God  


Immanent:  God is with us, involved in His creation. Active in the world. Jesus is an example of this aspect of God.  


Transcendent:  God is beyond space and time, not controlled by either. So God is eternal (never born, never to die – ‘begotten 


not made’). God has continuous existence outside the created world, and is free from the limitations inherent in matter. 


Personal:  We can use human terms to describe this God. We can speak to and listen to this God, and can enjoy a relationship 


with God. 


Impersonal:  We can’t describe this God, because God is too immense/ vast. God is beyond human capability of description or 


understanding - we can only worship God. 


Holy: Christians consider God to be holy, which means something set apart from everything else for a special purpose and 


worthy of worship.  


 


Trinity: The belief that there are three persons in the One God (Monotheist); the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are separate, 


but are also one being. 


God the Father: The loving creator and sustainer of the universe - ‘Our Father in heaven’. The Lord’s Prayer 


God the Son: The saviour who became incarnate (born in flesh) and lived, died and rose again. Jesus. When Jesus was baptised, 


the Holy Spirit descended live a dove and a voice said ‘You are my Son…’  (Luke 3: 22) 


God the Holy Spirit: the source of strength which Christians find at work in their hearts.  At Jesus’ final meeting on Earth with 


his disciples, Jesus said to them, ‘Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of 


the Son and of the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 28:19). 


Scripture/sacred writings: The Nicene creed says ‘We believe in One God, the Father, the almighty, maker of heaven and earth.’ 


The ‘Word’ referred to in John 1:1-3 not only picks up the idea of God creating though his word i.e. ‘Let there be light’ but also 


refers to Jesus – the Word – the Son; this shows the trinity was present in Creation. 


Influence/Impact: In Baptism ceremonies the Trinity is mentioned throughout i.e. The vicar will say ‘NAME, I baptise you in the 


name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen’. Many Hymns mention the Trinity. Humans are made in the 


image of God and should show that same unity, of love and equality in their relationships. 


 


Omnipotent: Almighty, having unlimited power; a quality of God.  In order to be the perfect ‘Supreme being’, it is important 


that God is omnipotent. God can do anything that it makes sense for God to do – doing something morally wrong would be 


contradictory for a God who is all good.    


Sacred writings: When the Angel Gabriel spoke to Mary when she questioned her forth coming pregnancy: ‘Nothing is 


impossible with God.’ Luke 1:37.  


Evidence: The creation of the universe, wonders of the universe, miracles performed by Jesus and miracles in the modern world. 


E.g. Jesus calming the storm in St Mark’s Gospel.  


Benevolent: God is All-loving, all-good; a quality of God. Loves humans, wants the best for us and created us out of His love. 


Agape love: Agape love is self-giving love which expects nothing in return. Jesus’ death on the Cross shows Agape love - his 


sacrifice allowed humans to have a relationship with God and to enter Heaven in the after-life. 


Sacred writings/ scripture: ‘God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not 


perish but have eternal life’ (John 3:16). The Parable of the Prodigal Son illustrates this love (Luke 15:11 -32). (Matthew 5) ‘Love 


is patient, love is kind. It does not envy… Love never fails’ (1 Corinthians 13:4-8). 


Influence/Impact: love each other in their daily lives - treating everybody with care and respect.  1 Corinthians passage is often 


read at Weddings because this description is seen as important. Give to charities such as Tear fund (‘love your neighbour’ - 


neighbour is anyone in the world in need – Good Samaritan).   


 


Justice: bringing about what is right and fair according to the law, or making up for a wrong that has been committed.  


God is also believed to be the perfect giver of justice. This not only means deciding on right and wrong but being the perfect judge 


of human character. (Link with judgement day) 


Sacred writings/ scripture: The Prophet Amos told his audience to ‘let justice roll on like a river’.   Jesus ‘In everything, do to 


others what you would have them do to you’ (Matthew 7:12). 


Influence: Christians should try to prevent injustice, prejudice and oppression wherever they encounter them (e.g. work of Martin 


Luther King). They also believe that God will judge them fairly in the afterlife so that they will be rewarded if they have been just 


to others and be accepted into Heaven.  Buy Fair trade products to bring justice to those being paid unfairly.  







The problem of suffering and evil: For theists who believe that God is benevolent (all-good and all-loving), omniscient (all-


knowing) and omnipotent (all-powerful) it raises problems.  


Answers: FREE WILL - God gave free-will despite the risks that we would use our freedom to hurt others. John 10: 18 Jesus 


talks about freewill saying “No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord” THE FALL: Evil came into the world 


through Adam and Eve’s disobedience, sometimes called ‘original sin’. ‘1.Corinthians 15: 45 “The Scriptures tell us, "The first 


man, Adam, became a living person." But the last Adam--that is, Christ--is a life-giving Spirit” THE DEVIL: Many Christians 


believe in the existence of an evil force which they call the Devil or Satan – tempts them.   


Purpose:  Suffering can make us appreciate things that we take for granted. Education for our souls - It can make us a better or 


stronger person. TEST of FAITH: Job 1: 12"All right, you may test him". PUNISHMENT for sin and that it can teach us a lesson. 


CAN’T EXPLAIN IT: It should be a trigger for action for showing the love of Jesus to their fellow humans.  


 


Creation: The account of God making the world and universe found in Genesis. Days: 1- light and dark, 2- Sky, 3- land and 


plants, 4- sun, moon and stars, 5 – birds and sea creatures, 6- animals and humans in God’s image.  


Literal understanding: The account of God creating all the different kinds of creatures in 6 days and then resting on the 7 is 


exactly how creation happened. The writings of the Bible were directly inspired by God and so there are no mistakes. 


(Fundamentalist/ Creationist Christians). 


Non-Literal understanding: Each day represents a phase of time, it was created in a certain order. The Hebrew word ‘iom’ 


means stream of events. This means that there were six periods of time and they could be over thousands or even millions of 


years. A Christian who believes this can also believe in the Big-bang and evolution as the longer time frame makes them 


compatible. Creation account is WHY we are here and the science tells us HOW.  


Myth understanding: The meaning is what is important. It is a story to tell us that God created the world and everything in it and 


that humans have a special place in creation. We are created in God’s image. It also teaches that every aspect of God’s creation 


was good. Can believe in the Big-Bang and evolution - God created the world through them and is the cause of the Big-bang.  


God is transcendent (outside time and space). (How and why – as above) 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2The earth was formless and void, and 


darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters. 3Then God said, “Let 


there be light”; and there was light. 4God saw that the light was good” (Genesis 1:1-4). 


 “Then God said, "Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds 


in the sky, over the livestock and all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground”. Genesis 1:26. 


Genesis 1:31 ‘God saw all that He had made, and it was very good’. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe that we live in an ordered world created and sustained by God humans are not a result of 


chance but has meaning and purpose. This can encourage Christians to have a positive approach to life even when things go 


wrong. Being made in God’s image means everyone is of value, regardless of their physical, mental or intellectual capabilities - 


responsibility to treat all equally and with respect. Good stewardship – rather than exploiting the earth.  


 


Incarnation: God in human form: In – carn (flesh) - in flesh.  Jesus (person of the Trinity – The Son) 


Scripture/Sacred writing: The Catechism of the Catholic Church states:   ‘… Jesus is inseparately true God and true man. He 


is truly the son of god who, without ceasing to be God and Lord, became man and our brother.’  JOHN 1: 14 “the word became 


flesh and made his dwelling among us”  and also ‘Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God, something 


to be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human 


likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death – even death on a cross!’ 


Philippians 2:5-11 – Laid aside knowledge of God (omniscience) to become man.  


Virgin Birth: ‘This is how the birth of Jesus the Messiah came about: His mother Mary was pledged to be married to Joseph, but 


before they came together, she was found to be pregnant through the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 1:18.) 


 


Son of God: Christians believe that the Jewish Prophesy about the Messiah came true in Jesus’ life: He was born in Bethlehem. 


The Lord says, ‘Bethlehem, you are one of the smallest towns in Judah, but out of you I will bring a ruler for Israel, whose family 


line goes back to ancient times’ (Micah 5:2). He worked many signs and wonders (miracles), healing the sick. The blind will be 


able to see, and the deaf will hear. The lame will leap and dance’ (Isaiah 35:5-6). 


However, he did not fight the Romans and there were no earth-shaking changes - doubt as to who he really was is the main reason 


for split between Christianity and Judaism. Many Jews could not, and still cannot, see how Jesus could have been the Messiah if 


he did not change everything and bring peace on earth. 


Impact/Influence of the incarnation: Christians see the incarnation as a model for how they should live. 1 John 4: 10-11 ‘Dear 


friends, since God so loved us, we also ought to love one another’. This humility and selfless love for others can be seen in the 


lives of some Christians e.g. Mother Teresa left the relative comfort of her convent to live among the poorest people of India as 


one of them. Father Kolbe offered his own life in order to save another’s in Auschwitz. Practically help others rather than just pray 


– action is needed too.  


 


Jesus’ Crucifixion and Resurrection:  


Crucifixion: Christian theology teaches that Christ's death provided a sacrifice for the sins all mankind, making the crucifix, or 


cross, one of the defining symbols of Christianity.   



http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-2.htm

http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-3.htm

http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-4.htm





Why did Jesus die? The Sanhedrin were fed up of Jesus claiming that he was the son of God! They disapproved of the way he 


interpreted the Torah and Talmud (Jewish scripture) and they feared that he would become more popular as he already had quite a 


large group of followers (disciples). Pilate was not that interested in Jesus so the Sanhedrin told him that Jesus was causing riots 


and telling people not to pay taxes. Because of this Pilate agreed to give Jesus another trial and let the people decide! Christians 


believe that Jesus had to die to fulfil God’s commands for him. Without Jesus’ death, human beings could not be reunited with  


God and could not enter heaven. Human beings had strayed from God’s ways separating themselves from Him; Jesus’ sacrificial 


death would atone (make up for) that separation.  


 


Jesus' final hours on the cross lasted from approximately 9 a.m. To 3 p.m. a period of about six hours. 


Mark recorded that for the final 3 hours of the crucifixion the land was dark – some Christians believe that Mark used this as a 


symbol of judgement from God. Mark also said that the Temple curtain that separated the most sacred parts of the building from 


the rest was torn in two - symbol that Jesus’ death destroyed the barrier of sin that had separated humanity from God, making it 


possible for everyone – Jew and non-Jew to have access to God.  


 


Scripture/ Sacred writings: Luke 23: 34 ‘Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they don’t know what they are doing’. Luke 23 
42 ‘Then he said, “Jesus, remember me when you come into your Kingdom.” 43 And Jesus replied, “I assure you, today you will be 


with me in paradise.” Luke 23:46 ‘Jesus called out with a loud voice ‘Father, into your hands I commit my spirit’.  When he said 


this, he breathed his last.’ According to Mark 15:39 one of the Roman centurions said ‘Surely this man was the Son of God!’  


John 19:30 “it is finished!” Then he bowed his head and gave up his spirit.” Jesus knew that his mission was now finished. 


Influence/Impact: Confidence to accept Jesus’ sacrifice, sin can no longer destroy their lives because Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross 


made forgiveness possible. God forgives those who faithfully ask. Helps them to cope with suffering. God understands what it 


feels like to suffer as he suffered himself through Jesus.  


 


Resurrection: Rising from the dead. Jesus rising from the dead on Easter day. An event recorded in all four Gospels and the 


central belief of Christianity.  


Events of the Resurrection: Christians believe that it is an actual event in history. Jesus is buried. Once Jesus was dead, and the 


Roman guards made sure that he was, a man called Joseph from Arimathea asked for the body of Jesus so he could bury it. As 


there was little time to bury Jesus because it was the Sabbath and religious observance was due to start, he laid the body of Jesus 


in a cave-like tomb and rolled a large stone to bock the entrance.   


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 1-7 “On the first day of the week, very early in the morning, the women took the spices 


they had prepared and went to the tomb. 2 They found the stone rolled away from the tomb, 3 but when they entered, they did not 


find the body of the Lord Jesus. 4 While they were wondering about this, suddenly two men in clothes that gleamed like lightning 


stood beside them. 5 In their fright the women bowed down with their faces to the ground, but the men said to them, “Why do you 


look for the living among the dead? 6 He is not here; he has risen! Remember how he told you, while he was still with you in 


Galilee: 7 ‘The Son of Man must be delivered over to the hands of sinners, be crucified and on the third day be raised again.’ ”  


Christians believe that the resurrection is significant evidence of the divine nature of Jesus. For 40 days Jesus appeared to 


several people, including the disciples telling each that he had risen from the dead as he had predicted to them when he was alive.  


According to the Gospel of John a young man in white revealed himself to Mary Magdalene as Jesus come back to life.  


The story spread quickly and that there were several different witnesses to the claim that he had risen.  These are known as the 


‘resurrection appearances’. In most of them Jesus is not immediately recognised, either there was something different in his 


appearance or nobody expected to see him. The stories all stress the physical nature of Jesus’ appearance (he wasn’t a ghost!)  


Evidence for Christians: Romans could not have stolen the body  as they would have produced it when Christians were causing 


problems for the Roman Empire; it wasn’t the wrong tomb as the women went when he was buried; the Romans checked he was 


dead so didn’t just resuscitate and couldn’t have moved the stone anyway; wouldn’t use women as reliable witnesses – if you were 


making it up would choose men; Peter went from denying Jesus to standing in front of the authorities and refused to be quiet; 


many of the disciples were killed for their beliefs in Jesus. St Paul changed from a Jew who hated Christians to a Christian who 


was one of the early leaders of the Church after he believed he had met the resurrected Jesus on the Road to Damascus. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe it proves the claims of Jesus about being the Son of God. Christians believe that by 


accepting Jesus, they can also be resurrected in some way. Therefore they have no need to fear death. God can forgive their sins 


and if they follow the teachings of Christianity they can become closer to God in this life and beyond. 


 


The Ascension This is the event 40 days after the resurrection when Jesus returned to God – the Father, in heaven. (Luke’s 


Gospel) A longer account is found in Acts 1:3-11.  Jesus took his disciples to Bethany (a place) and blessed them. He was then 


taken up into heaven. In Acts it says that a cloud ‘received him out of their sight’. 


Some Christians believe it is not a literal story but an image to stress the completion to Jesus’ work on Earth and also his Divine 


Kingship. Some Fundamentalist Christians do take the event literally in terms of Jesus being hidden by a cloud and disappearing 


into another dimension. 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 50 – 53 “When he had led them out to the vicinity of Bethany, he lifted up his hands and 


blessed them.  While he was blessing them, he left them and was taken up into heaven. 52 Then they worshiped him and returned to 


Jerusalem with great joy. And they stayed continually at the temple, praising God.” 


Impact/Influence: Stay faithful to God as the ascension paves the way for the Holy Spirit – Jesus promised he would be with 


them through this comforter. Gives hope that good will triumph over evil and that God keeps his promises.  



http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm

http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm

http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm

http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm





Sin: An action or thought, which separates humans from God and each other (against God’s laws and wishes). It is behaviour 


which is against God’s laws and wishes or against principles of morality.  


Original Sin: A Christian doctrine developed by Augustine that says that everyone is born with a built-in urge to do bad things 


and disobey God.  The Fall: Story of Adam and Eve – Some Christians believe it is a literal story, others that it is a parable to 


show that humans have turned away from God. Adam and Eve despite the paradise they lived in sinned against God by breaking 


an instruction from God. The instruction was not to eat fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. The serpent tempted 


them and said that when they ate the fruit they would become like God Himself, they gave in and ate it. This was the first 


(original) sin. Once they had done this they became aware of sin through their own sinful action, an awareness that is shared by all 


humans descended from them.  


Temptation: Humans are tempted to do things to displease God (drugs, excessive spending, harming others). 


Satan: Tempts humans to disobey God. Many have interpreted the serpent that tempts Eve to eat the fruit to represent Satan (the 


devil) who is seen as a force of evil.  


Free will: If people use their free will to make choices that God would not approve of (sins) they will separate themselves from 


God. 


How to resist temptation: The Ten Commandments in Exodus 20:1-9; For example: Verses:  13 “You shall not murder, 14 “You 


shall not commit adultery, 15 “You shall not steal”. The Beatitudes which are teachings of Jesus found in Matthew 5 1-12 (which 


include: 5:9 -Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God) and other Christian teachings give Christians 


guidance so Christians can use their free will wisely.  


 


Salvation: The act of saving someone from sin or evil: the state of being saved from sin or evil. For Christians it means to be 


saved from sin and the consequences of it, granted eternal life with God. 


Christians believe Jesus’ death by Crucifixion was a deliberate act to save humanity from the consequences of Sin and to 


restore our relationship with God. Jesus’ death makes up for the original sin by Adam and Eve. Jesus’ resurrection three days 


after his death, shows Christians that death has been defeated and that the goodness of Jesus had defeated the evil of sin.  God in 


Christ offered salvation: that is, the cancelling out of original sin and the promise of eternal life.  Jesus is referred to as the second 


Adam as he saves humanity from original sin. 


Grace: A quality which God shows to humans by providing love and support which they do not need to earn.  


Scripture/Sacred writing: John 3:16 ‘For God so loved the world that HE gave HIS one and only SON, that whoever believes in 


HIM shall not perish but have eternal life’. “For since death came through a man, the resurrection of the dead also comes through 


a man. For as in Adam all die, so in Christ all will be made alive” 1 Corinthians 15:21. “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 
of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 6:23). 


Impact/Influence: Believe that through Jesus’ death and resurrection, humans can receive forgiveness for sin, are able to get 


close to God and will receive eternal life. 


Salvation through Works: Some Christians follow this approach which is called ‘salvation through works’. You have to earn the 


relationship with God through doing good things and avoiding sin.  E.g. by following the 10 Commandments Exodus 20:1-9 For 


example 13“You shall not murder”, 14 “You shall not commit adultery”, 15 “You shall not steal”. 


Salvation through Grace: Salvation is a free gift to those who have faith in Jesus as the Messiah and Son of God and accept what 


he has done for them through his death and resurrection. This faith brings salvation. Jesus in his teachings explained that what 


pleases his Father is the thoughts in our minds and the love for God and others in our hearts is actually far more important. 


Romans 10:10: “For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you profess your faith 


and are saved.” The word ‘grace’ occurs many times in the New Testament and refers to the unconditional love that God shows 


to everyone (underserved). God loves humans despite what we do or do not do. Jesus’ parable of the Prodigal Son is an example. 


Salvation through Spirit (Closely linked with Grace) The Spirit of God gives Christians the power to keep his law/ the Holy 


Spirit lives in Christians and makes them gradually more like Jesus and in this way Christians become the sons and daughters of 


God.  Galatians 4:6-7 “And because you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!” 7 So 


you are no longer a slave, but a son, and if a son, then an heir through God”. Christians believe that they continue to receive God’s 


grace through the presence in their hearts of the Holy Spirit which enables them to try to show love as Jesus did. 


Impact/ Influence: Believe that they are saved through Grace is being saved by believing in God rather than anything they can 


do. Hymns which are sung in Christian worship often refer to the act of salvation through the Grace of God.  E.g. Amazing Grace 


by John Newton. Offers hope for the after-life when they die. They feel that they are forgiven for any sin.  


 


Atonement: The reconciliation (bringing together) of God and humankind through the sacrifice (sacrificial death) of Jesus Christ. 


Atonement means the restoring of the relationship between people and God. God is holy and so does not overlook sin. Jesus took 


the sins upon himself and suffered the penalty for all humankind. He was the only one who could do this. 


Scripture/Sacred writings: The Bible says atonement removes the effects of sin 1 John 2:1-2 “… if anybody does sin, we have 


an advocate with the Father – Jesus Christ, the Righteous One. He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only ours but also 


for the sins of the whole world.” 


Reconciliation: This is the restoration of a relationship. Christians believe that the relationship between God and humans was so 


damaged that drastic action was needed – God’s self-sacrifice in Jesus. 


Impact/Influence:  Follow Jesus’ example: Work as a volunteer with the homeless in Manchester with an organisation called 


‘Mustard Tree’ to bring social justice; Train and take a job as a nurse to help others. Mass: this is a ceremony, also called 


Eucharist, in which the sacrificial death and resurrection of Jesus is celebrated using bread and wine. Christians carry out this 







ceremony in Church services or even in small groups in a home when having a time of studying the Bible together to remember 


Jesus’ sacrifice and to thank Jesus for their salvation.  


 


After life: What Christians believe follows life on earth. 


Day of Judgement: A time when the world will end and every soul will be judged by God and rewarded or punished. Jesus taught 


that God’s love and mercy are unconditional, though many of the parables (stories) he told speak about God’s judgement after 


death.  Christianity teaches that there will be a Judgement Day at the end of time and all will be judged by Jesus according to how 


they behaved.  The Nicene Creed states that Jesus ‘will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead’.  Jesus will make 


and deliver the judgement.  


Day of Judgement: Roman Catholic Beliefs: The Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church states there are two judgments: The 


particular judgement occurs immediately after each individuals’ death and the general or final judgement takes place at the 


Second Coming (of Jesus) which is when many Christians believe that Jesus will return to the Earth in Glory. Jesus will judge 


those who are still alive and those who are dead and as a result of this judgement they will be sent to heaven or hell.  


Important parables about Judgement : The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 19-31) warns that ignoring the needs of others 


may have eternal consequences and The Parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Matthew 25:31-46) warns that on Judgement Day 


some will be rewarded in heaven for helping others - when they served others they were serving God.  The goats, those who did 


not help others are condemned because they did not. 


 


Resurrection of the Dead - that the dead will be restored to life. They have this hope because they believe that Jesus resurrected 


from the dead. It is also based on his teaching. Some Christians believe that it is a Spiritual resurrection, others that it is a 


physical resurrection. Sometimes the life cycle of the butterfly is used to illustrate this teaching about the resurrection life - there 


is a continuity of identity. Catholic and some Orthodox Churches – resurrection is a bodily one and that people will once again 


receive their old body but transformed into a glorified state in which suffering will not exist.  


Scripture/Sacred writings ‘I believe in… the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen.’ (Apostles) Creed. St Paul 


said belief in Jesus’ resurrection was central to Christian faith. ‘And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile…. If only for 


this life we have hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men’ (1 Corinthians 15: 17, 19). ‘The body that is sown is 


perishable, it is raised imperishable…. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body’ (1 Corinthians 15:42, 44)  


Impact/Influence:  Christians have a hope that there is life after death.e.g. prayer at the funeral service ‘you promised eternal life 


to those who believe…’. If resurrection is a reality for people once they have died then life after death must be too. Gives hope in 


the face of death. Many Christians believe that the resurrection and the coming of the Holy Spirit means that they can feel God’s 


presence in their life, gives them confidence of God’s love the love.  


 


Heaven: Christianity teaches that heaven is a state of being, not a physical place. It is being with God outside time and space.  


Heaven is where they experience the presence of God forever – eternally.  


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “He [God] will wipe away every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or 


crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away (Revelation 21:4). Revelation 4 ‘a rainbow, resembling an emerald’ 


encircling the throne of God. From this throne comes ‘flashes of lightening, rumblings and pearls of thunder’. 


Impact/Influence:  Heaven encourages Christians to serve God and be obedient to Him. Heaven can be a comfort in times of 


suffering – this suffering will pass and they have hope for the future.  


Who goes to heaven?  4 different Christian views 


- “Only Christians go to heaven”. In John 14 (Jesus) “I am the way the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 


except through me”. Belief in Jesus and following his teaching is also important.  


- All those who call themselves Christians act of being baptised into the faith is almost a guarantee of Heaven. 


- All who have lived good, principled lives and pleased God in doing so. 


- Universalism: ultimately everyone will respond to God’s love and this means that everyone will go to Heaven.  


 


Hell: The place of being without God or of eternal suffering. Many Christians reject those literal views of hell. Biblical 


descriptions of hell are symbolic – hell is eternal separation from God. This separation results from the deliberate rejection of 


any relationship with God so hell is not what God decides for people or what He wants but is a result of Free Will – free choice. 


Annihilation: this means to be completely destroyed so no longer exist. Hell is where the body and soul both cease to exist at the 


point of physical death. Catholic Church’s Catechism which states ‘God predestines NO ONE to go to hell; for this, a wilful 


TURNING AWAY FROM GOD… is necessary and persistence in it until the end’.  


 


Purgatory: Only Roman Catholics believe in purgatory. They think this is a middle place between Heaven and Hell. 


In purgatory you pay for your sins and when you have done this you can enter Heaven. 


This means that Roman Catholics will pray for dead people. They pray that their time in purgatory will be reduced. 


After death the soul goes to purgatory if it is destined for Heaven. Purgatory is a place of purification for the soul, so that it can 


become pure and holy enough to enter Heaven. It is not a physical place.  
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Useful	Downloads	for	the	Mock	Exam:	
GCSE	Pod


Subjects	– Religious	Studies	– Current	Religious	Issues:
Issues	in	Modern	Society
Sections	
5.	Planet	Earth
6.	Prejudice	and	Discrimination
9.	War	and	Peace	(for	final	exam)


Matters	of	Life	and	Death
Section
1.	Abortion







Subject	– Religious	Studies	– Christianity	- Christian	Beliefs	and	Values	
• Chapter	6	first	part	on	Life	is	sacred	(Early	life	,	war	and	peace	and	


Planet	Earth).	(Don’t	need	teachings	on	Sex	or	contraception		or	
euthanasia	but	teaching	on	Abortion	is	useful)


Subject	– Religious	Studies	– Christianity	- Christian	Attitudes	
• Chapter	5	– The	Environment.
• Chapter	6	– Conflict,	punishment	and	Justice	(Just	needs	section	on	


War)
• Chapter	7	– Prejudice	and	Discrimination.


Subject	– Religious	Studies	–Islam- Islamic	Attitudes	
• Chapter	1	– Muslim	Beliefs	about	Justice	and	Equality
• Chapter	2	- Islamic	Attitudes	towards	Conflict,	Violence	and	Peace.
• Chapter		3:	Muslims	and	the	sanctity	of	life	(Early	life,	war	and	


peace	and	planet	earth).	(Don’t	need	teachings	on	Sex	or	
contraception	or	euthanasia	but	teaching	on	Abortion	is	useful.)








	


	


Revision	–	year	11	(Full	course)	


Alongside	the	“standard”	homework	students	will	be	given	here	are	a	range	of	activities	your	child	can	complete	to	
help	them	succeed.		


They	can	access	a	range	of	relevant	revision	material	via	the	school	moodle:		
http://www.tmac.uk.com/moodle/course				(The	students	need	to	use	their	standard	username	and	password	to	
access	the	relevant	pages)	


The	students	have	8	units	to	complete:	


Unit	2	(Religion	and	Life	Issues)	


• Religion	and	Early	Life	
• Religion	and	Prejudice	
• Religion,	War	and	peace	
• Religion	and	Natural	World	


Unit	4	(Philosophy	and	Ultimate	Questions)	


• Religion	and	Science	
• Evil	and	Suffering	
• Arguments	for	the	existence	of	God			
• Revelation		


The	resources	on	the	school	moodle	include:	


Exam	Questions	–	students	could	attempt	these	and	send	to	their	F&E	to	mark.	The	“trickier”	questions	are	shown,	
why	not	have	a	go	at	these?	Challenge	yourself.		Students	can	also	access	questions	and	mark	schemes	via:	
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-b-4055/past-papers-and-mark-schemes	


Exemplar	Questions	and	answers	for	students	to	have	a	look	at-	why	not	read	the	question,	have	a	go	at	answering	it	
and	then	compare	your	answer.	


Power	Points:	don’t	just	read	these,	why	not	summarise	them-	you	could	use	mind	maps	/	revision	cards	/	different	
colours	/	buy	some	cheap	lining	paper	and	make	MASSIVE	revision	posters			


There	are	specific	revision	activities	identified,	for	each	topic	required.		


There	is	a	link	to	the	You	Tube	play	list	created	by	us	specifically	for	the	course-	why	not	watch	these	and	make	
notes	/	watch	these	and	create	a	blurb	about	what	the	specific	clip	was	about	/	why	not	watch	and	create	a	set	of	
questions	that	you	could	pass	to	your	friend	to	answer	


Listen	to	the	GCSE	pods	and	do	the	same	activities	as	mentioned	for	the	You	Tube	playlist.	
(https://members.gcsepod.com/login)		
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Evolution  


 


Conclusion 


Overall In think that the Design argument, also called the _______________ does / doesn’t 


prove God’s existence because…….. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Success Criteria of your conclusion 


 Have you made reference to specific scholars (people) whose ideas you like or don’t 


like? 


 Have you justified your response, using connectives like because / due to / this 


makes me…. 


 







Cosmological Argument 


Why is the cosmological argument referred to as the FIRST CAUSE argument? Use the terms 


ordered / perfect / nothingness/ Cause / universe / eternal/ omnipotent / Aquinas in your 


answer.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


How does the Big Bang agree with the Cosmological argument? 


 


 


Why Islam agrees  Why Christianity agrees 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


  


ICES - What are the 4 criticisms of the cosmological argument?   


Infinite 


 


Contradicts 


 


Eternal  


 


Spontaneous  







 


Analysing a sample student answer 


Read the exam question below, and the student sample answer,  
and then complete the activities. 


 
‘The First Cause argument proves that God exists.’ 


Evaluate this statement. In your answer you: 


 should give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 should give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 should refer to religious arguments 


 may refer to non-religious arguments 


 should reach a justified conclusion. 
 


                                                                                                                                               [12 marks] 
                                                                                                                                  
 


 


Student sample answer: 


The First Cause argument says that everything that exists has a cause. It is 


obvious to everyone that the universe exists because we live in it! Therefore 


the universe too must have a cause- something must have started it. But that 


something had to be eternal and not caused by something else, otherwise that 


other thing would be the cause, and so on. Christians believe that God is the 


eternal, almighty cause that began the process of creation of everything we 


know. The Bible says that God merely said, ‘Let there be light’ and it was 


created. So God was the eternal being that set off the Big Bang which led to 


evolution and the world as we know it today. 


Atheists are people who do not believe there is a God. They would argue that 


the First Cause argument does not prove there is a God because there are 


flaws in the logic- the argument contradicts itself. For example, if everything 


has a cause, what caused God? 


In conclusion, I think that the First Cause argument is quite a good one, but I 


also see the point of the atheist arguments, so I am really not sure. 


 


Activities: 


1. Does the answer refer to religious arguments and if so what are they? Underline these in blue 
pen. 


2. Is there an argument to support the statement and how well developed is it? Underline this with 
a red pen. 


3. Is a different point of view offered and how well developed is that? Underline this with a green 
pen. 


4. Has the student written a clear conclusion after weighing up both sides of the argument? Mark 
these with a yellow highlighter. 


 







 


Marking the answer 


Below is the AQA levels of response and simplified mark scheme for AO2. Use both of these to 
complete the activities underneath and determine a mark for the student sample answer. 


Levels of response: 


Level Criteria Marks 


4 A well-argued response, reasoned consideration of different points of view  
Logical chains of reasoning leading to judgement(s) supported by knowledge and 


understanding of relevant evidence and information 


Reference to religion applies to the issue 


10–12 


3 Reasoned consideration of different points of view 
Logical chains of reasoning that draw on knowledge and understanding of relevant 


evidence and information 


Clear reference to religion. 


7–9 


2 Reasoned consideration of a point of view 
A logical chain of reasoning drawing on knowledge and understanding of relevant 
evidence and information 
OR  
Recognition of different points of view, each supported by relevant reasons/ 


evidence 


Maximum Level 2 if no reference to religion. 


4–6 


1 Point of view with reason(s) stated in support 


OR 


Two points of view simply expressed. 


1–3 


0 Nothing worthy of credit 0 


Mark scheme notes 


 A Level 4 answer will include all four things described in the bullet points – religious arguments, 
a developed argument in support of the answer, a developed argument from a different point of 
view and a justified conclusion. 


 Without reference to religious teaching, no more than half the total mark will be obtained.  


 Higher level answers will show a “logical chain of reasoning”. This means that your 
argument should flow from one point to another in a logical manner, showing connections 
to the previous point. Examiners are looking for coherent reasoning that is easy to follow, 
rather than a response that jumps randomly from one point to the next.  


 Well-informed judgements can appear throughout the answer and not only as a final 
conclusion. 


 The mark scheme content below is meant to give guidance to the markers. Answers are not 
expected to include everything which is in the mark scheme. The development of the reasons 
chosen is the key to getting the higher marks. 
 


Simplified mark scheme for AO2: 


Students may include some of the following evidence and arguments, but all relevant evidence and 


arguments must be credited:  


 


Arguments in support: 







The First Cause argument proves that God exists because everything that exists or begins to exist 


has a cause. 


The universe exists so it too must have a cause. 


There had to be something eternal (without beginning or end) that was not caused by anything. 


The eternal first cause is God. 


Something cannot come from nothing. 


Something must have always existed, i.e. God. 


 


Arguments supporting other views:  
The First Cause argument contradicts itself. 
If everything has a cause, God too must have a cause. 
What caused God?  
If God is eternal, why cannot the universe be eternal? 
Just because things within the world have a cause does not mean the universe itself has a cause. 
The Big Bang was the cause of the universe. 
The Big Bang was a random event, not caused. 
The universe may have a cause but this does not mean the cause is a personal, loving God. 
 
Religious teaching 
. 
Christianity –  Christians who accept the First Cause argument believe that Genesis 1:1-3 supports it 
because God created the heavens and the earth from nothing / God commanded the universe into 
being, (e.g. ‘Let there be light’) / Thomas Aquinas, a Christian monk, argued that nothing can come 
from nothing by itself, and since an infinite series of causes and effects is impossible since it would 
have taken an infinite amount of time to reach humankind, therefore the first cause had to be an 
‘uncaused cause’, namely God. 
Islam –  Muslim philosophers in the eleventh century argued that the difference between the universe 
and God is that the universe had a beginning in time whereas God is eternal / everything that has a 
beginning in time has a cause / therefore the universe has a cause: God / God does not need a cause 
because God has always existed / Muslims –  who accept the First Cause argument say the Qur’an 
supports it: (‘We built the skies with Our power and made them vast…’ Qur’an 51:47) and (‘Travel 
throughout the earth and see how He brings life into being; God has power over all things.’ Qur’an 
29:20) 
Activities: Determining a mark for the student sample response  


 


Read the sample answer carefully, comparing it to the criteria in the levels of response and mark 


scheme. You should find the activity that you did using different coloured pens very helpful to show 


whether the student remembered to refer to Christian teachings; if there is one viewpoint or two; how 


well developed the reasoning is and whether it lead to a conclusion. 


 


Determine the level: Decide, overall, what level of response this is. 


 


Determine the mark: If you felt the response was near the top of the level (i.e. you were tempted by 


the level above), award a mark near the top of the level. If you were tempted by the level below, give 


a mark near the bottom of the level. If neither is the case, give a mark in the middle. 


 


 


 


Mark: 


 


                          /12 marks 







Miracles 


Definition: 


 


 


Type 1 Type 2 


 
 
 
 


 


    


“I believe in Miracles…..” because: 


1.     


2.     


3.   


4.     


 


A specific example is:  


 


 


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Arguments against God’s existence – match up the correct definitions  


Word Definitions 


Atheist Cannot be sure whether God exists or not 


Theist A person who doesn’t believe in God  


Agnostic  A person who does believe in God 


 







Why are people atheists?  


In the past people found answers to questions from…. 


 


 


For example……. 


 


 


The process scientist’s use: 


Observation --------- Hypothesis --------testing--------repeated testing   


Draw 4 diagrams to represent each aspect  


 


 


 


 


Evil and suffering 


There are two types of suffering: 


 


1) 


 


2) 


 


Why does suffering raise a problem for religious believers? (Include the words suffering / 


unjust / God / innocent / all-powerful (Omni-potent) / Omniscient / God) 


 


 


 


 


 







Complete the mind map  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


  


How do Christians think God helps?  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Christian 


explanation  


Free-will  


Adam & Eve  


Punishment  


Test of faith  


Appreciate goodness 


Devil   







 


 


 


 


What is meant be calling Jesus the 2nd Adam? Why was he required?  


 


 


 


 


Christian response….As a Christian if you see suffering you should…… 


 


 


You should do this because……. 


 


 


Examples of this are…… 


 


 


The nature of the divine and revelation  


Fill in the gaps:  


 


___________________Revelation– God making himself known through ____________ personal 


experience or an unusual ______________ event.  


 







________________ –the gaining of true __________ about God or self, usually through meditation 


and self-discipline: in Buddhist and ___________ traditions, gaining freedom from the cycle of re-


birth. 


Buddha – example of an _______________ being- lived a life of privilege / saw the four ______ / 


went in search of ________ / lived a life of deprivation / reached the middle way/ gained 


___________________ under the Bodhi tree after resisting ________.  


Hinduism – goal of life is to achieve Moksha- oneness with ______________ 


Strengths of Special Revelation  - Use your knowledge organiser to bullet point these  


  


     


    


Examples of general revelation include: 


 


 


 


Strengths of general revelation include: 


 


 


 


Draw a quick comic strip of St Paul’s vision:  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Personal - (when applied to God) is the belief in a conscious individual or person with whom people 


are able to have a relationship or feel close to. Christians believe that they can pray to God in a 


personal way e.g. Father 


Impersonal -(when applied to God) means that the believer does not think that God has any ‘human’ 


characteristics. God is  


unknowable and mysterious. God is regarded more like an idea or a force rather than a person. 







Immanent - __________________________________________________________________  


____________________ - is to believe that God is outside time and space. God is beyond and 


outside life on earth and the universe.  


_____________________- refers to God’s complete powerfulness, beyond anything we can know. 


_________________________ - refers to God’s total intelligence, beyond anything we can know or 


copy.  


Benevolence-_____________________________________. 


________________________-one of the qualities of God; showing concern for the sufferings of 


others;  literally ‘suffering with’. 


___________________a quality of God that stresses God’s willingness to forgive the wrongdoer.  


Christian beliefs –One God who can be seen through three different aspects, the Trinity—Father, Son 


and Spirit. Father –_______________, the eternal mighty God, Son-came to earth in the form of 


______________, ______________-God as he works in the world.  


 


Reasons to support revelations Problems with revelations 


Power 
 
 
 


Illusion 


Impact 
 
 
 
 


Why some and not others?  


Evidence 
 
 
 
 


Hume: Evidence 


 Hume: unreliable witnesses 
 
 
 


 Hume: all can’t be right 
 
 
 
 


 Transcendent / Immanent same time 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 Have we the language to describe it?  
 
 
 


 


Alternative explanations?  


 


 


 


Case Study; (Ellen White) 


 


 


 


Source of revelation Christianity Non-religious  


Miracles Christianity has recorded many 


miracles, where God has 


intervened in his creation to 


make something good happen, 


often healing the incurable. 


Mother Teresa was a Christian 


Nun who had devoted her life 


to helping the poor and needy, 


In Calcutta. On the first 


anniversary of her death a 


non- Christian Indian women 


was cured fg a huge abdominal 


tumour- it simply disappeared 


overnight as she slept. 


Members of the Missionaries 


of Charity had prayed to 


Mother Teresa for this cure. 


The belief is that the prayers 


showed the necessary faith to 


allow Mother Teresa’s soul to 


bring God’s power to the 


problem. Doctors have been 


unable to find an alternative 


explanation.  


Humanists: would look for 


non- supernatural explanation 


They can show that events 


previously classed as miracles 


are now explainable through 


medical science, and that those 


calling them miracles already 


has a religious bias to affect 


them   


Atheist: An atheist would 


dispute that God performs 


miracles, as (to them) God 


does not exist. They may see 


events like these s something 


which can occur naturally 


(spontaneous regression) 


though is not yet understood 


by medical science.   


Visions Visions are a form of 


revelation from God, allowing 


humans to have a relationship 


with him. Many Christians 


Humanists: take a non-theistic 


stance, and do not look for 


supernatural explanations for 


events. A vision may be caused 







have written about their 


revelation and given an insight 


because if it, for example St 


Teresa of Avila, Bernadette 


Soubirous and Fred Ferrari. 


Christians believe that God 


speaks directly to humans 


through these revelations, 


telling them religious truths 


and helping them to 


understand his wishes The 


vision can have a profound 


effect on their live and causing 


great change.     


by hallucination, illness, drugs, 


or many other reasons- but not 


a divine source 


Atheist: Might see these 


experiences as hallucinatory, 


they believe there is no God, 


and so there can be source for 


this revelation other than our 


own brain.  


Nature Revelation is when God reveals 


Himself. Nature is seen as a 


source of revelation by 


Christians because it is God’s 


creation. Just as an artist 


leaves clues about themselves 


in their work, so God has left 


clues in His creation. For 


example the beauty of nature, 


the fact that it seems to have 


been designed (see Design 


argument Many Christians see 


a beautiful sunset etc and see 


God at work – this is God 


revealing himself via nature / 


his creation)  


Humanists: A Humanist would 


say there is no such thing as 


God and therefore a non-


existent being cannot be 


revealed in anyway. We should 


appreciate the patterns and 


the beauty  but not see it as a 


source of revelation  


Atheist: An Atheist would say 


that as much as nature might 


reveal to a believer that there 


is a God, it reveals nothing to 


others especially those who 


believe there is no divine 


being.  


 


 


Re-create this table in bullet points 


Then 


 


Re-create this table in pictures  


 


 


 


 


 







Exam Questions 


 


1. What is meant by personal (in relation to the divine? 


A. Beyond 


B. Able to have a close relationship to God 


C. Absolute 


D. All-knowing 


2. What is meant by Immanent? 


A. Absolute 


B. All-powerful 


C. Beyond time and space 


D. Active in the world 


3. Give two alternative explanations to the claim that someone has met God (2) 


4. Give two reasons why scripture claims to have helped people (2) 


5. Give two reasons why people think that the design argument is weak (2) 


6. Give two reasons why people think the first Cause argument is weak (2) 


7. Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about visions in contemporary British society 


(4) 


8. Explain two similar religious beliefs about the divine. In your answer you should refer 


to at least one religious tradition (4) 


9. Explain tow contrasting beliefs about proving the existence of God. In your answer 


you should refer to at least one religious tradition (4)   


10. Explain two religious beliefs about Enlightenment as a source of knowledge about the 


divine. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer (5) 


11. Explain tow religious beliefs about God being Immanent. Refer to scripture or sacred 


writings in your answer (5) 


12. Explain two religious beliefs about general revelations. Refer to scripture or sacred 


writings in your answer (5)  


13. It is impossible to know what God is like. Evaluate this statement. In your answer you 


should:  


 Give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 Give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 Refer to religious arguments 


 Refer to no- religious argument  


 Justified conclusion  


14. “The existence of evil proves that God does not exist” 


 Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:  


 Give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 Give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 Refer to religious arguments 


 Refer to no- religious argument  


 Justified conclusion  







15. “Miracles prove God’s existence” 


 Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:  


 Give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 Give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 Refer to religious arguments 


 Refer to no- religious argument  


 Justified conclusion 


 


 








 


  
Sex within marriage:  
Reasons for 
  


  


  


  


  


 


Catholic view of sex Quaker view of sex 


Bible teachings about Sex 
before marriage:  
Called a fornication 
Seen as a sin 


Sex is …. 


 Gift from God 


 For children – 
procreation 


 Share love 


 Bring the couple closer 
 
 


Muslim view of sex 


Contraception 


What is artificial contraception? 


 


What is natural contraception? 


 


What are contemporary British attitudes towards contraception? 


 


Give two reasons why the Roman Catholic Church do not accept the use of artificial contraception. (2 marks) 


 


Explain two contrasting religious views on the use of contraception (4 marks)  


 


 


Why does the Church of England accept the use of artificial contraception? 


 


What form of contraception might a Protestant (Church of England) Christian not use and why? 


Homosexuality: 


Fill in the gaps to complete the key religious views on Homosexuality. 


______________________ is the word used to describe people who are sexually attracted to _______________ of the same 


_______________. In contemporary Britain ____________________ have significantly changed. 50 years ago it was 


___________________ to be gay. Today it is much more ________________ and most young people do not see it as an issue. In 


___________ same-sex marriages were recognised and in 1994 the age of consent to sex was reduced to the same age as heterosexual 


sex.  


The Roman Catholic Church has a different view on homosexuality. The Church is against treating people badly because they are gay but 


believes that homosexual sex is __________________. This is because one of the main purposes of sex according to the Catholic Church is 


___________________ and homosexual sex cannot be open to this. They also understand it to be _____________ and consider it to be a 


__________. The Roman Catholic Church points to creation and says that God made ________________ and _________________ and 


that therefore they do not accept same sex relationships.  


The Church of England has a more moderate view. It does not allow __________________couples to marry in Church but welcomes 


homosexual Christians who live in __________________ and committed relationships.  


Quaker Christians are more liberal and argue that loving and faithful _____________ relationships are just as ____________ as 


heterosexual relationships. They argue that ALL are made in the __________ ________ ___________ and therefore it is natural for that 


person to be gay and they are valued by God.  Quakers believe that it is the _____________ of the relationship that matters and is 


important. If a couple shares genuine selfless love then they have what is important. The Quakers teach ‘to reject a people on the 


grounds of sexual behaviour is a denial of God’s creation’  


procreation  Homosexual   male  quality   faithful  illegal   holy  people 


gender   image of God  same-sex female   2013  sin  wrong   


accepted unnatural attitudes homosexual 


Sample Question ideas:  


1. Which one of the following is the name given to the practice in some religions of having more than one 


wife? 


A Procreation  B Contraception C Stability  D Polygamy 


2. Give two religious beliefs about the purpose of families (2 marks) 


3. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society about sex before marriage. In your answer 


you should refer to the main religious tradition of Great Britain and one or more other religious traditions.  


4. Explain two religious beliefs about the nature of marriage. Refer to scripture in your answer. (5 marks) 


5. “Same-sex parents are just as good at bringing up children as other parents”.  (12 marks) 


Evaluate this statement. In your answer you 


 Should give reasoned arguments in support of this statement.  


 Should give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view. 


 Should refer to religious arguments. 


 May refer to non-religious arguments. 


 Should reach a justified conclusion. 


Other questions: 


Explain two contrasting beliefs to sex before marriage. (4 marks) 


Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society about contraception. In your answer you should refer 


to the main religious tradition of Great Britain and one or more other religious traditions. (4 marks) 


Explain two religious beliefs about gender equality. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


Explain two religious beliefs about adultery. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


 







 


  


Roman Catholic beliefs and 
teachings about Women as Priests 
(Leaders)  (Include Bible teachings) 


Church of England beliefs and 
teachings  of Woman as Vicars 
(Leaders) (Include Bible teachings) 


  


Christian views Same-Sex Marriage (Traditional) 


 


 


 


 


Christian views on Same-Sex Parents (Traditional) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Quaker View on Same-


Sex Marriages 


(Liberal) 


 


 


 


Quaker view on Same-Sex 


parents 


(Liberal) 
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Christianity: Role of Children 
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Christianity: Role of Parents 


 


 


Bible Teachings: 


 


 


 


Islam: Nature of the Family 


 


 


 


 


 


Causes of Gender Prejudice: 


Gender/Sexual Discrimination 


The Sex Discrimination Act 1975 made 


gender discrimination illegal in the UK 


Adultery: Why do Christians believe it is wrong? 


 


 


 


 


 


What was Jesus’ response to the adulterous woman? 


 


 


 


 


 







 


Families and Relationships 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Key Concept/Idea Definition 


Covenant  


Cohabitation  


Marriage  


Civil Marriage  


Civil partnership  


Same-sex parents  


Celibacy  


Chastity  


Nuclear family  


Polygamy  


Procreation  


Bigamy  


Spouse A husband or wife 


Divorce  


Annulment  


Sacrament A special right that imparts spiritual grace. Of 
particular importance and significance. Roman 
Catholics regard marriage as a sacrament  


Remarriage  


Gender Equality  


Gender discrimination  


Gender Prejudice  


Contraception  


Family Planning   


Artificial Contraception  


Adultery  


Homosexuality  


Purpose of Marriage 


Christian beliefs  


Purpose of the family 


Christian beliefs  Bible Quote:  


Roman Catholic: (Conservative) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Remarriage: Do Christians accept Remarriage in the Church? 


Methodist Church (Liberal) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Church of England 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Caring for elderly parents 


Muslim beliefs  


Qur’an or Hadith Causes of Divorce 


1. 


 


2. 


 


3. 


 


4. 


 


Roman Catholic: (Conservative) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Methodist Church (Liberal) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Church of England 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Divorce: Do Christians accept Divorce? 


How do Christians try to 


prevent divorce? 


1. 


 


2. 


 


3. 


 


 


True or False? 


Roman Catholics accept cohabitation:  


The Catholic Catechism says about sex -


‘outside of marriage it always constitutes 


a grave sin’:  


Anglican Christians (Protestants) think 


that marriage is better: 


Cohabitation is not sinful according to 


Christians who don’t believe in sex 


outside of marriage: 


Protestants still believe loving faithful 


relationships are good: 


Bible Quote:  








Muslim Beliefs and Teachings Revision Guide: 


The Oneness of God and the supremacy of God’s will 
Tawhid: At the centre of all Islamic belief is the belief in one God—Allah. There is no other God but 
Allah and there is no one comparable to Him. We will never understand Allah as His nature supersedes 
our limited minds. We are made by Him but He is not Himself made. Begotten not made. He is eternal. 
(Without beginning or end/ not limited by time and space). “He is God the One, God the eternal. He be-
got no one nor was He Begotten. No one is comparable to Him.” Surah 112:1-4 
He is not made up of different aspects and therefore we talk of Allah as One.  
The Shahadah is the first pillar of Islam and is said several times a day—it reinforces the idea of Tawhid: 
‘There is no God but Allah and Prophet Muhammad is His messenger’. 
What impact does Tawhid have on Muslim belief and understanding? 
It reminds Muslims that it is a sin to compare anything to Allah, i.e. to attribute human characteristics to 
Allah or to attribute Godlike characteristics to anything other than God; (this sin is the most serious sin 
and is called shirk). Tawhid reminds Muslims that Allah cannot be limited by human understanding and 
human ideas and therefore there are no pictures that represent Him. There must also be no pictures of the 
prophets as this may lead to idol worshipping (i.e. worshipping the statue/ picture/ prophet and not Allah). 
Mosques and Muslims homes do not therefore contain pictures of Allah or the prophets. Tawhid is rein-


forced in the Shahadah and reminds Muslims constantly of the oneness of Allah. Belief in tawhid explains 
Allah as our creator, it gives humans purpose and supports a belief that science and religion can work to-
gether as science helps us to gain understanding about God’s creation. Science also supports the idea that 
there is a begotten (not made), first cause of the universe. It also reminds Muslims that they should submit 
to Allah’s will as He will judge us on Judgement Day and that we should follow His law as He knows best. 
Tawhid states that Allah is limitless and therefore if we look at the problem of evil and suffering, Tawhid 
reassures Muslims that there is a purpose for evil and suffering. The oneness of God is also reflected in the 
Ummah (human (Muslim) brotherhood) which promotes equality and justice for all. 


The Nature of God 
“This is God, your Lord, there is no God but Him, the Creator of all things, so worship Him; He is in 
charge of everything. No vision can take Him in, but He takes in all vision. He is the All Subtle, The All 
Aware”. Surah 6:102-103 
Although Allah is beyond full human understanding God does reveal some aspects of His nature (through 
the Qur’an). Muslims believe therefore that Allah is both immanent and transcendent , that He is omnipo-
tent, beneficent, merciful, fair and just.  
Immanent: “And He is with you wherever you may be”. Surah 57:4 
Transcendent: “No vision can grasp Him… He is above all comprehension” Surah 63:103 
How can God be both immanent and Transcendent? For Muslims, God can be both because He is the 
creator of the universe, he is not limited by the universe that He created because He is beyond the limits of 
the physical world. God is eternal and therefore exists forever and this is not possible in the physical 
(contingent) world which is in a constant state of change (flux); and Allah being perfect is not subject to 
change or decay. God is able to create and control the universe because He is outside of it. Yet Allah is 
within the world through His creation and within all things and through His compassion towards people. 
He sees everything we do and He knows us and what our choices in life will be before we make them so 


He cannot be distant from us. Muslims believe Allah is in this world to guide us  and gives people purpose and direction (predestination). 
This shows God is active (involved in the world). God has unlimited power and knowledge and therefore can be both as He is not con-
strained by anything. 
God is Beneficent and the source of all goodness. We can see this through His gift of creation. God’s beneficence is linked to His Com-
passion and Mercy. In the Qur’an, Allah is referred to 57 times as the Beneficent and over 160 times as the Merciful. In daily prayer the 
names are recited 17 times and each prayer starts with ‘In the name of God, the Lord of Mercy, the Giver of Mercy.’ (This is known as 
Bismillah). 
Allah treats everyone with Fairness and Justice. He judges fairly and will give His judgement on Judgement Day but He also requires us 
to treat everyone with fairness and equally and act justly. Belied in God’s judgement is part of the five roots of Shia Islam signifying its 
importance within their Islamic belief system. 
Muslims also find it useful to understand Allah’s nature through the 99 names of Allah. The purpose of the 99 names is to firstly help us 
to understand our relationship to Him but also to remind us that there is a limit to our knowledge and we must always be aware of this 
hence why there are 99 names and not 100 or a 1000 etc. Some of the 99 names include: All-Compassionate, Forgiving. Pure One, Vic-
torious, Shaper of Beauty, Guardian, Preventer of Harm, Hearer of All, Guide, Sustainer, Maker of Order, Source of Peace. 


The supremacy of God’s will 
Muslims put their life in God’s hands. God is creator and nothing takes place without God allowing it to happen. God is supreme and his 
will is final. Muslims believe they should accept whatever happens in their life and trust that God knows best. Muslims use the term 
‘inshallah’ which means ‘God willing’ when they make plans. This idea of the supremacy of God’s will can be interpreted in two ways 
by Muslims 1. That God controls everything human beings do and that humans do not have free will. 2. Others think that God does not 
force people to act and gives us freedom how to choose; this response fits better with the idea of judgement, how can God judge us if he 
is responsible for our actions—this would mean that God is not just. 
Impact of God’s will: God is all powerful and supreme an therefore should be worshipped. God’s supremacy means that nothing must be 
put before God, this is a sin (shirk). Believing that everything happen for a reason can bring comfort to Muslims. “Misfortunes can only 
happen with God’s permission” Surah 64:11.  







Shi’a and Sunni Islam: 
Shi’a Muslims make up 12% of Muslims. Though this sounds like a small per-
centage, there are still well over 130 million Shi’a Muslims in the world, making 
it the fifth largest religious group in the world. 
Both Sunni and Shi’a Muslims hold many beliefs in common. They believe in 
God, prophethood of Muhammad and the guidance of the Qur’an and Sunnah.  
Sunni Muslims have six articles of faith that represent core what they hold to be 
core Islamic belief whilst Shia Muslims have the five roots of ‘Usul-ad-Din’.  
Sunni Muslims believe that when Prophet Muhammad died only the Qur’an and 
the Sunnah (Muhammad’s teachings and actions) had the authority to guide be-
liefs and behaviour. Religious scholars interpret the Qur’an and Sunnah and this 
guides Muslim life. Sunni Muslims get their name from following the Sunnah. 
Shi’a Muslims have their own interpretation of Islamic laws and only accept say-
ings of Muhammad that have been passed down through Ali (who they believe 
was Muhammad’s rightful successor. 


Risalah: means “messengers”. God’s message is carried, at different times, in 
one of three ways: via an angel, a prophet or a holy book. Angels bring the  word 
of God to the prophets or messengers of God, they can do this because they are 
pure and sinless. For Sunni Muslims the belief in angels is one of the six articles of faith. Angels are cre-
ated by God, made from light. Since Allah is so holy, and perfect, it is difficult for humans to communicate 
with Him.  Angels, the first creation of Allah, are thought to be sinless and can therefore stand to be in the 
presence of God.  They are not as holy as Allah, since though they can do nothing against God, they do not 
have free will.  This means that they are able to communicate with humans on behalf of Allah. In the Qur’an 
it tells us that angels are made from light; jinn are made from smokeless fire and humans are made from 
clay. “Indeed We created man from dried clay of black smooth mud.  And We created the Jinn before that 
from the smokeless flame of fire” (Surah 15:26-27). 


Angels are usually described as male and given male names (Surah 53v27), are thought to be sexless, have wings, two, three or four (Surah 
35v1) and must always do what Allah wants, (Surah 2v32). The Devil (Iblis or Shaytan for Muslims) was once an angel, who refused to 
bow down to Adam.  For this, he was thrown out of heaven, and set up a new base in hell. Iblis tempts humans to go against Allah until the 
Last Day (Surah 7v11-18). Angels are in constant contact with the world but have no physical form; unless they need to adopt one in order 
to communicate with chosen individuals however these physical bodies ‘dazzle’ and are still set apart from humans. For Muslims, angels 
are involved in our lives from conception recording our deeds and guiding us. During prayer Muslims will acknowledge the angels on their 
right and left shoulders. “Each person has angels before him and behind, watching over him by God’s command” Surah 13:11. 
Jibril: Messenger: Delivers messages to the prophets; in particular delivered the Qur ’an to Muhammad. He is the most famous angel 
(known to Jews and Christians). He is known as an archangel and therefore has special status. He was trusted to deliver Allah’s message 
(The Qur’an) to Prophet Muhammad. He is responsible for spiritual nourishment. When Jibril was created he was sent to look at paradise. 
On seeing it, he claimed that no one would ever stray away from it for its beauty and wonder. He was sent a second time to look at it when 
it was surrounded by a barrier of difficulties and hardships. His reaction then was that no one would ever reach it. He was then sent to look 
at hell; he said that no one would want to go there. So Allah surrounded hell with desires and lusts, at which Jibril said that on one would 
ever be able to avoid it. Belief in the Angel Jibril gives Muslims confidence to follow the words of the Qur’an and the teachings of prophet 
Muhammad. 
Mika’il: Angel of Mercy: He is the one who provides sustenance to humans e.g. the rain. He therefore provides physical nourishment to 
humans. He is also an archangel and therefore is important. Again he is recognised as an archangel in Judaism and Christianity. Most of 
what is known about Mika’il comes from Islamic tradition rather than the Qur’an. Belief in Angel Mika’il reminds Muslims that good 
things come to those who have faith and that their lives are owed to Allah (through the angels). This teaches Muslims to give thanks for 
what they have. 
On Judgement day both Jibril and Mika’il will help with the weighing of a person’s actions. Mika’il has seen hell and how easy it is to get 
there, as opposed to how hard it is to get t paradise, so it is believed that he does not smile. He is the friend of humankind as he knows what 
awaits; the path to paradise being thinner than a human hair.  
Izraaeel/ Azrael: Angel of Death. Comes to take our souls at the point of death. (Note the Qur ’an does not refer to this angel by name but 
by the job this angel does). The Angel of Death is not to be feared if you have faith as the angel carries your soul to heaven. However, 
many may fear the Angel of Death if they have led a sinful life as the angel will carry your soul to hell. This angel is a reminder that a) eve-
ryone will die (God’s will) and b) our actions in this life will determine the next. 
Israfil: Signifies the day of Judgement has come. This reminds Muslims about a belief about judgement day; when the end of time will 
come and our true fate will be decided and lived out for eternity. This encourages Muslims to reflect on their day to day choices as they will 
have eternal consequences. It also shows why Muslims believe in a physical resurrection of the body which in turn affects burial. 
Munkar and Nakir: Questioners These two angels are responsible for asking 3 questions about your belief. These angels ask if you be-
lieve in Allah, are Muslim and know of the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad. Belief in these angels reinforces the belief that Islam is 
the one true religion. They can have confidence that they are on the right path as long as they follow the Qur’an, believe the Shahadah and 
follow the practices of Muhammad. 
Kiraman and Katibeen: These are the names given to the angels that are with each person from the moment of conception to the day of 
judgement and write down all deeds, good and bad that someone does. These angels are acknowledged every time a Muslim prays and are 
therefore a constant reminder that all their actions are recorded. 
Ridwan: Controls the gates of paradise. This reminds Muslims that there is no entry into paradise without the will of God. It also gives 
them an understanding that they are safe in heaven, it is protected and Allah really is supreme. 
Malik: Guards the door to hell and oversees the suffering of the faithless. This reminds Muslims that earthly pleasures are temporar y 
and that the suffering caused by putting ourselves or money before God will have horrific eternal consequences. 
Hafadha: Angel of protection: God is ever-present in our lives through Angels and that God protects us from harm. Gives Muslims confi-
dence that whatever they do they are being looked over by a guardian angel working on behalf of God. This helps Muslims face grave dan-
ger e.g. war with confidence. 
 


 
 







Risalah Continued: 


Prophets are chosen by Allah to deliver His message. Prophets are essential in communicating God’s 
message on how humanity should live their life and the consequences of our life choices in the life hereafter. 
Prophets are good people who are able to lead by example. “Every community is sent a messenger, and 
when their messenger comes, they will be judged justly; they will not be wronged.” Surah 10:47. 
There are two types of messengers/ prophets: ‘rasul’: this is a messenger that passes on divine revelation to 
everyone/ everywhere. ‘nabi’: this is a messenger that has been given revelation or news of an important 
nature to specific communities or is specific to that prophet. 
Muslims do not allow any pictures of the prophets because it encourages idol worshipping. This means that 
people will focus on the images of the prophet and worship them rather than God and to put anything before 
God is a sin (shirk). 
The first Prophet was Adam; he was the first man on Earth. He was created by God from dust. Adam how-
ever disobeyed Allah and distanced himself from God. Why was Adam important? What can we learn from 
him? 1. He is father of all mankind. 2. He was a prophet until death. 3. He taught the revelations to his 
sons. 4. He taught about the work of Iblis and how to protect themselves against Jinn. 5. He taught that life 
on earth was temporary, eternal life could be had in the next life. 6. He built the Ka’bah as the first place of 
worship. 7. Adam disobeyed Allah but immediately repented and always regretted his sin. He found salva-
tion through God’s forgiveness. (Iblis never showed repentance and so lost hope and is forever tormented. 
Each year on Hajj Muslims follow in Adam’s footprints and ask Allah for forgiveness of their sins on the 
mount of mercy (just as Adam did). 
Ibrahim was a good man, he was obedient to good and was kind and compassionate. He refused to wor-
ship idols and was almost killed for this. “Who could be better in religion than those who direct them-
selves wholly to God, do good, and follow the religion of Abraham, who was true in faith? God took 


Abraham as a friend.” Surah 4:125. Ibrahim is the Arabic for Abraham; Abraham is seen as a significant prophet in Judaism and Chris-
tianity hence why they are called Abrahamic religions. Ibrahim is important in Islam because he is a role model to follow. He is also re-
membered on Hajj; at the end of Hajj Eid ul Adha (celebration of the sacrifice) commemorators the story of Ibrahim and his faithfulness 
and obedience to God. Ibrahim was ordered by Allah to sacrifice his son which he was prepared to do; God did not allow Ibrahim to sac-
rifice his son and replaced him with a lamb. 
Muhammad received the final revelation from Allah. He is known as the ‘seal’ of the prophets. “Muhammad is not the father of any 
one of you men; he is God’s Messenger and the seal of the prophets: God knows everything.” Surah 33:40. Muhammad used to medi-
tate away from the city of Mekkah because he was troubled by all the sin there. When he was mediating in a cave on Mount Hira outside 
Mecca in 610 CE he had an experience that changed his life. Carrying a book, Gabriel commanded him to “read.” Muhammad refused 
the order twice before finally asking about what he was supposed to read. Gabriel replied with following verses of the Qur’an: “Read [O 
Muhammad!] in the name of your Lord who created. He created man from a clot. Read, and your Lord is the Most Honorable who 
taught with the pen.” Surah 96:1-4. Believing that God had chosen him as his messenger Muhammad began to preach what God had 
revealed to him. The simple and clear-cut message of Islam, that there is no God but Allah, and that life should be lived in complete sub-
mission to the will of Allah, was attractive to many people, and they flocked to hear it. Shahadah: “There is no God except Allah and 
Prophet Muhammad is His messenger”. The leaders of Mekkah did not like Muhammad’s messages as it challenged their authority, pow-
er and wealth. They made money from idol worship, exploiting the poor and desperate, gambling, alcohol and slaves and because Mu-
hammad's popularity was seen as threatening by the people in power in Mekkah. Muhammad’s followers were tortured and treated badly 
and so Muhammad took his followers on a journey from Mekkah to Medina in 622. This journey is called the  Hijrah (migration) and the 
event was seen as so important for Islam that 622 is the year in which the Islamic calendar begins. Within ten years Muhammad had 
gained so many followers that he was able to return and conquer Mecca. Muhammad continued to lead his community both spiritually 
and in earthly matters until his death in 632. Why was it important for Muhammad’s prophethood to happen when it did?  People were 
becoming more distant from the ways of Allah, earlier revelations had been lost, corrupted or ignored and Mekkah had become a centre 
for idol worshiping as the city grew in trade. Why is prophet Muhammad so important? Allah chose him above all others to reveal the 
Qur’an. He was an honest and righteous man who people could trust in and follow. He was compassionate and merciful and put Allah’s 
words into action; he was just, loyal and was concerned about the welfare of others including animals. Muhammad the individual: Per-
fect example to others. He was an ordinary man and therefore his example is attainable; we can all be like Muhammad. Being a prophet 
is not easy, it comes with hardships (i.e. persecution, doubt and ridicule) but Muhammad through, patience, conviction and true belief in 
God and submission to God’s will, Muhammad overcame these hardships and we can do the same in our lives. Muhammad strove to 
make his community a better place and put his beliefs of equality and justice into action e.g. appointing the first prayer caller who was a 
black man named Bilal. Muhammad the leader: Muslims claim that Prophet Muhammad was the greatest political and religious leader of 
all time managing to combined both roles perfectly. He allowed religious freedom, gave women rights and cared for the sick and elderly. 
Muhammad the family man: Muhammad was the ultimate family man. There is a theme in the Qur ’an about good fathers e.g. Adam, 
Noah, Lut, Jacob, Ibrahim and then Muhammad. Islam sees the family as the basis for a successful society. If a family works well they 
contribute to society; society is a family and it reflects the families within in. If parents take care of their children and bring them up to 
be fair, compassionate and hardworking, society will reflect this. Muhammad the teacher: He not only taught how a Muslim should live 
their life, but led by example. He spoke with authority but made it easy for others to learn. He taught Muslims how to pray and this can 
be seen in Mosques everyday. 
There are no more prophets, so anyone claiming to have heard independently from Allah is not a Muslim – this can be difficult for Shi’a 
Muslims who believe that Allah still speaks to and through Imams who can even add to the Qur’an. As there are no more prophets, Mu-
hammad must be the final example for Muslims.  Muslims are encouraged to follow his example and find out all they can about how he 
lived.  For example, Muhammad did not shave his beard off, so Muslim men are encouraged to grow a beard. The Qur’an contains all the 
beliefs a Muslim needs.  This can be difficult in the modern era – for example, reinterpreting how women should be treated 1500 years 
after the Qur’an was written. If Muhammad is the perfect example, Muslims may fall into the dangerous trap of following Muhammad 
rather than following the Qur’an.  The danger of shirk is difficult to avoid, but the Qur’an says that all prophets should be treated with 
equal respect. 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/holydays/alhijra.shtml
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Sunnah and Hadith: 


The Sunnah are the practices, customs and traditions of the Prophet Muhammad. These give the perfect 
example for Muslims to follow. They are found in the Hadith (sayings of the prophet) and other texts. Dif-
ferent Muslims accept different collections of the Hadith as reliable sources of authority. Reading the hadith 
helps understand the Qur’an. Muhammad was a great teacher and made the Qur’an accessible to all as the 
Qur’an itself is not always easily interpreted. Sunni Muslims believe that the Hadith are important because 
the  Qur’an says: ‘A Similar (favour you have already received) in that We have sent among you in Scrip-
ture and Wisdom, and in new knowledge’. Surah 2:151. 


Shi’a Islam and the Imamate: 
Shi’a Muslims believe in the imamate. This means that they believe that there was a divinely picked succes-
sion of imams to carry on the work of the Prophet Muhammad after his death. They believe that revelation 
stopped with Muhammad but that twelve Imams were chosen by Allah to guide and preserve God’s mes-
sage. The role of the Imams is to avoid the corruption of the Qur’an and to preserve its revelation. 


Holy Books: 
Muslims believe that God has spoken to all of humanity, and his words – dictated exactly as God wants 
them to be read – are in the Qur’an. This kind of dictation is known as revelation.  The word comes from 
the word “revealed”, and means that Allah has revealed his words to a man in order that they can be shared 
by all humanity. Muhammad was a very intelligent man, but he could not read or write.  This is important 
because it means that he had to memorise the words God said to him and could not change them – he 
would recite, that means, retell or read, rather than changing those words depending on who he was speak-
ing to. The name Qur’an means ’the Recital’. The Qur’an was revealed to Prophet Muhammad in Arabic 
and so it was recorded in Arabic and it is still read to this day in Arabic so that God’s message cannot be 
mistranslated. “This is the Scripture in which there is no doubt, containing guidance for those who are 
mindful of God.” Surah 2:2.  
The Qur’an influences a person throughout their life; birth, marriage, death, daily prayers etc. Contains 
basic worship that Muhammad developed. Contains legal and social systems (Shari’ah Law). It explains 
ultimate questions about why we are here and what happens when we die. Some Muslims argue that it con-
tains scientific explanations that have only recently been verified by science e.g. the big bang. It provides 
personal and spiritual guidance for all life's situations and challenges. 
For Muslims Allah has revealed His message at various points through History. However previous to the 


Qur’an books that contain this revelation such as the scrolls of Ibrahim have been lost of have become altered, as in the case of the 
Tawrat, Zabur and Injil. 
The Scrolls of Ibrahim: Very little is actually known about these scrolls (often called ‘Suhuf’). These were individual revelation to 
Ibrahim ‘the upright one’ who was always faithful to Allah. The revelations were believed to contain parable like stories about worship, 
reflection and building a livelihood. The scrolls were written on parchment but perished over time. 
Tawrat is Arabic for Torah which are revelations given to Musa by Allah on Mount Sanai. Some Muslims equate this to the first 5 books 
in the Bible (the Pentateuch), others equate the Tawrat to the whole of the Old Testament. 
The Qur’an confirms that Allah had revealed earlier books. 
The Tawrat does not exist in its original language as it was written down by the followers of Musa (Moses) a long time after his 
death. Those that put Musa’s words together changes the text, some of it is the word of God and other parts are human addition.  
This being said, others argue that the Qur’an actually supports the idea that the books have not been lost of added to: ‘None can change 
His words for He is the one who hears and knows all’, Surah 6:115 (Omnipotence, Omnipresence and omniscience). In Deuteronomy 
(4:2) (part of the Pentateuch) it says ‘Do not add to what I command and do not subtract from it…’ Also, Muhammad was told to search 
out meaning and understanding from previously received scripture suggesting that these were in fact reliable. Whatever the case, the 
Qur’an refers to the Tawrat as ‘guidance and light’, revealed by Allah is clearly very important. Muhammad’s nightly prayers reinforce 
the importance of the early scripture: In the prayer he puts his life in Allah’s hands (the creator and lord of everything, the source of the 
Tawrat, the Gospels and the Qur’an) and asked for protection from Shaytan. 
The Zabur of Dawud are a collection of prayers to Allah (often referred to as poems). Dawud was a great King, whose people were God-
fearing and righteous. In Surah 4:163 it says ‘we gave Dawud the Zabur’. They contain lessons of guidance for the people and he recited 
them in song version. One important message in the Zabur is the idea of Masih (Messiah). The Masih was to be a symbol of hope for the 
future in a world where many had failed to obey Allah’s command. For Muslims Jesus is the Messiah and will return at judgement. 
Injil: This is the good news about ISA (Jesus) written by his disciples. Muslims highly respect Isa because there are revelations in  the 
Qur’an about him. Muslims believe: He was born of a virgin mother. He was the Masih. He was not the son of Allah. He followed Allah. 
He was not crucified (he did not die on the cross but he did ascend to Heaven). He did no die to save sins. One man cannot take the sins 
of others. Allah is compassionate and He will forgive sins. The Gospels that are found in the Bible contain mistakes because they were 
written a long time after death.  
All 4 books are referred to in the Qur’an so they are important. Muhammad learned from them and referred to them giving them authori-
ty. They were associated with key prophets and their revelations which gives them importance. However Some are lost and no one 
knows what they said. Do they have the same authority if they have been changed? Why were they not preserved if they were so im-
portant? Having been changed Muslims cannot use them so what is their impact today? 


Akhirah (Life after death): 
Akhirah is the believe in a life after this one. Key ideas: If the Qur ’an says Akhirah exists—then it exists. Akhirah provides an answer 
to the ultimate question—why are we here. Humans are judged on the deeds they do in this life. The prophets talk about the after life. 
Death is the start of an eternal life and the end of our temporary life. God judges fairly and is merciful. It is own actions that determines 
how we spend eternity. 
Barzakh: When a person dies Azra’il (the Angel of Death) takes their soul. The person is visited by two angels Munkar and Nakir who 
ask three question 1. Who is your Lord? 2. What was your life like? 3. Who is your prophet. If these questions are answered correctly 
then the soul rests comfortably until judgement day. If they are answered incorrectly the soul is tormented (this is known as the punish-
ment of the grave). 
 
 







Heaven: A place of eternal happiness with Allah. Hell: A place of separation from Allah and eternal punishment. 
The impact of a belief in Akhirah: Muslims should not be concerned with material possessions; they distract us from God’s path. 
Instead a Muslim should be concerned with developing their soul; they should concern themselves with spiritual matters. It is not neces-
sarily what actually happens at judgement that is important but how a belief in the afterlife affects a Muslim living today. It is important 
for Muslims to recognise that this life is a test in preparation for an eternal life with Allah and that it is important in this life to do God’s 
will (follow the Qur’an and the teachings of Prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h).  
The answer to the ultimate question ‘why are we here?’ is easily answered by a Muslim. We are here to prepare our souls for paradise. 
Muslims must focus on the 5 pillars of Islam . These are a good basis to lead a good life. The five pillars require Muslims to give Zakat, 
this puts their focus on the poor and needy; it enriches their soul as they develop empathy and passion and it encourages them to not be 
concerned with material wealth. It makes them appreciate all the blessings that Allah has given them and give thanks. Muslims also go 
on Hajj, this is important in relation to the afterlife as during Hajj a Muslim has their sins forgiven on the Mount of Mercy and the act of 
Hajj itself strengthens faith and helps them cast out their sin, bringing them closer to God. Muslims prayer five times a day to centre 
themselves and remind them that they are in service to Allah. Completing Sawm also prepares for the afterlife in that fasting during the 
month of Ramadan stops Muslims focussing on earthly needs and allows them time to focus on spiritual needs; this is a time where Mus-
lims read the Qur’an and focus on God. It teaches them empathy with the poor and to be thankful to Allah for his blessings  
Al Qad’r (Predestination): 


“In all things, the master planning is God’s.” Surah 13:42. “Only what God has decreed will happen to us. 
He is our Master: let the believers put their trust in God.” Surah 9:51. 
Al-Qad'r means that everything happens as a result of Allah’s will and nothing is random or without rea-
son. This means that everything that happens is a part of Allah’s plan and that it is predestined.  
Some Sunni Muslims believe that God has already determined everything that will happen in the universe. 
There is not much emphasis placed on human freedom here. A problem with this is that if God predestined 
all our actions then how can we every be judged? How can a just God judge us on actions He made us take? 
Shi’a Muslims however believe that God knows everything that is going to happen through His omnipotence 


but this does note mean that he decides it to happen. People have the freewill to choose their actions but Allah already knows our choic-
es. If Allah is not bound by time they He can be aware of all past, present and future. So, even though free will exists, Allah has the qual-
ity of knowledge (sifat) to be able to know exactly what every choice will be.   








Christian Beliefs and Teachings  
Creeds: Statements of Faith which sum up the basic beliefs of the Christian Faith e.g. Apostles Creed: “I believe in God, the 


Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth. I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy 


Spirit and born of the virgin Mary….’ 


Churches: Different denominations or groups of churches. 1054: Faith split into Western Roman Christianity (Catholic 


Christianity) led by the Pope, and Eastern Orthodox Christianity. Further splits include Baptist, Methodist, Pentecostal etc. 


Bible: Collection of 66 books. Divided in to 2 sections, the Old Testament and New Testament. Old Testament – Starts with 


Genesis (39 books in total) and contains the history of the Jewish people e.g. Adam, Isaac, Moses and David.  New Testament – 


starts with the 4 Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) which are about the life of Jesus. Remember Jesus was Jewish. The 


New Testament is further made up of other books and letters that record the spread of Faith.  


 


Nature of God  


Immanent:  God is with us, involved in His creation. Active in the world. Jesus is an example of this aspect of God.  


Transcendent:  God is beyond space and time, not controlled by either. So God is eternal (never born, never to die – ‘begotten 


not made’). God has continuous existence outside the created world, and is free from the limitations inherent in matter. 


Personal:  We can use human terms to describe this God. We can speak to and listen to this God, and can enjoy a relationship 


with God. 


Impersonal:  We can’t describe this God, because God is too immense/ vast. God is beyond human capability of description or 


understanding - we can only worship God. 


Holy: Christians consider God to be holy, which means something set apart from everything else for a special purpose and 


worthy of worship.  


 


Trinity: The belief that there are three persons in the One God (Monotheist); the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are separate, 


but are also one being. 


God the Father: The loving creator and sustainer of the universe - ‘Our Father in heaven’. The Lord’s Prayer 


God the Son: The saviour who became incarnate (born in flesh) and lived, died and rose again. Jesus. When Jesus was baptised, 


the Holy Spirit descended live a dove and a voice said ‘You are my Son…’  (Luke 3: 22) 


God the Holy Spirit: the source of strength which Christians find at work in their hearts.  At Jesus’ final meeting on Earth with 


his disciples, Jesus said to them, ‘Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of 


the Son and of the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 28:19). 


Scripture/sacred writings: The Nicene creed says ‘We believe in One God, the Father, the almighty, maker of heaven and earth.’ 


The ‘Word’ referred to in John 1:1-3 not only picks up the idea of God creating though his word i.e. ‘Let there be light’ but also 


refers to Jesus – the Word – the Son; this shows the trinity was present in Creation. 


Influence/Impact: In Baptism ceremonies the Trinity is mentioned throughout i.e. The vicar will say ‘NAME, I baptise you in the 


name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen’. Many Hymns mention the Trinity. Humans are made in the 


image of God and should show that same unity, of love and equality in their relationships. 


 


Omnipotent: Almighty, having unlimited power; a quality of God.  In order to be the perfect ‘Supreme being’, it is important 


that God is omnipotent. God can do anything that it makes sense for God to do – doing something morally wrong would be 


contradictory for a God who is all good.    


Sacred writings: When the Angel Gabriel spoke to Mary when she questioned her forth coming pregnancy: ‘Nothing is 


impossible with God.’ Luke 1:37.  


Evidence: The creation of the universe, wonders of the universe, miracles performed by Jesus and miracles in the modern world. 


E.g. Jesus calming the storm in St Mark’s Gospel.  


Benevolent: God is All-loving, all-good; a quality of God. Loves humans, wants the best for us and created us out of His love. 


Agape love: Agape love is self-giving love which expects nothing in return. Jesus’ death on the Cross shows Agape love - his 


sacrifice allowed humans to have a relationship with God and to enter Heaven in the after-life. 


Sacred writings/ scripture: ‘God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not 


perish but have eternal life’ (John 3:16). The Parable of the Prodigal Son illustrates this love (Luke 15:11 -32). (Matthew 5) ‘Love 


is patient, love is kind. It does not envy… Love never fails’ (1 Corinthians 13:4-8). 


Influence/Impact: love each other in their daily lives - treating everybody with care and respect.  1 Corinthians passage is often 


read at Weddings because this description is seen as important. Give to charities such as Tear fund (‘love your neighbour’ - 


neighbour is anyone in the world in need – Good Samaritan).   


 


Justice: bringing about what is right and fair according to the law, or making up for a wrong that has been committed.  


God is also believed to be the perfect giver of justice. This not only means deciding on right and wrong but being the perfect judge 


of human character. (Link with judgement day) 


Sacred writings/ scripture: The Prophet Amos told his audience to ‘let justice roll on like a river’.   Jesus ‘In everything, do to 


others what you would have them do to you’ (Matthew 7:12). 


Influence: Christians should try to prevent injustice, prejudice and oppression wherever they encounter them (e.g. work of Martin 


Luther King). They also believe that God will judge them fairly in the afterlife so that they will be rewarded if they have been just 


to others and be accepted into Heaven.  Buy Fair trade products to bring justice to those being paid unfairly.  







The problem of suffering and evil: For theists who believe that God is benevolent (all-good and all-loving), omniscient (all-


knowing) and omnipotent (all-powerful) it raises problems.  


Answers: FREE WILL - God gave free-will despite the risks that we would use our freedom to hurt others. John 10: 18 Jesus 


talks about freewill saying “No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord” THE FALL: Evil came into the world 


through Adam and Eve’s disobedience, sometimes called ‘original sin’. ‘1.Corinthians 15: 45 “The Scriptures tell us, "The first 


man, Adam, became a living person." But the last Adam--that is, Christ--is a life-giving Spirit” THE DEVIL: Many Christians 


believe in the existence of an evil force which they call the Devil or Satan – tempts them.   


Purpose:  Suffering can make us appreciate things that we take for granted. Education for our souls - It can make us a better or 


stronger person. TEST of FAITH: Job 1: 12"All right, you may test him". PUNISHMENT for sin and that it can teach us a lesson. 


CAN’T EXPLAIN IT: It should be a trigger for action for showing the love of Jesus to their fellow humans.  


 


Creation: The account of God making the world and universe found in Genesis. Days: 1- light and dark, 2- Sky, 3- land and 


plants, 4- sun, moon and stars, 5 – birds and sea creatures, 6- animals and humans in God’s image.  


Literal understanding: The account of God creating all the different kinds of creatures in 6 days and then resting on the 7 is 


exactly how creation happened. The writings of the Bible were directly inspired by God and so there are no mistakes. 


(Fundamentalist/ Creationist Christians). 


Non-Literal understanding: Each day represents a phase of time, it was created in a certain order. The Hebrew word ‘iom’ 


means stream of events. This means that there were six periods of time and they could be over thousands or even millions of 


years. A Christian who believes this can also believe in the Big-bang and evolution as the longer time frame makes them 


compatible. Creation account is WHY we are here and the science tells us HOW.  


Myth understanding: The meaning is what is important. It is a story to tell us that God created the world and everything in it and 


that humans have a special place in creation. We are created in God’s image. It also teaches that every aspect of God’s creation 


was good. Can believe in the Big-Bang and evolution - God created the world through them and is the cause of the Big-bang.  


God is transcendent (outside time and space). (How and why – as above) 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2The earth was formless and void, and 


darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters. 3Then God said, “Let 


there be light”; and there was light. 4God saw that the light was good” (Genesis 1:1-4). 


 “Then God said, "Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds 


in the sky, over the livestock and all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground”. Genesis 1:26. 


Genesis 1:31 ‘God saw all that He had made, and it was very good’. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe that we live in an ordered world created and sustained by God humans are not a result of 


chance but has meaning and purpose. This can encourage Christians to have a positive approach to life even when things go 


wrong. Being made in God’s image means everyone is of value, regardless of their physical, mental or intellectual capabilities - 


responsibility to treat all equally and with respect. Good stewardship – rather than exploiting the earth.  


 


Incarnation: God in human form: In – carn (flesh) - in flesh.  Jesus (person of the Trinity – The Son) 


Scripture/Sacred writing: The Catechism of the Catholic Church states:   ‘… Jesus is inseparately true God and true man. He 


is truly the son of god who, without ceasing to be God and Lord, became man and our brother.’  JOHN 1: 14 “the word became 


flesh and made his dwelling among us”  and also ‘Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God, something 


to be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human 


likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death – even death on a cross!’ 


Philippians 2:5-11 – Laid aside knowledge of God (omniscience) to become man.  


Virgin Birth: ‘This is how the birth of Jesus the Messiah came about: His mother Mary was pledged to be married to Joseph, but 


before they came together, she was found to be pregnant through the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 1:18.) 


 


Son of God: Christians believe that the Jewish Prophesy about the Messiah came true in Jesus’ life: He was born in Bethlehem. 


The Lord says, ‘Bethlehem, you are one of the smallest towns in Judah, but out of you I will bring a ruler for Israel, whose family 


line goes back to ancient times’ (Micah 5:2). He worked many signs and wonders (miracles), healing the sick. The blind will be 


able to see, and the deaf will hear. The lame will leap and dance’ (Isaiah 35:5-6). 


However, he did not fight the Romans and there were no earth-shaking changes - doubt as to who he really was is the main reason 


for split between Christianity and Judaism. Many Jews could not, and still cannot, see how Jesus could have been the Messiah if 


he did not change everything and bring peace on earth. 


Impact/Influence of the incarnation: Christians see the incarnation as a model for how they should live. 1 John 4: 10-11 ‘Dear 


friends, since God so loved us, we also ought to love one another’. This humility and selfless love for others can be seen in the 


lives of some Christians e.g. Mother Teresa left the relative comfort of her convent to live among the poorest people of India as 


one of them. Father Kolbe offered his own life in order to save another’s in Auschwitz. Practically help others rather than just pray 


– action is needed too.  


 


Jesus’ Crucifixion and Resurrection:  


Crucifixion: Christian theology teaches that Christ's death provided a sacrifice for the sins all mankind, making the crucifix, or 


cross, one of the defining symbols of Christianity.   



http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-2.htm
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Why did Jesus die? The Sanhedrin were fed up of Jesus claiming that he was the son of God! They disapproved of the way he 


interpreted the Torah and Talmud (Jewish scripture) and they feared that he would become more popular as he already had quite a 


large group of followers (disciples). Pilate was not that interested in Jesus so the Sanhedrin told him that Jesus was causing riots 


and telling people not to pay taxes. Because of this Pilate agreed to give Jesus another trial and let the people decide! Christians 


believe that Jesus had to die to fulfil God’s commands for him. Without Jesus’ death, human beings could not be reunited with  


God and could not enter heaven. Human beings had strayed from God’s ways separating themselves from Him; Jesus’ sacrificial 


death would atone (make up for) that separation.  


 


Jesus' final hours on the cross lasted from approximately 9 a.m. To 3 p.m. a period of about six hours. 


Mark recorded that for the final 3 hours of the crucifixion the land was dark – some Christians believe that Mark used this as a 


symbol of judgement from God. Mark also said that the Temple curtain that separated the most sacred parts of the building from 


the rest was torn in two - symbol that Jesus’ death destroyed the barrier of sin that had separated humanity from God, making it 


possible for everyone – Jew and non-Jew to have access to God.  


 


Scripture/ Sacred writings: Luke 23: 34 ‘Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they don’t know what they are doing’. Luke 23 
42 ‘Then he said, “Jesus, remember me when you come into your Kingdom.” 43 And Jesus replied, “I assure you, today you will be 


with me in paradise.” Luke 23:46 ‘Jesus called out with a loud voice ‘Father, into your hands I commit my spirit’.  When he said 


this, he breathed his last.’ According to Mark 15:39 one of the Roman centurions said ‘Surely this man was the Son of God!’  


John 19:30 “it is finished!” Then he bowed his head and gave up his spirit.” Jesus knew that his mission was now finished. 


Influence/Impact: Confidence to accept Jesus’ sacrifice, sin can no longer destroy their lives because Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross 


made forgiveness possible. God forgives those who faithfully ask. Helps them to cope with suffering. God understands what it 


feels like to suffer as he suffered himself through Jesus.  


 


Resurrection: Rising from the dead. Jesus rising from the dead on Easter day. An event recorded in all four Gospels and the 


central belief of Christianity.  


Events of the Resurrection: Christians believe that it is an actual event in history. Jesus is buried. Once Jesus was dead, and the 


Roman guards made sure that he was, a man called Joseph from Arimathea asked for the body of Jesus so he could bury it. As 


there was little time to bury Jesus because it was the Sabbath and religious observance was due to start, he laid the body of Jesus 


in a cave-like tomb and rolled a large stone to bock the entrance.   


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 1-7 “On the first day of the week, very early in the morning, the women took the spices 


they had prepared and went to the tomb. 2 They found the stone rolled away from the tomb, 3 but when they entered, they did not 


find the body of the Lord Jesus. 4 While they were wondering about this, suddenly two men in clothes that gleamed like lightning 


stood beside them. 5 In their fright the women bowed down with their faces to the ground, but the men said to them, “Why do you 


look for the living among the dead? 6 He is not here; he has risen! Remember how he told you, while he was still with you in 


Galilee: 7 ‘The Son of Man must be delivered over to the hands of sinners, be crucified and on the third day be raised again.’ ”  


Christians believe that the resurrection is significant evidence of the divine nature of Jesus. For 40 days Jesus appeared to 


several people, including the disciples telling each that he had risen from the dead as he had predicted to them when he was alive.  


According to the Gospel of John a young man in white revealed himself to Mary Magdalene as Jesus come back to life.  


The story spread quickly and that there were several different witnesses to the claim that he had risen.  These are known as the 


‘resurrection appearances’. In most of them Jesus is not immediately recognised, either there was something different in his 


appearance or nobody expected to see him. The stories all stress the physical nature of Jesus’ appearance (he wasn’t a ghost!)  


Evidence for Christians: Romans could not have stolen the body  as they would have produced it when Christians were causing 


problems for the Roman Empire; it wasn’t the wrong tomb as the women went when he was buried; the Romans checked he was 


dead so didn’t just resuscitate and couldn’t have moved the stone anyway; wouldn’t use women as reliable witnesses – if you were 


making it up would choose men; Peter went from denying Jesus to standing in front of the authorities and refused to be quiet; 


many of the disciples were killed for their beliefs in Jesus. St Paul changed from a Jew who hated Christians to a Christian who 


was one of the early leaders of the Church after he believed he had met the resurrected Jesus on the Road to Damascus. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe it proves the claims of Jesus about being the Son of God. Christians believe that by 


accepting Jesus, they can also be resurrected in some way. Therefore they have no need to fear death. God can forgive their sins 


and if they follow the teachings of Christianity they can become closer to God in this life and beyond. 


 


The Ascension This is the event 40 days after the resurrection when Jesus returned to God – the Father, in heaven. (Luke’s 


Gospel) A longer account is found in Acts 1:3-11.  Jesus took his disciples to Bethany (a place) and blessed them. He was then 


taken up into heaven. In Acts it says that a cloud ‘received him out of their sight’. 


Some Christians believe it is not a literal story but an image to stress the completion to Jesus’ work on Earth and also his Divine 


Kingship. Some Fundamentalist Christians do take the event literally in terms of Jesus being hidden by a cloud and disappearing 


into another dimension. 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 50 – 53 “When he had led them out to the vicinity of Bethany, he lifted up his hands and 


blessed them.  While he was blessing them, he left them and was taken up into heaven. 52 Then they worshiped him and returned to 


Jerusalem with great joy. And they stayed continually at the temple, praising God.” 


Impact/Influence: Stay faithful to God as the ascension paves the way for the Holy Spirit – Jesus promised he would be with 


them through this comforter. Gives hope that good will triumph over evil and that God keeps his promises.  
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Sin: An action or thought, which separates humans from God and each other (against God’s laws and wishes). It is behaviour 


which is against God’s laws and wishes or against principles of morality.  


Original Sin: A Christian doctrine developed by Augustine that says that everyone is born with a built-in urge to do bad things 


and disobey God.  The Fall: Story of Adam and Eve – Some Christians believe it is a literal story, others that it is a parable to 


show that humans have turned away from God. Adam and Eve despite the paradise they lived in sinned against God by breaking 


an instruction from God. The instruction was not to eat fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. The serpent tempted 


them and said that when they ate the fruit they would become like God Himself, they gave in and ate it. This was the first 


(original) sin. Once they had done this they became aware of sin through their own sinful action, an awareness that is shared by all 


humans descended from them.  


Temptation: Humans are tempted to do things to displease God (drugs, excessive spending, harming others). 


Satan: Tempts humans to disobey God. Many have interpreted the serpent that tempts Eve to eat the fruit to represent Satan (the 


devil) who is seen as a force of evil.  


Free will: If people use their free will to make choices that God would not approve of (sins) they will separate themselves from 


God. 


How to resist temptation: The Ten Commandments in Exodus 20:1-9; For example: Verses:  13 “You shall not murder, 14 “You 


shall not commit adultery, 15 “You shall not steal”. The Beatitudes which are teachings of Jesus found in Matthew 5 1-12 (which 


include: 5:9 -Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God) and other Christian teachings give Christians 


guidance so Christians can use their free will wisely.  


 


Salvation: The act of saving someone from sin or evil: the state of being saved from sin or evil. For Christians it means to be 


saved from sin and the consequences of it, granted eternal life with God. 


Christians believe Jesus’ death by Crucifixion was a deliberate act to save humanity from the consequences of Sin and to 


restore our relationship with God. Jesus’ death makes up for the original sin by Adam and Eve. Jesus’ resurrection three days 


after his death, shows Christians that death has been defeated and that the goodness of Jesus had defeated the evil of sin.  God in 


Christ offered salvation: that is, the cancelling out of original sin and the promise of eternal life.  Jesus is referred to as the second 


Adam as he saves humanity from original sin. 


Grace: A quality which God shows to humans by providing love and support which they do not need to earn.  


Scripture/Sacred writing: John 3:16 ‘For God so loved the world that HE gave HIS one and only SON, that whoever believes in 


HIM shall not perish but have eternal life’. “For since death came through a man, the resurrection of the dead also comes through 


a man. For as in Adam all die, so in Christ all will be made alive” 1 Corinthians 15:21. “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 
of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 6:23). 


Impact/Influence: Believe that through Jesus’ death and resurrection, humans can receive forgiveness for sin, are able to get 


close to God and will receive eternal life. 


Salvation through Works: Some Christians follow this approach which is called ‘salvation through works’. You have to earn the 


relationship with God through doing good things and avoiding sin.  E.g. by following the 10 Commandments Exodus 20:1-9 For 


example 13“You shall not murder”, 14 “You shall not commit adultery”, 15 “You shall not steal”. 


Salvation through Grace: Salvation is a free gift to those who have faith in Jesus as the Messiah and Son of God and accept what 


he has done for them through his death and resurrection. This faith brings salvation. Jesus in his teachings explained that what 


pleases his Father is the thoughts in our minds and the love for God and others in our hearts is actually far more important. 


Romans 10:10: “For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you profess your faith 


and are saved.” The word ‘grace’ occurs many times in the New Testament and refers to the unconditional love that God shows 


to everyone (underserved). God loves humans despite what we do or do not do. Jesus’ parable of the Prodigal Son is an example. 


Salvation through Spirit (Closely linked with Grace) The Spirit of God gives Christians the power to keep his law/ the Holy 


Spirit lives in Christians and makes them gradually more like Jesus and in this way Christians become the sons and daughters of 


God.  Galatians 4:6-7 “And because you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!” 7 So 


you are no longer a slave, but a son, and if a son, then an heir through God”. Christians believe that they continue to receive God’s 


grace through the presence in their hearts of the Holy Spirit which enables them to try to show love as Jesus did. 


Impact/ Influence: Believe that they are saved through Grace is being saved by believing in God rather than anything they can 


do. Hymns which are sung in Christian worship often refer to the act of salvation through the Grace of God.  E.g. Amazing Grace 


by John Newton. Offers hope for the after-life when they die. They feel that they are forgiven for any sin.  


 


Atonement: The reconciliation (bringing together) of God and humankind through the sacrifice (sacrificial death) of Jesus Christ. 


Atonement means the restoring of the relationship between people and God. God is holy and so does not overlook sin. Jesus took 


the sins upon himself and suffered the penalty for all humankind. He was the only one who could do this. 


Scripture/Sacred writings: The Bible says atonement removes the effects of sin 1 John 2:1-2 “… if anybody does sin, we have 


an advocate with the Father – Jesus Christ, the Righteous One. He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only ours but also 


for the sins of the whole world.” 


Reconciliation: This is the restoration of a relationship. Christians believe that the relationship between God and humans was so 


damaged that drastic action was needed – God’s self-sacrifice in Jesus. 


Impact/Influence:  Follow Jesus’ example: Work as a volunteer with the homeless in Manchester with an organisation called 


‘Mustard Tree’ to bring social justice; Train and take a job as a nurse to help others. Mass: this is a ceremony, also called 


Eucharist, in which the sacrificial death and resurrection of Jesus is celebrated using bread and wine. Christians carry out this 







ceremony in Church services or even in small groups in a home when having a time of studying the Bible together to remember 


Jesus’ sacrifice and to thank Jesus for their salvation.  


 


After life: What Christians believe follows life on earth. 


Day of Judgement: A time when the world will end and every soul will be judged by God and rewarded or punished. Jesus taught 


that God’s love and mercy are unconditional, though many of the parables (stories) he told speak about God’s judgement after 


death.  Christianity teaches that there will be a Judgement Day at the end of time and all will be judged by Jesus according to how 


they behaved.  The Nicene Creed states that Jesus ‘will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead’.  Jesus will make 


and deliver the judgement.  


Day of Judgement: Roman Catholic Beliefs: The Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church states there are two judgments: The 


particular judgement occurs immediately after each individuals’ death and the general or final judgement takes place at the 


Second Coming (of Jesus) which is when many Christians believe that Jesus will return to the Earth in Glory. Jesus will judge 


those who are still alive and those who are dead and as a result of this judgement they will be sent to heaven or hell.  


Important parables about Judgement : The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 19-31) warns that ignoring the needs of others 


may have eternal consequences and The Parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Matthew 25:31-46) warns that on Judgement Day 


some will be rewarded in heaven for helping others - when they served others they were serving God.  The goats, those who did 


not help others are condemned because they did not. 


 


Resurrection of the Dead - that the dead will be restored to life. They have this hope because they believe that Jesus resurrected 


from the dead. It is also based on his teaching. Some Christians believe that it is a Spiritual resurrection, others that it is a 


physical resurrection. Sometimes the life cycle of the butterfly is used to illustrate this teaching about the resurrection life - there 


is a continuity of identity. Catholic and some Orthodox Churches – resurrection is a bodily one and that people will once again 


receive their old body but transformed into a glorified state in which suffering will not exist.  


Scripture/Sacred writings ‘I believe in… the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen.’ (Apostles) Creed. St Paul 


said belief in Jesus’ resurrection was central to Christian faith. ‘And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile…. If only for 


this life we have hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men’ (1 Corinthians 15: 17, 19). ‘The body that is sown is 


perishable, it is raised imperishable…. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body’ (1 Corinthians 15:42, 44)  


Impact/Influence:  Christians have a hope that there is life after death.e.g. prayer at the funeral service ‘you promised eternal life 


to those who believe…’. If resurrection is a reality for people once they have died then life after death must be too. Gives hope in 


the face of death. Many Christians believe that the resurrection and the coming of the Holy Spirit means that they can feel God’s 


presence in their life, gives them confidence of God’s love the love.  


 


Heaven: Christianity teaches that heaven is a state of being, not a physical place. It is being with God outside time and space.  


Heaven is where they experience the presence of God forever – eternally.  


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “He [God] will wipe away every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or 


crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away (Revelation 21:4). Revelation 4 ‘a rainbow, resembling an emerald’ 


encircling the throne of God. From this throne comes ‘flashes of lightening, rumblings and pearls of thunder’. 


Impact/Influence:  Heaven encourages Christians to serve God and be obedient to Him. Heaven can be a comfort in times of 


suffering – this suffering will pass and they have hope for the future.  


Who goes to heaven?  4 different Christian views 


- “Only Christians go to heaven”. In John 14 (Jesus) “I am the way the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 


except through me”. Belief in Jesus and following his teaching is also important.  


- All those who call themselves Christians act of being baptised into the faith is almost a guarantee of Heaven. 


- All who have lived good, principled lives and pleased God in doing so. 


- Universalism: ultimately everyone will respond to God’s love and this means that everyone will go to Heaven.  


 


Hell: The place of being without God or of eternal suffering. Many Christians reject those literal views of hell. Biblical 


descriptions of hell are symbolic – hell is eternal separation from God. This separation results from the deliberate rejection of 


any relationship with God so hell is not what God decides for people or what He wants but is a result of Free Will – free choice. 


Annihilation: this means to be completely destroyed so no longer exist. Hell is where the body and soul both cease to exist at the 


point of physical death. Catholic Church’s Catechism which states ‘God predestines NO ONE to go to hell; for this, a wilful 


TURNING AWAY FROM GOD… is necessary and persistence in it until the end’.  


 


Purgatory: Only Roman Catholics believe in purgatory. They think this is a middle place between Heaven and Hell. 


In purgatory you pay for your sins and when you have done this you can enter Heaven. 


This means that Roman Catholics will pray for dead people. They pray that their time in purgatory will be reduced. 


After death the soul goes to purgatory if it is destined for Heaven. Purgatory is a place of purification for the soul, so that it can 


become pure and holy enough to enter Heaven. It is not a physical place.  








Religious Philosophy and Ultimate Questions


These podcasts DO NOT HAVE everything you need  for example there 
is nothing on the cosmological revolution or the moral argument, 
teleological argument etc but they do have some really useful sections 
and might make a nice change!







The	following	are	useful	GCSEpod
resources	to	help	you	revise.	
You can log in through the tmac website on the revision section or the address is: 
� http://www.gcsepod.co.uk – select to go onto the old version of the website.
Log in using the details you have been told about before. (mine is my school email
address and then a password I have chosen (or could be your date of birth)
Click on: subjects – Religious Studies – Beliefs and Morality. 
The following sections are relevant to us:
� 1. Evil and Suffering – The problem of Evil and Suffering unit.
� 2. How do people claim to know God – Revelation Unit.(Just General and Special 


Revelation explained)
� 4. Reasons for and against a Belief in God – Relevant to the Existence of God unit. (just 


the main terms explained not the arguments we have studied)
� 5. Religion and Creation – Science and Religion Unit.  (Only the creation story. Just the 


Jewish/Christian one and Muslim one relevant)
� 6. Science and Creation - Science and Religion Unit. (Good explanation of Big-Bang, the 


basis of Scientific truth and Evolution) (Remember we have also studies how Religious 
Creation Stories can work with Scientific accounts depending on how they are 
interpreted)


� 8. Belief about God – Revelation. (Key terms about the nature of God e.g. immanent, 
transcendent etc. It also explains Muslim and Christian beliefs about God. As well as 
looking at Hindu beliefs)







Subjects-Religious Studies – Current Religious Issues –
Nature and Expression


� 4. Truth – Useful for Science and Religion Unit (looks 
at the different types of Truth we have studied in this 
unit . Remember Spiritual Truth is called Religious 
Truth in our unit specification)


Subjects – Religious Studies – Christianity – Christian 
Worship (if you have forgotten what different types of 
worship are or different forms of revelation a useful 
reminder )


� 5. Types of Religious Experience in Worship.








Revelation: God revealing himself to religious believers. 
 
Nature of God - What God’s character is like. 
Atheist– a person who believes that there is no god. 
Agnostic– A person who believes that we cannot be sure whether God exists or not. 
Theist - A person who believes in God. 
Polytheism– belief in more than one God.  
Hindus believe that there is one Supreme Spirit Brahman who is unknowable. Brahman can be known through different gods and  
goddesses. These represent aspects of the supreme spirit. Ganesha for example is the god of wisdom and Shiva the god of destruction 
and recreation. Hindus worship different aspects of God so they can relate to God. 
Monotheism– Belief in one God. Muslims believe that Allah is one. 
Personal - (when applied to God) is the belief in a conscious individual or person with whom people are able to have a relationship or 
feel close to. Christians believe that they can pray to God in a personal way e.g. Father 
Impersonal -(when applied to God) means that the believer does not think that God has any ‘human’ characteristics. God is  
unknowable and mysterious. God is regarded more like an idea or a force rather than a person. 
Immanent - to believe that God is present in the world and involved with life on earth and in the universe. Christians believe that God 
is active in the world through the Holy Spirit and was active in the world through Jesus, healing people.  
Transcendent - is to believe that God is outside time and space. God is beyond and outside life on earth and the universe.  
Muslims believe that there is only one God, Allah. Allah is unknowable and beyond our understanding. Our minds cannot comprehend 
Allah’s nature. 
Supremacy - means God is the best and most in everything. Supreme power or authority.  
Omnipotence - refers to God’s complete powerfulness, beyond anything we can know. 
Omniscience - refers to God’s total intelligence, beyond anything we can know or copy.  
Benevolence-goodness, being all loving. 
Compassionate-one of the qualities of God; showing concern for the sufferings of others;  literally ‘suffering with’. 
Merciful-a quality of God that stresses God’s willingness to forgive the wrongdoer.  
 
Muslim beliefs-One God Allah who is eternal and unchanging. Has no equals, is beyond understanding. A limited understanding of 
Allah can be known through his 99 beautiful names as revealed in the Qur’an. E.g. all-merciful, the sustainer. 
Christian beliefs –One God who can be seen through three different aspects, the Trinity—Father, Son and Spirit. Father –Creator, the 
eternal mighty God, Son-came to earth in the form of Jesus, Spirit-God as he works in the world.  
God as One: less confusing for the worshipper, do not worship an aspect of God but God as a whole so understand the fullness of 
God, do not worship or make an idol of an aspect of God, Muslims believe God is one and has no equal - God’s vast nature is grasped. 
God as many aspects: God can  be both transcendent and immanent at the same time, personal and impersonal as seen through 
different aspects of the same God. Can relate to an aspect of God because God is so vast and unknowable it is impossible for our 
human minds to comprehend but perhaps we can comprehend one aspect.  Christianity - 3 aspects to the 1 God. Hinduism—gods and 
goddesses as aspects of Brahman—means can focus on the aspect that you have a concern about e.g. Ganesh– wisdom. 
  
General Revelation - God making himself known through ordinary, common human experiences. Available to all. Indirect experience. 
Special Revelation– God making himself known through direct personal experience or an unusual specific event.  
Evidence– Facts that can indicate whether something is true. 
Prayer– words of praise, thanks or sorrow etc offered to God. Communication with God.  People pray to ask for forgiveness, to thank 
God and to pray for Gods help. A person might feel that their prayer is answered or they might be filled with a sense of deep inner 
peace or wonder. 
Miracles– Amazing events which cant be explained by the laws of nature. Jesus was renowned for his miracles and people claim that 
miracles sill occur and bring people to God. They show God’s power and presence. (special) 
Nature - God can be known through the world around us because he created it. E.g. design of a flower shows that God is a creator and 
designer, Thunderstorm that God is powerful. (General) 
People- God can be revealed through other people, e.g. Mother Teresa. She showed Gods love and care for those others had rejected 
in Calcutta. (General) 
Conscience-the inner feeling you are doing right or wrong. Makes you feel guilty if you do something you really believe is wrong.  
For some religious believers the conscience is evidence of God (General) 
Reason– Thinking through the factors in your own mind and coming to a decision based on the consequences. For some our ability to 
reason tells us about God (General) 
Holy Books or Sacred Writings – Writings which are believed to originate from God or a god. E.g. Bible or Qur’an. God’s/ Allah’s 
word. (General) 
Evidence– Facts that can indicate whether something is true. 
Conversion - When a person becomes a member of faith, often following a dramatic change of heart, for example Saul before he  
became St Paul on the Road to Damascus, Jesus blinded him and spoke to him. He converted to Christianity and was healed. He then 
completely changed and went around preaching about Jesus. (Special) 
Dream- Images, ideas, emotions that occur during sleep.  E.g Jacob 
Types of Worship (Special or general—depending on whether God has made himself known directly or indirectly) 







Charismatic-Highly enthusiastic form of Christianity, filled with and led by the Holy Spirit. Gifts of the Holy Spirit such as speaking 
in tongues or visions given. Can learn that God is immanent and is active in the world and that God is loving. Protestant Christianity 
Meditation– Contemplation on religious matters, focusing on God. Can learn that God listens to them and if focusing on an aspect of 
nature that God is a designer and creator. May bring about visions. Could be inspired by prayer, reading  sacred writings or fasting.  
Corporate Worship– worship performed together as a congregation.  
Sacramental ritual—rights that accompany the giving of the sacraments (Catholic Christianity) For example The Eucharist, bread and 
wine. Remembering the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross. Can learn that God is forgiving and that God is with them. 
Both Christians and Muslims would argue that God reveals himself in lots of different way. People may not recognise him or may not 
be looking for him. They may feel that God does answer their prayers but it might be over a long period of time or though other 
people. 
 
Religious believers would argue that a person can relate to God through Revelation e.g. prayer, (talking to God  - conversation so 
God answers their prayers) worship  (understand the nature of God— may feel God has revealed something of his nature of teachings 
to them during worship) and reading their holy book (understood to be the word of God—can reveal God’s nature.  
 
Strengths of General Revelation– indirect and available to everyone, available at all times to everyone in all places, continuous and on 
going so can up-date as new issues arise and conscience is available to all religious believers. 
Strengths of Special Revelation– discloses the whole of what God wants people to know, direct and often has a stronger and more 
immediate impact, people who experience Special Revelation have an authority and confidence that enable the to lead others. 
Many Religious believers would argue that you need both as proof of the existence of God. 
Power of Revelation -Proof of Gods existence. Help to start off the religion. Helping people to know what they must do to live as God 
wishes. 
Impact of Revelation-Conversion. Way a person lives their life (way they behave, eat, drink, dress, treat others). Way a person 
worships God. Becoming a monk or nun.  
 
Illusion-a false belief; something wrongly believed to exist, deceptive appearances, ‘all in the mind’. 
Reality –what is real or actually exists. 
Religious experiences: reality or illusion? Some people argue are an illusion because there could be alternative explanations or there 
in no empirical evidence that the experience happened. Others argue that you cannot prove they did not happen and that the person 
who experienced it has enough evidence to believe it is real. They also may point to any changes that have happened as evidence of 
the event. 
Evidence to support the reality of any revelation-religious people might look at  - does it correspond to what can be seen in the real 
world? Does it fit with earlier Revelations? Does it convert people? They may accept it because of : the effect on individuals or 
groups, no reason to doubt the person if a trustworthy person, common core of beliefs found in any revelation because it matches 
scientific observations.  
Why atheists consider any revelation to be an illusion - false experience (may be the result of drugs, alcohol or mental illness.) The 
mind can play tricks, wishful thinking, conflicting revelations, ordinary events interpreted as revelations, cases of fraudulent 
revelations, conscience is not from God –Freud argues result of up-bringing and social influences.  
Case Study: Ellen G White (see RE book) 
Problems with Revelation: Conflicting claims to truth from different religions (Christians and Muslims disagree about the nature of 
God), conflicting claims to truth within same religion (e.g. Qur’an and how women dress –whether they should cover their faces.) 
Different perspectives on revelation (e.g. worship—general and special?) 
Responses to Problems - may believe that their faith is right (e.g. Islam and true revelation found within the Qur’an) Some believers 
may say that their faith is one of the ways of becoming close to God.  
 
Sample Questions Revelation: Those in your book and the following; 
1i) What is meant by ‘revelation’? (1 mark) 
(ii)  Give an example of revelation. (1 mark) 
2.  ‘God can only be known through faith.’ Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer, showing you have 
 thought about more than one point of view. (6 marks) 
3. Explain, using examples, the difference between ‘general’ revelation and ‘special’ revelation. (4 marks) 
4. Explain what effect a special revelation might have on a person’s life. (4 marks) 
5. Explain what Christians believe about the nature of God. (5 marks) 
6. Explain what religious believers learn about God through revelation. (4 marks) 
7. Give two ways in which people claim to have experienced God (2 marks) 
8. ‘Only fools think they can see God’ What do you think? Explain your opinion (3 marks) 
9. ‘General revelation is better proof of God than special revelation’ Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer, 
 showing that you have thought about more than one point of view (6 marks) 
 
 
 







Science and Religion 
Evolving, Changing Truth: The idea that what is considered true changes as new knowledge becomes available or circumstances 
change.  
Experiment-a scientific way of checking and proving hypotheses.  
Faith-a commitment to something that goes beyond proof and knowledge, especially about God and religion.  
Fundamentalist-a person who believes in the basics of a religion, particularly believing that what is contained in a sacred text is an 
accurate, almost factual, record that cannot be questioned.  
Hypothesis-an idea, based on known facts, that is yet to be proved correct 
Natural Selection-the animals or plants best suited to their environment survive, and those that are not suited or do not adapt die out. 
Proof-something that shows that something else is fact. 
Theory-a hypothesis that explains facts that are widely accepted or well-tested.  
Ultimate Questions-questions about the nature and purpose of the Universe.  
 
Scientific truth-based upon observation, hypothesis, experiments and repeated testing. Something is proved true based on these things. 
They are objective. Scientific truth is constantly changing because observation and experiment may result in new evidence that proves 
earlier scientific theories untrue or inaccurate. It is conditional, true when based on the conditions in which testing/observation took 
place. For many people scientific truths are the most trustworthy because of the painstaking evidence used to support them. Science 
answers the what and how questions - function and process.  
Religious truth-truth established from religion e.g. from holy books. We read it, are taught it and for some people they are told it by 
God. It gives answers to Ultimate questions: Does God exist? Why are we here? Religion answers the why questions-purpose and 
meaning. The evidence they use to support a particular religious truth involves experience, belief, trust and faith. They may refer to 
evidence from religious authority revealed through sacred writings, their conscience, religious experience, the history of religion and 
observation from the natural world. The main source of evidence religious believers refer to to support the truth of their religion is 
their faith. Religion and holy books can be open to interpretation but their words don’t change. The truth of religion is considered to 
be absolute-unchanging and relevant for all times. 
Historical Truth– Historians use evidence from the times they are researching to discover the truth about an event. E.g. objects, 
documents written by people living at the time, film or sound recordings. Some historical facts can be evidenced but a historian has to 
explain why things happen and different historians may come to different conclusions based on the same evidence. Historical truths 
are therefore subjective.  
 
Absolute Truth-fixed, unalterable facts, something that is true for all times and in all cultures.  
Evolving Truth-varies depending on the knowledge and understanding of the time. As information and circumstances change, what is 
understood to be true may also change.  
Authority-something or somebody accepted as having the power to expect obedience. 
 
Whether or not something is accepted as the absolute truth depends on the reliability of what is accepted as the authority. The main 
source of authority for people is themselves (what they personally believe to be true), this means that truth is subjective.  
 
Creation-The view that only accepts that God created the Universe, Christianity teaches in Genesis the Bible that it took 6 days and 
God rested on the 7th day. 1– light, 2-heavens (sky) 3-land and plants 4-sun, moon stars, 5-fish and birds, 6-animals and birds and 
then humans in his image, 7-God rested. Some Christians (fundamentalist view) believe that this means that  it was made in 6 x 24 
hours. Others believe that it was made in 6 stages over millions of years. They point to the Hebrew word iom which means stream of 
events but has been translated as day. Some Christians believe that it is the order that makes sense (non-literal view) and because the 
story was told thousands of years ago it was told the only way it could be, using the language and knowledge of the time. Other 
Christians understand it to be a myth,  a story that tells us that God made the world not how he did it.  
Big Bang-Scientific theory that the universe began with an enormous explosion. (a singlularity exploded) From this explosion all the 
matter that makes up the universe came into being. (Still have the question what caused the Big Bang.) Evidence: universe is 
expanding and back ground microwave radiation.  
 
Big-Bang and Genesis can be compatible if a non-literal view is taken or creation is understood as a myth, they are not compatible if 
a fundamentalist view is followed. Atheists would not find them compatible. 
 
 
Cosmological Revolution 
Medieval world-view-believed that the earth was the centre of the universe, science was based on the Bible account in Genesis. 
Everything was created by God and what mattered was getting into heaven after death. The earth was flat and everything above the 
moon in God’s realm moved in perfect circles around the earth. Everything happened for a purpose which was explained in religious 
terms, all knowledge controlled by the Church 
Cosmological Revolution –development of scientific ideas that challenged religious belief in the late Middle Ages, e.g. that the earth is 
round and the sun is the focal point of the Universe.  The change in understanding of the layout of the Universe.  E.g. belief that the 
world was central to the creation. Earth centre, Heavens were perfect -Copernicus-sun centred universe, earth moving round the sun. 
Science relied on God as an answer to problems –Newton-set up rules for science. Laid the foundations of science.  Galileo -  







established the practice of observation to find answers, he also saw that the heavenly bodies were neither perfect nor spherical. He 
also proved the Sun-centred view.  
Challenge of the Cosmological Revolution-Challenged the idea that God had a special relationship with humans, Christian faith no 
longer had control over science, religion became the explanation for those things still not understood by science, God not regarded as 
the controller of everything. Questioned God’s immanence.  
 
Evolution 
Before Darwin people believed that humans were exactly as God had created them, in the C16th Bishop Ussher calculated that the 
earth was created in 4004BCE (6000 years old) using the dates in the Bible. Fossils were believed to have been created by God as a 
test of man’s faith (they didn’t have carbon dating) 
Evolution-Scientific belief that life forms changed over time, developing from simple to complex creatures. The animals or plants best 
suited to their environment survive, and those that are not suited or do not adapt die out. This is called Natural Selection. This means 
that animals adapt and evolve and could mean that they were not designed on purpose. If this is the case then there is not designer and 
the design of the world is not evidence for the existence of God. In Origins of the Species Darwin asks were the intelligence in nature, 
the complexity and interdependence came from - he puts this down to God - God created original life forms with the ability to adapt 
and change. (Design via intelligence and adaptability) He later had doubts about the Bible, God and Christian faith. 
Lamark-believed that organisms change to meet the needs of their changing environment. Concluded that the organs that a life form 
uses the most to survive grow bigger and get stronger. Changes that are useful for the life forms survival are inherited by their 
offspring.  
Darwin–  concluded that the world is a place of change and the huge variety of creatures and species is the result of thousands of years 
of change and adaption (see Evolution above) In the 1860’s Darwin’s research caused him to reject the evidence for God in nature and 
ultimately to doubt the Bible, God and Christian faith. Concluded that humans descended from apes 
Challenge of Evolution-living things developed in small steps and were a result of chance. If Natural selection is the result of random 
chance- rejects the work of a designer God, life forms change to suit their environment-conflicts with Genesis where God made the 
environment for benefit of living creatures. 
Religious reasons for rejecting Darwin’s theory-Humans made in the image of God-cannot have evolved from another species, 
humans have a spiritual soul which other creatures do not have, gaps in the fossil records-there is no conclusive evidence that 
evolution took place, no absolutely clear fossil evidence to link apes and humans, the advance to a higher life form would require 
careful selection of variations rather than random chance.  
Religious reasons for accepting Darwin’s theory-Some think that you can accept evolutionary theory as well as religious belief. 
Evolution-process through which God’s creation took place, it shows the power of God and God’s design for the development of 
humanity. Are huge and sudden ‘jumps’ in evolution, resulting in unexplained changes– these are a part of God’s plan.   
 
Other arguments: 
Design Argument: God designed (made) the Universe because everything is so intricately made in its detail that could not have 
happened by chance. Intricate interdependence is evidence of this. (I.e. bees and pollen)  Paley used a watch to argue this. He argued if 
we found a watch we would know it had been designed for a purpose. If we look at nature then we can see evidence of design. He 
concluded it had been designed and that this designer is God.  
First Cause-The belief that God created the Universe. Everything has a cause, so God must be the cause of the Universe. (Aquinas) If 
we apply this theory to the Big Bang, could argue that God is the First Cause, the cause of the Big Bang. 
Intelligent design-an alternative to both creationism and the Darwinian theory of evolution that some Christian scientists adhere to. 
Supporters of intelligent design believe that living things are too complex to be solely accounted for by the theory of evolution, and 
that a designer must therefore be ultimately responsible. 
 
Many religious believers argue that it is possible to accept Big Bang and evolutionary theories without rejecting their faith—they 
were the processes through which God’s creation took place. Religious beliefs cannot be proved in a scientific experiment, but science 
can give people a sense of wonder at the natural world that supports their faith. Whether someone accepts both science and religion 
depends on how they interpret the scriptures and teachings of their religion.  
 
Pierre Laplace thought that once all the laws of nature were discovered there would be no place for religion, but Einstein’s theory of 
relativity and the theory of quantum mechanics have shaken the confidence of scientists in establishing facts about the reality of the 
world. Scientists such as John Polkinghorne are turning to religion for answers to what cannot be otherwise explained.  
 
Many religious believers and scientists argue that the modern world needs both science and religion. Science explains facts but the 
spiritual needs of people have to be catered for. Recent research, people who have religious beliefs are healthier and less likely to 
suffer from stress.  
 
Sample exam questions: Science and Religion 


1. ‘Evolution proves that God exists.’ Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer, showing you have thought 
about more than one point of view. (6 marks) 


2. Give two types of evidence on which scientific proof is based. (2 marks) 







3.  Explain the Big Bang theory 
4.  ‘Evolution proves that God does not exist’ What do you think? Explain your opinion (3 marks) 
5.  i)Explain two ways in which people’s ideas about the world changed in the cosmological revolution (4 


marks) 
 ii) Explain briefly why this was a problem for the Church at the time (3 marks) 
6.  ‘It is impossible to believe in both scientific truth and religious truth’ Do you agree? Give reasons for your 


answer, showing that you have thought about more than one point of view. (6 marks) 


CHRISTIANITY  
Christians– name of the religious believers. 
Bible - Christian Holy Book 
Comforter– Christians believe that the Holy Spirit is with them helping them, aiding them through life.  
Denomination - One of the worldwide Christian traditions e.g.Roman Catholic, Anglican.  
Jesus - Christians believe he is God in human form. 
Guide– Christians believe that the Holy Spirit guides them on their lives so that they can do what is right. 
The Pope– Head of the Roman Catholic Church. 
ISLAM 
Islam - The name of the religion 
Muslims - the name of the religious believers 
Qur’an– The Muslim Holy Book. 
Muhammad– The last and greatest of the  
Prophets. 
Hadith– Sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (used as guidance) 
 
  








Religion and Early Life 
Abortion—The deliberate termination (ending) of a pregnancy, usually before the foetus 
is 24 weeks old. 
Adoption– The legal process where a person (child) is taken (adopted) into the family as 
a son or daughter. 
Embryo - Fertilised ovum at about 12– 14 days when implanted into the wall of the 
womb.  
Foetus-Fertilised ovum at about eleven weeks when the organs have developed. 
Conception – when sperm and egg meet 
Viable – the point at which a foetus could survive if it were to be born. 
Miracle of life: the idea that life is wonderful, amazing or special. 
Blessing: the idea that God has favoured a couple with a child. 
Fostering - The taking of a child from a different family into a family home and bringing them up with the rest of the new family. Can 
be short term or longer term. In Britain are paid by the Government. 
 Pro-life: opposed to abortion; in favour of the life of the foetus. 
Pro-Choice: in favour of a woman’s right to choose abortion. 
Quality of life– A measure of fulfilment. Life is worth living when it is of a particular standard.  
Application of Quality of life: Child should have a certain quality of life. If the child will suffer greatly may be better to have an 
abortion. If child will have a high quality of life should continue with the pregnancy. Mother should have a certain standard of life. If 
having a child would mean that her quality of life, through illness or other problems arising, would be unacceptable then perhaps she 
should have an abortion.  
Sanctity of Life– is sacred because it is God-given. Only God can take life away. 
Application of Sanctity of Life: Foetus’ life is sacred and therefore should not be taken. Mothers life is sacred and so should not be 
destroyed. If she will die as a result of the pregnancy then her life should be saved by having an abortion. 
When does life begin? This is important because when a person is alive they have human rights. These include the right to live, which 
means that killing them is unlawful. The answer depends on what is meant by ‘life’. Does life begin at conception, when the spine has 
developed or at 22 weeks when the child could survive outside the womb? 
The rights of those involved: The law gives certain rights to mothers, the unborn child and the mothers existing children (their 
physical and mental health). However no rights are given to the father.  
Rights Considered when discussing abortion include:  
Some argue for the Right to life of the foetus, or a foetus’ right to protection from harm. 
Mother’s rights might include: right to choose, right to safety, right to equality of opportunity, right to make the final decision.  
Father has no rights but has legal responsibilities for their children.  
 
Alternatives to abortion: Keeping the child, adoption, fostering. Most religions follow the adoption laws of the country in which the 
believers live, so customs vary. Some religions restrict adoptions to children of the same religion. Muslims believe blood ties are 
important so probably would not officially adopt a child even if they brought them up as a member of the family. 
 
Catholic Christianity teaches that abortion is always wrong: Some teachings Christians follow are: Genesis:1:26- 27– ‘Then God 
said, ‘Let us make man in our image, in our likeness…..’. We are special because we are made in the image of God. Jeremiah 1:5 
‘Before I formed you in the womb I knew you’. God knows us before we are born, therefore it is wrong to have an abortion. Also life 
is sacred and the 10 Commandments say ‘Do not murder’. The Church teaches that life begins at conception (at the moment the 
sperm and egg unites) They believe in the sanctity of life – that it is a gift from God. If a Child has a disability they are still a child of 
God and has equal value. (Will allow life saving treatment for a woman that as an unintended consequence results in the loss of a 
pregnancy but never an abortion – Law of Double Effect) 
  
Some Protestant Christians (Church of England) accept that abortion can sometimes be the ‘lesser of TWO evils’. They would 
allow an abortion to take place if the woman had been raped, the foetus was severely brain damaged or the mother’s life was at risk. 
These would be considered times when a woman’s circumstances should be treated sympathetically and abortion may be a ‘necessary 
evil’. Further some argue for choice because God gives us free will to make our own decision. They suggest the Bible’s command is 
to’ love one another ‘ and Jesus taught his followers to have compassion for the weak may mean the most loving thing in many cases 
may be to allow an abortion e.g. in the case of rape. The golden rule of Christianity is ‘love your neighbour as yourself’ (Mark 12:33) 
Quality of life is important for the future child as well as the parents.   
 
Islam teaches that abortion is wrong. Muslim teachings include: ‘Do not kill your children in fear of poverty. We shall provide for 
both them and you. Killing them is a big sin’ (Qur’an 17:31). Therefore you should not have an abortion even if you are in a difficult 
situation. ‘No sever of womb relationship ties will ever enter paradise’. (Hadith (Sayings of the Prophet Muhammad)). This means 
you won’t go to heaven if you have an abortion. Also life is sacred and Allah decides when we live and die. Muslims allow abortion 
to save the mother’s life. Muslims believe that there is potential life from the moment of conception, but a foetus receives a soul 
after120 days. This is therefore when human life really begins. Abortion is allowed to save the mother’s life where it is considered to 
be the ‘lesser of TWO evils’ 
 


Religion and Planet Earth  
 
Sanctity of Life - means that life is sacred because God created it and should not be ended by humans. 
Awe: a feeling of respect; insight into meaning greater than oneself.  
Wonder: marvelling at the complexity and beauty of the universe. 


The law: Before 1967, abortion was 
illegal in the whole of the UK. In 
England, Scotland and Wales, under the 
1967 Abortion Act and the 1990 Human 
Fertilisation and Embryology Act, 
abortion is permitted if two doctors agree 
on set conditions over possible risks. 
 







Creation – Created world, the environment 
Responsibility - duties 
Conservation - preserving the natural environment by taking steps to conserve natural resources. 
Stewardship - Christians and Muslims believe the world is God’s creation, and continues to belong to God. They believe they have a 
special responsibility to care for the planet on behalf of God. 
Affects of modern life style: Some people say we are a ‘throw-away society’ Household waste (food waste, packaging, furniture) all 
goes to the tip and much of it is not biodegradable. Global warming, deforestation, pollution (acid rain, oil spills, toxic chemicals, 
pesticides), depletion of natural resources ( e.g. coal, oil, gas), carbon emissions, greenhouse gases, waste. 
Industrial Waste: Harder to deal with than household waste because it may contain dangerous chemicals that take a long time to 
disappear. Waste from nuclear power stations is particularly dangerous because its radioactivity lasts for thousands of years. Some 
people argue against nuclear power because of concerns over dealing with the waste produce and also fears  of an accident or that a 
terrorist organisation could target a plant would be disastrous. 
 Natural Habitats– The places where species of 
plants or animals live in the wild. 
Deforestation– the cutting down of large amounts of 
forest, usually because of business needs. 
Pollution—the contamination of something, 
especially the environment. 
Acid Rain– rain made acid by contamination through 
pollution in the atmosphere as a result of emissions 
from factories, vehicles, power stations etc. 
Toxic chemicals—poisonous chemicals 
Pesticides—substances (poison) used to destroy 
insects and pests that attack crops. 
Oil spills-leaking oil into the environment usually the 
sea (e.g. Exxon Valdez) 
Droughts-long periods of abnormally low rainfall. 
Famine-starvation owing to drastic, far-reaching food 
shortage. 
 
The origins of life: Christian teachings in Genesis, the first book in the Bible tells us how God created the heavens and the Earth out 
of nothing, filled the earth with living creatures and made human beings. Light and Darkness was created on Day 1, Humans and land 
animals on day 6. God rested on Day 7. Humans were made in the ‘image of God’. 
Muslim teachings in the Qur’an teach that Allah made the heaven and the earth in six days. 
  
Christian teaching on the Natural World: In Genesis it says that God made the world and everything in it and he saw that it was 
good. The Psalms say that the earth is the Lord’s and everything in it. Pope John Paul II the previous Head of the Catholic Church 
taught that we should look after the earth as a duty and that it was an act of worship. Catholic teaching suggests that we should protect 
nature and that God will judge us according to how we have cared for the world. Many Christians would see the exploitation and 
abuse of the Earth’s resources as a sign of sinfulness and greed. They would follow principles of good stewardship, sanctity of life, 
love of neighbour, compassion for the poor and living in harmony with the natural world.  
 How can Christians help the planet: be less wasteful with food and fuel, recycle, use public transport rather than the car, vote for 
candidates that want to help the environment, join organisations such as Green peace and the World Wide Fund for Nature, pray for 
the future of the plant.  CAFOD has a ‘Live Simply’ Campaign and Christian Aid has projects on climate change and fair trade. Both 
are Christian charities and Christians could support these campaigns to help the planet. 
  
Muslim teaching on the Natural World: The Qur’an teaches that Muslims should be responsible stewards of the earth and that they 
must play a leading part in protecting the environment. Allah has created the world and humans have the responsibility of looking 
after all the other creations. To abuse this authority is insulting Allah. Humans will be answerable to Allah on the Day of Judgement 
for their use or misuse of the Earth’s resources. Allah has made the things in nature available to man to use, but not to destroy them. 
Life on earth is established with natural balance. ‘We are God’s stewards’ (The Muslim Declaration on Nature). Muslims believe that 
the universe belongs to Allah not to humans. God’s oneness or unity is reflected in the oneness of humans with nature. Creation is like 
Allah’s family. Allah loves the most those who are kindest to his family.  
  
Religions and the balance between the planet and their fellow human beings: Both Islam and Christianity teach that although 
humans have a duty to care for the planet they also have a duty to care for their fellow human beings. This makes some issues 
complicated because the welfare of people must be weighed against the welfare of the planet in years to come. Religions see both 
going hand in hand to conserve the world and its peoples. 
  
Looking after the world: In order to encourage conservation councils are encouraging people to be ‘green’ and recycle or buy 
organic food. Environmental pressure groups educate, campaign and protest about activities that damage the planet.  
 Earth Summits: informal name for the United National Conferences on Environment and development. These summits push for 
sustainable development, for example targets are set to reduce carbon emissions. E.g. Kyoto 1997 where the Kyoto protocol was 
agreed (cut CO2 and other Greenhouse gas emissions-carbon trading) and Johannesburg 2002. Religious believers would generally 
support Earth Summits and some religious believers try to put pressure on their own government through lobbying before the summit 
starts to ensure they set goals that will help to look after the world. 
 Sustainable development: development which takes into consideration the impact on the natural world for future generations. 
Religious beliefs such as stewardship, responsibility for the earth and concern about inequality of resources have prompted  


Global warming and developing countries.  
It is predicted by scientists that: 
• As global temperatures rise so will the sea level (partly due to: melting  
of polar ice-caps and snow on world’s highest mountains) 
• 1m rise in Sea level would flood 17% of Bangladesh—tens of millions  
live in this area. 
• Rice growing capacity of Bangladesh would be affected so prices of rice  
would rise as production is lost. 
• Fresh water supplies would be scarce and diseases (e.g. diarrhoea)  
associated with floods and drought would lower life expectancy. 
• People and animals would flee their homes and move into neighbouring  
countries. 
• In countries in Africa where it is already hot and desert like higher  
temperatures could mean complete loss of agricultural land to the desert  
and greater starvation than already present.   







religious leaders and believers to join in campaigning for conservation and sustainable development.  
  
Climate Change (global warming): Some scientists argue for climate change and others are saying there is no evidence that humans 
are affecting climate change. Climate change could mean severe weather, droughts, floods, famine, and destruction of crops. All of 
these changes impact on the worlds’ environment and therefore affect plants and animals. 
 Natural resources: Since 1830, population growth has ‘exploded’. The population explosion is stretching the Earth’s natural 
resources to the limit. Fossil fuels such as oil, gas and coal are non-renewable (cannot be replaced) and these will soon run out. Fossil 
fuels are used by motorised transport and to generate electricity. 
Industries use vast amounts of metals and little gets recycled. Many elements will run out before the end of the century. 
Renewable energy sources: these are alternative renewable energies such as wind/wave power and nuclear power. 
 Destruction of natural habitats: (the places where species of plants and animals live in the wild). As human populations grow, 
bigger cities are created. Providing the resources needed to support people in them results in the destruction of natural habitats. 
Deforestation: the cutting down of large amounts of forest, usually because of business needs. 
 Carbon Emissions: release of greenhouse gases, such as carbon monoxide from vehicles into the atmosphere. 
Greenhouse effect: the trapping of heat from the sun in the lower atmosphere due to an increase in carbon dioxide, methane 
and other pollution.  
Conservation is looking after the environment and protecting animals. There are groups dedicated to conserving e.g. the great apes, 
polar icecaps to local parks. Councils encourage recycling, buying organic food (no artificial fertilisers or pesticides) and finding 
alternatives to using the car. Environmental pressure groups educate, campaign and protest about activities that damage the planet. 
Recycling: reusing old products to make new ones 


 
Religion, War and Peace  
 
Peace: An absence of conflict that leads to happiness and harmony.  
Conscientious objector-an individual who refuses to fight in a war because of 
their beliefs, e.g. Quakers during WW2 or Muhammad Ali and the Vietnam War. 
Pacifism– It is wrong to use violence in any situation. There is no situation in 
which the use of violence can be morally justified. Human rights abuses happen 
and the innocent are killed.  
Justice– sense of fairness applied. 
Jihad means to ‘strive or struggle in the name of Allah’.  (Islam) The Greater 
Jihad is the struggle within oneself against temptations and the Lesser Jihad is military struggle in defence of Islam, self-defence and 
Justice. 
Peacekeeping Forces: NATO was created in 1949. It is a military alliance. 26 countries in Europe, the USA and Canada are now 
members. If a NATO country is attacked, the others view it as an attack on their own nations. The United Nations was set up at the 
end of WW2 and now has 192 member states. It seeks to persuade countries to settle their differences without fighting.  
Sanctity of Life: The idea that all human life is precious and should not be destroyed is the basis for religious attitudes towards war 
and peace. If life is God-given and sacred then it is not up to humans to take it away. 
Why do people go to war: to defend their country. To defend their beliefs, religion and way of life or to extend these to others. To 
remove their own leader or government. To defend ally or weaker countries who are unfairly attacked. To gain land or territory. To 
gain wealth, power or important resources. To stop atrocities such as genocide in another country. 
Victims of War: War has many victims besides the soldiers that are injured and killed. Survivors can have long-lasting physical and 
mental injuries. Cities are destroyed, homes lost, families and friends separated and children orphaned. Those fleeing war torn 
countries become refugees. 
 
Holy War– (Christian) a war fought in the name of God, for a religious purpose, with God on your side. A Holy War must be started 
by a religious leader, can be to spread the faith, to recover Holy places or can be for revenge for things done by another faith against 
believers. E.g. The Crusades were to recover the Holy Land for Christianity (sacred places where Jesus lived) which was under 
Muslim control. Also rescue Christians from Muslim occupation. The Pope said it was the ‘will of God’ and that as a ‘soldier of God’ 
they would have all their sins forgiven– a huge spiritual reward. Historians are concerned about the war as a lot of the Christian 
nobles who went made a lot of money and took land, the big Christian cities were more interested in trade than the spiritual reward. 
Just War– is a war which is morally right to fight. Military force can never be aggressive.   
In the 13th Century St Thomas Aquinas set down guidelines for a war to be Just. It must be started by the authority of the state, for a 
Just Cause, for the right intention (to remove evil), a last resort, only enough force must be used to achieve the goals. The good 
achieved as a result of the war must outweigh the evil which led to war. WW2 is considered to be a just war. It was a last resort, 
started by the British Government, Hitler had invaded other countries, and peace has now been restored. It is however questionable 
whether bombing civilians was proportional or not.  
 
Muslim teachings about War: Islam means peace- Muslims are taught to work to maintain peace and that negotiation and mediation 
are better than war. The Qur’an teaches that peace and reconciliation are better than fighting. Muslims should not seek revenge as it is 
wrong to return evil with evil. Muslims should forgive others. In warfare Jihad (meaning ‘to struggle’) is permitted in self defence, to 
protect an individual’s life, family and home and also to fight oppression. It can be to defend Islam against external threats and must 
have a Just Cause. It must be started by a Muslim leader, be a last resort, and end when enemy suggests peace. Civilians should also 
not be targeted and crops should not be destroyed. Suffering should be kept to a minimum. The Qur’an says ‘To those against whom 
war is made, permission is given to fight, because they are wronged.’ Those killed in jihad are seen as martyrs who will enter 
paradise. 


The Vietnam War: From 1959 to 1975 a war 
took place in Vietnam, in Southeast Asia. The 
Communist party of North Vietnam, supported 
by other Communist countries, fought against 
the government of South Vietnam, supported by 
the US and others. Despite the superior 
equipment and power of the USA, the North 
won the war. Besides the many millions killed 
in the conflict, the war created a massive 
problem of refugees.  







  
Christian teaching against War :The Christian faith has always preached peace. Early Christians were Pacifists and followed Jesus’ 
example. Jesus did not resist arrest and Christians believe he allowed himself to be crucified for the sins of humankind.  Jesus taught 
his follows to be peaceful. He said ‘do not resist an evil person. If someone strikes you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also’ 
(Matthew: Bible). They are also taught to ‘love your enemy’ and  blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called Sons of God. 
The Ten Commandments say ‘Do not kill’ (Exodus). Quakers are strict pacifists and will not fight.  Life is sacred and so should not be 
destroyed. 
  
Pacifism: ‘Turning the Tide’ is one way Quakers work for peace. It aims to show how cycles can be broken through non-violent 
strategies. The Quaker office at the UN promotes the peaceful prevention and resolution of armed conflict. 
 
Christian teaching for War: The Bible teaches Christians to defend the weak and fight against evil. In the Old Testament, God  
commands people to go to war. ‘Proclaim this among the nations; prepare for war!’ Joel 3:9. Also Jesus came in contact with 
soldiers but didn’t say they were wrong to do this job.  Jesus turned over the tables and benches on the Temple when he saw people 
misusing it. Some Christians believe fighting a war can be a way of showing love, because soldiers are willing to risk their lives in 
order for the people of their country to live in safety. It could also be argued that Just War is necessary to protect innocent lives and 
defend the sanctity of life. War may be needed to restore Justice. 
 
The work of a religious believer who has worked for Peace:  
Irena Sendler - a Roman Catholic who was a social worker in Poland’s capital city Warsaw. During the Second World War Irena was 
a member of the Polish resistance. She offered Jews food and shelter, helped create over 3,000  false documents so Jewish families 
could avoid arrest. She organised the smuggling of Jewish children from the ghetto, carrying them out in boxes, suitcases and 
disguising babies as packages. The children were placed for safety with Polish families. In 1943 she was arrested and severely 
tortured and sentenced to death. The resistance saved her by bribing German guards. She was left unconscious in the woods, with 
broken legs and arms, and was officially dead. She continued her work in hiding. She was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in 
2007 ‘Every child saved with my help is the justification of my existence on this Earth, and not a title to glory’ 
  
WMD’s are weapons that can kill large amounts of people at once. These include biological, chemical and nuclear weapons. 
Nuclear Weapons: cause huge devastation. Afterwards, radioactive fallout kills more than the original explosion. The weapons today 
could, if used, destroy life on Earth.  
For: Act as a deterrent. Against: pose an unacceptable risk to humanity. The proliferation of nuclear weapons makes the chances 
greater that an irresponsible government or terrorists might obtain them. The destruction they would cause cannot be justified for any 
reason. All religions oppose the use of nuclear weapons and support disarmament.  
Proliferation: spreading to other countries and getting more numerous.  
Terrorism: Terrorism is the unlawful use of extreme violence, usually against innocent civilians, to achieve a political goal. Terrorists 
are motivated by religion and believe God will reward them for doing what they see as his will. 
  
The Red Cross: The Red Cross was started by Henry Dunant who witnessed a battle in Solferino in 1859 in which 40,000 soldiers 
were killed or left dying. He later organised a committee with the aim to establish voluntary relief organisations and treaties to protect 
neutral staff and field hospitals on the battlefield.  
The International Red Cross and Red Crescent now has about 97 million volunteers Worldwide. All members are seen as neutral. 
Their aims are to protect and ensure respect for human life and health; and to prevent and alleviate suffering without any 
discrimination based on nationality, religion, race, class or political opinions.  The ICRC organises medical care for wounded soldiers, 
supervises treatment of prisoners of war, searches for missing people, protects civilians and can act as a neutral intermediary. The 
International Federation of the Red Cross or Red Crescent societies co-ordinates and supports the work when there is a major disaster 
or large-scale emergency and organises campaigns against the use of landmines. 
  


Religion and Prejudice 
 
Discrimination-To act against someone on the basis of sex, 
race, religion etc. This is usually a negative action. 
Equality– That people should be given the same rights and 
opportunities regardless of sex, religion, race etc. 
Sexism—prejudice or discrimination because of gender. 
Treating people unfavourably because of their gender.  
Non-violent Protest– A form of demonstration or protest 
which refuses to use violence to get its point across. E.g. 
Desmond Tutu or Martin Luther King. 
Prejudice– unfairly judging someone before the facts are 
known. 
Racism– Showing prejudice (an action) against someone 
because of their ethnic group or nationality. Belief that the 
colour of a person’s skin determines their ability. 
Stereotype– Claim that all members of a group are the same. 
Different Types of Prejudice- religion, race, colour, gender, 
ageism, disability, lifestyle, looks etc. 


Desmond Tutu became the first black general secretary of the South 
African Council of Churches in 1978. He used his position to 
campaign for against apartheid for equal civil rights. He worked to 
get rid of the unfair ‘pass’ laws. He supported non-violent protests 
e.g. he led a peaceful march through Soweto to protest the actions of 
the police which had killed 600 black young people at a previous 
protest. He organised petitions and called for other countries to 
support economic sanctions against South Africa. He also spoke out 
in his preaching and writing. He was awarded the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1984 for his leadership and for the ‘courage and heroism 
shown by black South Africans their use of peaceful methods in the 
struggle against Apartheid.’  In 1994 he led the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission’. As a Christian he believed people 
should admit what they had done wrong and ask forgiveness from 
God and others. He spoke about the new South Africa as the ‘rainbow 
people of God.’ Archbishop Tutu believes that being a Christian 
involves working for justice and equality. 







Women’s Rights – in the past women had few rights: they were not allowed to vote, divorce a husband, or inherit property. After 
World War 1 their status began to change. It is only in the last 50 years or so that it became accepted that married women could work. 
However, many women still earn less than men. 
Religious Prejudice: people of all religions have been discriminated against throughout the centuries.  
Ageism: Prejudice against someone because of their age, leading to discrimination. 
Disability Discrimination: Can occur in the workplace or when someone is denied access to services. Sometimes it is unintentional, 
facilities, lifts and ramps have only recently become the norm in public buildings. 
Prejudice based on Class, Lifestyle and Looks: social class was often determined by their family background, education, job and 
wealth – today people move between the classes. Money is the biggest influence on a person’s life style. Celebrities are paid great 
attention and those who do not conform to these images (clothes, body shape, looks and fashion) can often experience prejudice.  
Tolerance: accepting all people and valuing their contribution to life and society. All religions teach tolerance. 
Justice: all religions teach that people are equal. This does not mean all people have equal advantages in life but that they should be 
treated with justice, fairly and according to a just law. 
Harmony: living at peace with others. It requires people to act justly and have tolerance and understandings of others, even when they 
are different.  
Positive discrimination - treating people more favourably because they have been discriminated against in the past. 
The Law: Britain has a number of laws against discrimination based on Human Rights and Democracy (these are founded on the 
religious principles of equality and justice). People should have equal rights at work and equal pay, equal chances to education and 
health care. If someone thinks that they are being discriminated against they can take that person to court.  
 
Value of the Individual: Human rights are based on the religious belief that each individual is created by God and has a special value 
to him. Therefore humans should treat each other as equals and all should have the same rights and opportunities.  
Why are some people prejudiced?: Lack of education  - if someone doesn’t know or understand people of a different culture or 
background then it is easier to stereotype and reject them. Lack of education can lead to ignorance that breeds prejudice and this can 
turn into fear in case they change the way of life people are used to. A previous bad experience, the way they have been brought up by 
parents or conditioning from society, the Media or scape-goating (blaming certain people for the problems in society particularly 
where there is fear and uncertainty about the future. e.g. Jewish community were scape-goated in Nazi Germany ) 
 
Teachings about Race 
Christian Teachings: Everyone is made in the image of God. All races are equal. Jesus also taught his followers to ‘love your 
neighbour as yourself’. The story of the Good Samaritan told by Jesus teaches Christians that they should care for people from other 
races and cultures. St Paul also taught in Galatians ‘There is no Greek or Jew…. Slave or free, but all are one in Christ Jesus’. 
Beliefs into Practice: Martin Luther King fought for equal rights for black people in America by using speeches, marches and 
protests. Christians such as Trevor Huddleston also used non-violent methods by becoming the President of the Anti-Apartheid 
Movement and encouraging countries to boycott goods to campaign against Apartheid in South Africa e.g. Apples and Wine as well 
as International Sports such as rugby and cricket . Can also join antiracist organisations, make ethnic minorities feel welcome in 
their local community; ensure equal opportunity policies are carried out at work. 
 
Islam, Muslim Teachings: Teaches that all races are equal because they were created by Allah. ‘Among his signs is the creation of 
the heavens and the earth, and the differences in your languages and colour’ Qur’an. Differences in race are a sign of Allah’s 
creativity.  All Muslims are part of the Ummah, the world wide brotherhood of Islam which is multi-racial and multi-lingual. There 
are also teachings about tolerance and equality in the last sermon given by Muhammad. ‘You must live at peace with one another’. 
The Qur’an makes it clear that all people are equally God’s creation. The sayings of the Prophet Muhammad confirm this saying ‘All 
God’s creatures are his family’ (Hadith) 
Beliefs into Practice: Hajj demonstrates equality. All pilgrims wear simple garments and men wear white garments (Ihram) showing 
everyone is equal before Allah. All Muslims pray facing the same direction which shows unity. Wealth, Status and Colour don’t 
matter. The Ummah which is the world-wide community of Muslims is multi-racial, multi-cultural and multi lingual. This means you 
can be of any colour or nationality and still be a Muslim. The ‘Million Man’ March organised by the Nation of Islam and the non-
violent work of Muslims Against Racism are also examples.    


Teachings about Gender 
Islam, Muslim teachings: Allah created men and women as equal but different. They have different roles. Men are  
responsible for providing for the family and women are responsible for the home. ‘All people are equal ….. No Arab can claim merit 
over a non-Arab…. Nor male over female’ (Hadith) A woman cannot be an imam (prayer leader) and men and women pray separately 
at the mosque (so they focus on Allah). The Prophet Muhammad taught that any believer (man or woman) who does good work  for 
Allah’s sake would be rewarded.  
 
Christian teachings: Christians are taught that men and women are equal and should be treated equally.(see teachings on racism 
above)  The Church of England allows women to be vicars but the Catholic Church does not allow women to be priests because 
traditionally men have had this role in the Church. 
Church of England: Allows women to be vicars:  Jesus had female followers, the first person to see Jesus alive after the resurrection 
was Mary (a woman), Early Church leaders included Priscilla, women and men are made in the image of God, teachings in Galatians 
says there is no difference between us, we are all one in Jesus.  
Catholic Church: Jesus just had male disciples, traditionally all priests have been men. St Paul taught that it is a man’s role to lead. 
Men and women are equal – they just have different roles. 
 
Teachings from sacred writings about racial equality can equally apply to gender equality, ageism etc. 








Year	11	GCSE	Revision		-	Faith	and	Ethics	(unit	2	and	4)		
Week	


beginning	
Topics	for	
revision	


Re-visit	work	 Suggested	activities	


 
 
6th 
February 
 
 


Unit 2: : Early 
Life 
 
Key terms / 
causes of / 
alternatives / 
when does life 
begin? / Rights/ 
Pro-life & 
Prochoice 
 


• Key vocab  
• Reasons women 


choose to abort 
• Pro & Con of 


Adoption / Fostering / 
Keeping the child 


• Differing view point 
on “When does life 
begin?” – learn at 
least 3 


• General and religious 
reasons people are 
Pro-life and Pro-
Choice 


• Rights –whose / 
why? Tends to be a 
tricky question so be 
prepared!   


Mind maps- sample at: 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision.   
Revision cards.  
Use of GCSE podcasts (instructions via 
VLE)    
Complete revision booklet: 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision 
Work through Prezi –on Rights- 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision 
Sample questions 
‘The quality of a person’s life is more 
important than just being alive.’ What do 
you think? Explain your opinion.(3) 
Explain what is meant by the ‘sanctity of 
life’.(2)  
Explain how some people use a belief in 
the ‘sanctity of life’ to argue against 
abortion.(4) 
Explain the rights of those involved when 
abortion is being considered.( 6) 
What is adoption? (1) 
Give two situations in which abortion is 
legal in Britain.(2) 
Many more questions / sample answers / 
mark schemes can be found on the VLE. 


 
 
 
13th 
February  
 


Unit 2: Early 
Life  
 
Religious 
responses : 
Roman Catholic 
/ Protestant  


Roman Catholic 
• Reasons Catholics 


are Pro-life- specific 
religious teachings- 
at least 4 


• What is double 
effect? How is this 
different to abortion?   


Protestant 
• Reasons why 


some Protestant 
Christians are 
Pro-Choice- 
specific religious 
teachings – at 
least 4   


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards. 
 
See VLE for variety of sample questions 
and sample answers  
Complete questions using helpful hints : 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision. 
Sample questions 
Explain why some religious believers are 
against abortion. (3) 
Explain why some religious believers may 
accept abortion.(3) 







20th 
February 
 
HALF 
TERM 
 


Unit 2: Early 
Life  
 
Religious 
responses : 
Islam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Embedding   


Islam 
What does Haram 
mean? 
When does Islam 
allow abortion? Why? 
When does Islam 
condemn abortion? 
Why?- need at least 
4 teaching 


   
 
Revisit Early Life unit  


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards. 
(Use Revision Power point to source 
information saved at N\Reference\RE\Faith 
and Ethics\GCSE Revision)  
 
Sample questions 
Explain how religious beliefs and 
teachings might influence believers in their 
attitude towards abortion. (6) 
 
 
Read through and attempt questions- 
compare to sample answers 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) Improve your answers once 
read. 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 
Complete the “find the Mistakes” 
activity(N: :\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision)   
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   


27th 
February 
 


Unit 2: 
Prejudice 
 
Key terms, 
causes, 
consequences, 
case studies  


• Key terms  
• What causes people 


to prejudge?  
• What are the 


consequences of 
prejudice / 
discrimination? 
(general and specific) 


• Case Studies- 
Apartheid / Work of 
MLK 


Past paper questions, revision cards, mind 
maps   
 
Sample questions: 
Give two reasons why some people might 
be sexist.(2) 
Explain, using an example, what is meant 
by sexism.(2) 
Explain, using an example, what is meant 
by racism.(2) 
Explain how religious people might try to 
end prejudice and discrimination.(3) 


6th March 
 
 
 
 
 


Unit 2 
Prejudice  
 
 


• Christian perspective 
• Christian teachings 


against prejudice / 
discrimination 


• Christian response to 
the Apartheid – 
Desmond Tutu / 
Dutch Reform 
Church 


• Christian Teachings 
about Sexism 
(contrast between 
potential Roman 


Use VLE for various revision activities   
 
Sample questions 
Explain believers’ attitudes to sexism. 
Refer to the beliefs and teachings one 
religions you have studied in your answer. 
(4)  
Explain attitudes to prejudice and 
discrimination in each of the two religions 
you have studied. Refer to religious beliefs 
and teachings in your answer.(6) 
‘Men should have more important roles in 
religion than women’. 







Catholic view and 
Protestant view) 


 Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing that you have 
thought about more than one point of view. 
Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer.(6) 


13th March Unit 2: 
Prejudice 
 
Muslim 
perspective  
 


Islamic perspective on 
Prejudice and 
Discrimination- minimum 
4 teachings 
 
Islamic perspective on 
Sexism- minimum 4 
teachings 
  
 


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards- see VLE for additional 
material / activities 
 
Sample questions 
Explain believers’ attitudes to Ageism. 
Refer to the beliefs and teachings one 
religions you have studied in your answer. 
(4)  
Explain attitudes to prejudice and 
discrimination in each of the two religions 
you have studied. Refer to religious beliefs 
and teachings in your answer.(6) 
‘It is impossible to be religious and 
prejudice”. 
 Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing that you have 
thought about more than one point of view. 
Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer.(6) 
‘Racism is the worst thing a person can 
suffer.’ Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing that you have 
thought about more than one point of view. 
Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer. (6) 


20th March 
 
 
 


Unit 2 : 
Embedding 
 
Embedding  
-how confident 
am I? Where 
are my gaps?  
 
 
How to answer 
AO2 questions 
– 3 and 6 
mark?   


Revision presentations 
GCSE pods (Use of 
GCSE podcasts 
(instructions via email 
OR via VLE)    
 
 
 
 
See VLE for samples / 
advice 


Past paper questions-see VLE for 
samples- look at sample answers, could 
you produce these answers/ similar?  
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   
And again….Gaps last time? What 
different techniques can you use? 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 


27th March Unit 2: War 
and Peace   
 
Key terms/ 
causes / 
consequences / 
examples  
 


• What do War / Peace 
/ Justice / forgiveness 
/ Retaliation mean? --
see Revision notes 
for additional key 
terms 


• What causes wars? 
Are these justifiable? 


Past paper questions –see VLE for variety 
/ samples. Mind maps and revision cards. 
Complete revision booklet -
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision   
 
Sample questions 
Give two reasons why a country might fight 
in a war.(2) 







Pacifism- Who? 
Why?   


• Examples of modern 
wars 


• What does Pacifism 
mean? 


• Why are Quakers 
Pacifist? – Range of 
religious teachings 
(at least 4)   


‘There will only be peace when people 
stop being prejudiced.’ What do you think? 
Explain your opinion. (3) (this looks at the 
causes of war) 
Explain why some religious believers might 
not be prepared to fight in a war. 
(Remember to name the religion and their 
teachings) (3) 


3rd April 
 
 
 
 


Unit 2 War and 
Peace  
 
Christianity – 
Just War theory 
 
Islam: Lesser 
Jihad 
 
WMD 


• Origins of Just War 
theory 


• Criteria of Just War 
theory 


• Application of Just 
War theory- 
application / case 
study 


• Islam and Peace 
• Islam and Lesser 


Jihad – application to 
case study  


• What do we mean by 
WMD? Examples  


• Religious view on 
WMD 


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards – see VLE for activities  
 
Sample questions 
 Explain religious attitudes to nuclear 
weapons. Refer to religious beliefs and 
teachings in your answer. (6) 
 Religious believers always fight for peace. 
What do you think? Explain your 
opinion.(3) 
Wars cause more problems than they 
solve. Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing you have thought 
about more than one point of view. Refer 
to religious arguments in your answer.(6) 


10th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 


Embedding  
W&P 
Unit 2: The 
natural world 
 
Confidence with 
War & Peace 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Issues in the 
Natural World 
Solutions to 
these Issues 
 
Christian 
response to the 
Natural World   


 
 
 
 
 
 
Gaps in knowledge / 
applying to exam 
questions- ensuring 
specifics are 
embedded  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How do humans 
impact the 
environment? 
Awareness and 
knowledge of such 
natural concerns, 
such as 
deforestation, 


 
 
 
 
 
 
See VLE for revision materials 
Revision squares- Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   
And again….Gaps last time? What 
different techniques can you use? 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 
 
 
 
Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards – see VLE for various 
revision materials.  
 
Sample questions 
Damaging the world is disrespectful to 
God. What do you think? Explain your 
opinion (3) 







greenhouse effect, oil 
spills etc 
Awareness and  
knowledge of 
potential solutions  
Earth Summits  
How do Christians 
believe the world was 
created? Different 
perspectives 
How does the belief 
in creation impact the 
Christian response to 
the world, and how 
we treat it? 
What does 
stewardship mean? 
What does dominion 
mean?  
How do these two 
beliefs impact how a 
Christian treats the 
world? 
What does Sanctity 
of Life mean?  
How does this impact 
the way Christians 
treat the world?     


Explain why some religious believers think 
it is wrong to destroy the natural 
environment (3) 
Describe the ways in which modern living 
is putting pressure on the environment (5) 
Explain religious attitudes to the 
environment. Use religious beliefs and 
teachings in your answer (4) 
What is pollution and explain two 
examples. (3) 
Give two examples of how global warming 
is damaging the world. (2) 
What is conservation? (1) 
Give two problems caused by the 
destruction of natural habitats. (2) 
Describe how people are damaging the 
environment. (3) 
Explain religious views about sustainable 
development.  Refer to religious beliefs 
and teachings in your answer. (4) 
‘Religious believers have not done enough 
to support earth summits.’ What do you 
think?  Explain your opinion. (3) 
 


17th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 


Unit 2: The 
Natural World  
 
Islamic view on 
the 
Environment 
 
 


•  Islamic view on the 
creation of the world- 
specific teachings  


• Concept of 
Stewardship 


• Concept of Ummah 
• Reasons Muslims 


should treat the 
environment well – at 
least 4 teachings 


• How can a Religious 
believer help the 
environment? –
general and specific 
religious responses  


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards 
 
Sample questions 
Explain the attitudes of religious people to 
global warming. Refer to religious teaching 
in your answer.(6 ) 
Explain the attitudes of each of the two 
religions you have studied to damaging the 
environment. Refer to beliefs and 
teachings in your answer. 
(6) 
Explain the teachings of two religions or 
two Christian denominations that 
encourage believers to protect the natural 
world.(8) 
Explain the beliefs and teachings about the 
environment in each of the two religions 
you have studied.(6) 
Explain why some religious people are 
concerned about pollution and global 
warming. Refer to religious beliefs and 
teachings in your answer.(5) 
 
 
 
 







24th April 
 
 
 
 


Unit 4 Evil and 
Suffering 
 
 


• . Keywords 
• Awareness of the 


qualities of the 
Christian concept of 
God  (Omni….)   


• Examples of natural 
and moral suffering 


• Outline the problem 
of Suffering –in 
relation to the 
qualities of the God 
of Christianity  


• Questions suffering 
raises  


• Theist responses 
• Purpose of suffering?  
• Specific responses 


from Christianity to 
suffering 


• Muslim responses to 
suffering 


• Hindu concept of 
Karma 


• Concept of Evil 
• Causes of Evil? 
• Why is Evil a problem 


in relation to God and 
his qualities?      


• Christian response to 
evil 


• Muslim response to 
evil       


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards 
 
Sample questions 
Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards 
See VLE for additional revision activities 
and sample questions  
Role a task – unit 4 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) 
GCSE pods - N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision 
 
Sample questions 
What problems are raised for religious 
believers by evil? (4) 
What problems are raised for religious 
believers by suffering? (4)  
Explain how believing in God can help 
people to cope with suffering in their lives 
(6) 
“Without suffering and evil in the world, 
people would not turn to God or become 
better people” 
Do you agree? Give reasons for your 
answer, showing that you have thought 
about more than one point of view. (6) 
Explain how religious believers can 
respond in a positive way to suffering. (2) 
Explain the teaching of ONE religious 
tradition about the reasons for EITHER 
suffering or evil. (4)  
‘Evil is within a person and is not a power 
outside human beings ’Do you agree? 
Give reasons for your answer, showing 
that you have thought about more than 
one point of view. (6) 
 
 


 
1st May 
 


Unit 4:  
Revelation  
 
 


•  Special Revelation 
• Types of 
• General Revelation 
• Types of 
• Impact of Revelation 
• Power of Revelations 
• Illusion v Reality? 


(alternative 
explanations) 


• Nature of God-key 
terms for Islam and 
Christianity 


• Problems and 
strengths of these 
characteristics   


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards 
See VLE for variety of teaching / revision 
resources 
 
Sample Questions 
Explain how nature might reveal God to 
some people. (3) 
Explain what people might learn about 
God from scripture (holy books). (4) 
‘The best way to know God is through your 
conscience.’ What do you think? Explain 
your opinion. (3) 







Explain briefly what religious believers 
mean when they say that God is 
omnipotent. (2) 
‘God does not seem to be making himself 
known today.’ Do you agree? Give 
reasons for your answer, showing that you 
have thought about more than one point of 
view. Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer. (6) 
What is meant by ‘revelation’? (1 mark) 
 Give an example of revelation. (1 mark) 
Explain, using examples, the difference 
between general and special revelation. 
(4) 
“It is impossible to believe in a religion 
without having had a revelation.’ 
What do you think? Explain your opinion. 
(3) 
Why might it be difficult to know if a 
revelation is real? (3) 
What do religious believers mean when 
they say that God is ‘immanent’? 
(2) 
If someone believes that God is 
‘immanent’, how might this help them in 
their life?(2) 
Explain what Christians believe about the 
nature of God. (5) 
Describe how religious believers can have 
a meaningful relationship with God. (3) 
‘It is impossible to know what God is like.’ 
Do you agree? Give reasons for your 
answer, showing that you have thought 
about more than one point of view. (5 ) 
 ‘God can only be known through faith.’ 
Do you agree? Give reasons for your 
answer, showing you have thought about 
more than one point of view. (6) 
Explain what effect a special revelation 
might have on a person’s life. (4) 
Explain, using examples, the difference 
between ‘general’ revelation and ‘special’ 
revelation. (4) 
 


 
8th May 


Unit 2: 
Embedding 


• Remind self about 
exam technique for 
different style 
questions –try out 
your technique- 
compare and 
improve! 


Read through and attempt questions- 
compare to sample answers 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) Improve your answers once 
read. 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 







about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   
Work through the revision PowerPoint- all 
areas –see reference drive 


15th May Unit 2: 
Embedding 


•  Read through and attempt questions- 
compare to sample answers 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) Improve your answers once 
read. 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 
Complete the “find the Mistakes” activity(N: 
:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision)   
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   


22nd May Unit 4:7 
E&S / 
Revelation 
(if confident 
move to 
Existence of 
God and 
Science and 
Religion) 


Science and Religion 
Key terms  
What is meant by 
Scientific truth? 
What is meant by 
Historical truth?   
What is meant by 
Religious truth? 
Cosmological Revolution 
Evolution 
 Big Bang 
Genesis and Big Bang 
compatible? 
Design argument 
First Causes argument  
Intelligent Design  
 


See revision sheets for key content – on 
VLE plus via class teacher   
Spelling test- N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision 
Sample Questions 
Revelation 
Explain	how	nature	might	reveal	God	to	some	
people.	(3)	
Explain	what	people	might	learn	about	God	
from	scripture	(holy	books).	(4)	
	‘The	best	way	to	know	God	is	through	your	
conscience.’	What	do	you	think?	Explain	your	
opinion.	(3)	
Explain	briefly	what	religious	believers	mean	
when	they	say	that	God	is	omnipotent.	(2)	
10	‘God	does	not	seem	to	be	making	himself	
known	today.’	Do	you	agree?	Give	reasons	for	
your	answer,	showing	that	you	have	thought	
about		more	than	one	point	of	view.	Refer	to	
religious	arguments	in	your	answer.	(6) 
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Unit 4: Science 
and Religion 
Existence of 
God   


• Existence of God 
Terms Theist / Atheist/ 
Agnostic  
Cosmological argument   
Arguments against First 
Cause-  
Big Bang 
Design Argument:  
Arguments against  
design  


Complete question based revision cards- 
see reference drive for template -
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) 
Sample Questions  
Science and Religion 
Explain briefly the Big Bang theory. (2) 
Give an account of a religious creation 
story. (4) ‘It is possible to believe both in 


EXAM: 
Religion 
and Life 
issues: 


17th May 
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Evolution 
Miracles 
Arguments supporting 
miracles / argument 
Against  
Arguments supporting 
Religious experience 
Arguments against 
Religious experience 
Morality - 
The Moral Argument: for 
and Against  
Arguments against belief 
in God  


the Big Bang theory and in God.’ What do 
you think? Explain your opinion. (3) 
Explain how the discovery that the earth is 
not the centre of the universe challenged 
religious belief. (3) 
 ‘Scientific truth is more important than 
religious truth.’  Do you agree? Give 
reasons for your answer, showing that you 
have thought about more than one point of 
view. Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer. (6) 
Evolution proves that God exists.’ Do you 
agree? Give reasons for your answer, 
showing you have thought about more 
than one point of view. (6 marks) 
Give two types of evidence on which 
scientific proof is based. (2) 
Explain the Big Bang theory 
‘Evolution proves that God does not exist’ 
What do you think? Explain your opinion 
(3) 
Explain two ways in which people’s ideas 
about the world changed in the 
cosmological revolution (4) 
 Explain briefly why this was a problem for 
the Church at the time (3) 
‘It is impossible to believe in both scientific 
truth and religious truth’ Do you agree? 
Give reasons for your answer, showing 
that you have thought about more than 
one point of view. (6) 


5th June Gaps in Unit 4 •  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Things to remember: 
ü If you require help there is a 


“Question time” in L4 with Mrs Edge 
on a Monday 3-4. This is a session 
where you can drop in, you must 
come with a specific question / 
concern though – this is open to all 
year 11 students.   


ü There are many resources to be 
found on the school VLE- ask your 
F&E teachers if you can’t remember 
how to access it 


ü The F&E department has created a 
“You Tube” playlist with 
programmes for you to watch- the 
link can be found on the VLE – don’t 
just watch them though- make notes 
whilst watching, watch with 
someone else and ask each other 
questions at the end or write a blurb 
to summarise your learning. 


ü Go to AQA website for past papers 
– we are specification B –units 2 
and 4 


EXAM: 
Religion 
and Life 
issues: 
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Sex within marriage:  
Reasons for 
  


  


  


  


  


 


Catholic view of sex Quaker view of sex 


Bible teachings about Sex 
before marriage:  
Called a fornication 
Seen as a sin 


Sex is …. 


 Gift from God 


 For children – 
procreation 


 Share love 


 Bring the couple closer 
 
 


Muslim view of sex 


Contraception 


What is artificial contraception? 


 


What is natural contraception? 


 


What are contemporary British attitudes towards contraception? 


 


Give two reasons why the Roman Catholic Church do not accept the use of artificial contraception. (2 marks) 


 


Explain two contrasting religious views on the use of contraception (4 marks)  


 


 


Why does the Church of England accept the use of artificial contraception? 


 


What form of contraception might a Protestant (Church of England) Christian not use and why? 


Homosexuality: 


Fill in the gaps to complete the key religious views on Homosexuality. 


______________________ is the word used to describe people who are sexually attracted to _______________ of the same 


_______________. In contemporary Britain ____________________ have significantly changed. 50 years ago it was 


___________________ to be gay. Today it is much more ________________ and most young people do not see it as an issue. In 


___________ same-sex marriages were recognised and in 1994 the age of consent to sex was reduced to the same age as heterosexual 


sex.  


The Roman Catholic Church has a different view on homosexuality. The Church is against treating people badly because they are gay but 


believes that homosexual sex is __________________. This is because one of the main purposes of sex according to the Catholic Church is 


___________________ and homosexual sex cannot be open to this. They also understand it to be _____________ and consider it to be a 


__________. The Roman Catholic Church points to creation and says that God made ________________ and _________________ and 


that therefore they do not accept same sex relationships.  


The Church of England has a more moderate view. It does not allow __________________couples to marry in Church but welcomes 


homosexual Christians who live in __________________ and committed relationships.  


Quaker Christians are more liberal and argue that loving and faithful _____________ relationships are just as ____________ as 


heterosexual relationships. They argue that ALL are made in the __________ ________ ___________ and therefore it is natural for that 


person to be gay and they are valued by God.  Quakers believe that it is the _____________ of the relationship that matters and is 


important. If a couple shares genuine selfless love then they have what is important. The Quakers teach ‘to reject a people on the 


grounds of sexual behaviour is a denial of God’s creation’  


procreation  Homosexual   male  quality   faithful  illegal   holy  people 


gender   image of God  same-sex female   2013  sin  wrong   


accepted unnatural attitudes homosexual 


Sample Question ideas:  


1. Which one of the following is the name given to the practice in some religions of having more than one 


wife? 


A Procreation  B Contraception C Stability  D Polygamy 


2. Give two religious beliefs about the purpose of families (2 marks) 


3. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society about sex before marriage. In your answer 


you should refer to the main religious tradition of Great Britain and one or more other religious traditions.  


4. Explain two religious beliefs about the nature of marriage. Refer to scripture in your answer. (5 marks) 


5. “Same-sex parents are just as good at bringing up children as other parents”.  (12 marks) 


Evaluate this statement. In your answer you 


 Should give reasoned arguments in support of this statement.  


 Should give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view. 


 Should refer to religious arguments. 


 May refer to non-religious arguments. 


 Should reach a justified conclusion. 


Other questions: 


Explain two contrasting beliefs to sex before marriage. (4 marks) 


Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society about contraception. In your answer you should refer 


to the main religious tradition of Great Britain and one or more other religious traditions. (4 marks) 


Explain two religious beliefs about gender equality. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


Explain two religious beliefs about adultery. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


 







 


  


Roman Catholic beliefs and 
teachings about Women as Priests 
(Leaders)  (Include Bible teachings) 


Church of England beliefs and 
teachings  of Woman as Vicars 
(Leaders) (Include Bible teachings) 


  


Christian views Same-Sex Marriage (Traditional) 


 


 


 


 


Christian views on Same-Sex Parents (Traditional) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Quaker View on Same-


Sex Marriages 


(Liberal) 


 


 


 


Quaker view on Same-Sex 


parents 


(Liberal) 
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Christianity: Role of Children 
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Christianity: Role of Parents 


 


 


Bible Teachings: 


 


 


 


Islam: Nature of the Family 


 


 


 


 


 


Causes of Gender Prejudice: 


Gender/Sexual Discrimination 


The Sex Discrimination Act 1975 made 


gender discrimination illegal in the UK 


Adultery: Why do Christians believe it is wrong? 


 


 


 


 


 


What was Jesus’ response to the adulterous woman? 


 


 


 


 


 







 


Families and Relationships 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Key Concept/Idea Definition 


Covenant  


Cohabitation  


Marriage  


Civil Marriage  


Civil partnership  


Same-sex parents  


Celibacy  


Chastity  


Nuclear family  


Polygamy  


Procreation  


Bigamy  


Spouse A husband or wife 


Divorce  


Annulment  


Sacrament A special right that imparts spiritual grace. Of 
particular importance and significance. Roman 
Catholics regard marriage as a sacrament  


Remarriage  


Gender Equality  


Gender discrimination  


Gender Prejudice  


Contraception  


Family Planning   


Artificial Contraception  


Adultery  


Homosexuality  


Purpose of Marriage 


Christian beliefs  


Purpose of the family 


Christian beliefs  Bible Quote:  


Roman Catholic: (Conservative) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Remarriage: Do Christians accept Remarriage in the Church? 


Methodist Church (Liberal) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Church of England 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Caring for elderly parents 


Muslim beliefs  


Qur’an or Hadith Causes of Divorce 


1. 


 


2. 


 


3. 


 


4. 


 


Roman Catholic: (Conservative) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Methodist Church (Liberal) 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Church of England 


View: 


 


Why: 


1. 


2.  


Bible Teaching:  


Divorce: Do Christians accept Divorce? 


How do Christians try to 


prevent divorce? 


1. 


 


2. 


 


3. 


 


 


True or False? 


Roman Catholics accept cohabitation:  


The Catholic Catechism says about sex -


‘outside of marriage it always constitutes 


a grave sin’:  


Anglican Christians (Protestants) think 


that marriage is better: 


Cohabitation is not sinful according to 


Christians who don’t believe in sex 


outside of marriage: 


Protestants still believe loving faithful 


relationships are good: 


Bible Quote:  








The Existence of God. 
Proof: 3 main ways by which the existence of things is proved. 1. Personal experience.2. Reliable evidence. 3. Chain of reasoning to 
reach a conclusion. These types of evidence can be used to prove or reject the existence of God.  


 Someone who is a theist believes in God. A theist is certain that God exists because; they are certain that they have been in 
contact with God directly, they accept accounts of other people of their experience of God as evidence that God exists, believe 
that God is the only logical explanation for the origin of the universe and the order within it.  


 An atheist is a person who believes that there is no God. An atheist does not accept that any evidence accepted by theists is 
sufficient proof that God exists.  


 An agnostic is a person who believes that we cannot be sure whether God exists. An agnostic believes that any evidence pro-
duced by theists does not prove the existence of God one way or the other. They believe that it cannot be known whether God 
exists.  


Cosmological– referring to the origin and structure of the universe.  
First Cause (COSMOLOGICAL) argument -This argument says that there is a perfect and well ordered universe rather than nothing-
ness because God brought the cosmos into existence. St Thomas Aquinas said that things could not cause themselves to come into 
existence so something has to cause them. The universe exists and therefore must have been caused by something outside the uni-
verse. There had to be something eternal (without beginning or end) that was not caused by anything. The eternal first cause was God. 
Aquinas argued that this first cause of the universe was God. If God had not caused the universe to begin then there would be no uni-
verse and therefore we would not exist.  
 
Arguments for First Cause-Some theists (Christian’s) argue that the measurement of time is evidence that the universe had a begin-
ning.  This beginning was caused by God. If we apply this theory to the Big Bang, could argue that God is the First Cause, the cause 
of the Big Bang and the universe could have evolved from this. They would argue that as scientists do not know what caused the Big 
Bang, then why could it not be God? The Big Bang describes how God caused the Universe. Islam accepts that scientific findings 
support Allah’s existence and the creation of the Universe. Many Christians believe that the Cosmological argument is supported by 
the creation story found in Genesis 1:1-3. It says that before the Universe was created only God existed and at the command of God 
the process of creation began.  


Arguments against First Cause- Just because events/things have causes doesn’t mean that the universe itself has a cause. It is possible 
that the universe does not have a beginning, it is infinite. (Steady State Theory – universe is eternal it has always existed. Atheists and 
agnostics would challenge the argument saying it contradicts itself. It still does not answer ‘who or what caused God’? If God is eter-
nal than why can the universe not be eternal? Big –Bang Theory – Atheists could use this to argue that the universe resulted from a 
random spontaneous event, not an action by God. The religious accounts of creation are simply myths. 


Big Bang– Scientific theory that argues that the world and universe resulted when a singularity exploded. From this explosion all the 
matter that makes up to universe came into being. Tiny ripples of radiation detected by scientists have been used as evidence to back 
up this theory. It is suggested that at one point all the matter in the universe was at a single point, there was an explosion and matter is 
now moving away from this point.  This says that the world is not made in the same way as the seven day account in Genesis in the 
Bible. Big-Bang Theory is a challenge to First Cause argument only if it is thought to be a spontaneous random event without reason 
or cause.  Can he compatible with first Cause. 


Design (TELEOLOGICAL) Argument: The Argument that God designed the Universe because everything is so intricate and detailed 
that could not have happened by chance. It is too ordered and complicated and must have been designed. Intricate interdependence is 
evidence of this. (I.e. bees and pollen)  Paley used a watch to argue this. He argued if we found a watch we would know it had been 
designed for a purpose. If we look at nature then we can see evidence of design. Isaac Newton used the fact that we have opposable 
thumbs as evidence of design (moved to touch other fingers – can grasp things) this movement is only found in humans and primates 
– evidence of God’s design. Also our unique thumb prints are evidence that God has planned each human separately. He said ‘ In the 
absence of any other proof, the thumb alone would convince me of God’s existence.’ Most Christians believe that the Bible supports 
the Design argument and that God designed the world.  


The Anthropic Principle: This is a modern version of the design argument developed in the 1930’s by F.R. Tennant. Tennant argued 
that God planned the world so that everything was just right for human life to develop. The gravitational force was just r ight 
for the universe to come into existence. If the force had been greater, the stars would have been too hot and burned out before the uni-
verse developed. If the force was smaller then the stars would have been too cool and would not have formed.  As the universe ex-
panded, it was the correct rate for the development of galaxies and eventually planets. Once the earth formed, it had all the conditions 
for intelligent life to develop. Theists believe that this fine tuning cannot be chance but is the deliberate action of God. 
 
Arguments against  design: Natural disasters could indicate that the world has not been designed as no design would have such flaws. 
Atheists also point to the existence of cruelty and suffering found within nature. Why would a creator design animals that are special-
ly adapted to hunt and hurt other animals.  If it was designed there is still the further question of how can a loving, creator God allow 
his design to cause so much human suffering. Just because something looks designed doesn’t guarantee that it was. The discovery of 
penicillin was an accident. Not everyone believes that humans are the result of design. Even if the world is designed we cannot prove 
that the designer is God. It may be the work of many gods. Many atheists use Darwin’s theory of evolution to account for apparent 
design in the world. 


Arguments for design: Some theists argue that  if humans had evolved through natural selection then we would not need to write 
books, paint pictures or create music to survive. The fact we do these things suggests we are designed. Theists would argue that God 
is beyond human understanding and there will be an explanation for natural evil and suffering which human beings do not yet under-
stand, or perhaps will never understand. 







Evolution-Scientific belief that life forms changed over time, developing from simple to complex creatures. The animals or plants 
best suited to their environment survive, ‘survival of the fittest’  and those that are not suited or do not adapt die out. This is called 
Natural Selection. This means that animals adapt and evolve and could mean that they were not designed on purpose. This could 
mean that they were not designed on purpose. This theory argues that the world has always been changing. Species were not made in 
a fixed way but living organisms have adapted and changed in order to survive in changing environments. If this is the case then 
there is no designer and the design of the world is not evidence for the existence of God. Some Theists may argue that evolution was 
God’s plan for the development of life. They believe that it was the process through which God’s creation took place. God’s design 
is found in the processes of evolution.  


Miracle: a seemingly impossible occurrence, usually good. Theists use the term ‘miracle’ to refer to an event performed by 
God that appears to break the laws of nature. It may be the cure for a terminal illness or disability that doctors cannot explain. It may 
be survival from certain death by a freak event. A miracle needs to have some religious significance or purpose, such as the strength-
ening of faith or the demonstration of God’s love. Showa God is immanent – interfering in our world. Miracles are often very per-
sonal. God is showing himself. No natural explanation for what happened then it must be a supernatural event. The miracle must 
have been caused by something outside of nature, and as only God is outside nature, then is must be the result of God’s intervention 
in the world. Therefore God exists.  


Two types of miracles: Events that break the laws of nature and cannot be explained by the sciences. E.g. Jesus is said to 
have turned water into wine at the marriage of Cana  Events in which no laws of nature are broken but a coincidence occurs at just 
the right time to cause a good outcome. This is believed to be because of God’s intervention.  


Reasons for rejecting miracles: coincidence. Science might be able to explain it in the future. Theists want them to happen so inter-
pret ordinary events as miracles. Power of the mind (healing). Wrong diagnosis. Fake ‘miracles’ by people wanting fame or money. 
Some theists do not believe in miracles because God would be picking and choosing who is helped and this does not seem fair and 
loving.   


Arguments supporting miracles: Miracles are for the benefit of everyone they are signs to prove the existence of God and teach peo-
ple about God. Most theists would argue that miracles occur. There are too many accounts of miracles for them not to happen. Don’t 
always happen to believers. Miracles can cause people to convert. Miracles are investigated e.g. Roman Catholic Church investi-
gates miracles that happen at Lourdes—checked by priests and doctors. (66 occurred since 1882) 


Argument from Religious experience: Some theists are certain that God exists because they claim to have experienced God. When 
people claim to have met God personally this is called a religious experience, it can occur to an individual or a group. Religious ex-
periences include: (think back to the Revelation unit) Communicating with God through prayer and meditation. Feeling God’s pres-
ence in worship e.g. Charismatic worship and the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Feeling the presence of God in Nature – awe and wonder. 
Experiencing a conversion – they may be converted to believe in God or to change their beliefs about God – e.g. Saul who became 
St Paul after the road to Damascus conversion. Involvement in a miraculous event 


Arguments supporting Religious experience– Theists would argue influence of religious experience is so great they must be genuine. 
Direct personal proof for an individual that God exists. Conversion and life changes are further evidence. People willing to die for 
their faith after they have had a religious experience. If a number of people shared experience, cannot be hallucinating.  


Arguments against Religious experience– difficult to prove as genuine.  Atheists and agnostics believe that people are mistaken or 
misled. Imagined the experience because they wanted to believe God exists, or misinterpreted ordinary experience. May be under 
the influences of  drugs, alcohol. May be ill and hallucinate.   


Morality- a system of ethics which distinguishes between right and wrong. It is a sense of right and wrong that helps guide 
people’s behaviour. A moral action is one that is believed to be right according to the rules/laws of the society, country or 
religion in which that person lives.  


The Moral Argument: People have an inbuilt sense of morality. This sense comes from a source outside them. This source is God. 
Therefore God exists. Theists argue that the fact that most people have a powerful sense that they should behave in a moral way is 
evidence for the existence of God. Morality takes priority, even when it’s not what we want to do. It is a command that must be 
obeyed and comes from an ultimate source God. Conscience is the ‘voice of God’. Inner voice guiding us.  God is needed to provide 
an after life where people who have acted morally are rewarded. (Kant). This is because the universe is just.  


Arguments for the moral argument: Theists who accept evolution believe that the fact morality helps people survive is part of God’s 
design. Theists argue that conscience is the voice of God. Feelings of guilt is God telling them they have done wrong. Feel guilty 
whether others would find out about actions or not. Freewill means people can ignore the voice. 


Arguments against the moral argument: Can’t prove morality exists, may be just rules to control people. Morality is part of human 
development through evolution. It is needed for survival when resources necessary to support life are scarce and danger is all around 
us. Therefore natural selection has favoured morality. Richard Dawkins argues for a ‘Cultural Evolution’. Can’t be a shared sense of 
morality when ideas of right and wrong are completely different. Some question whether there is even a shared sense of morality as 
people’s ideas of right and wrong are completely different. Freud argued conscience developed from society and up-bringing, then 
internalised and reflected back out. (part of the unconscious mind— ‘super-ego’) Not everyone feels guilt. Atrocities done in the 
name of conscience e.g. Yorkshire Ripper. May be random chance if people are happy. May not be connected to morality. No evi-
dence that there is an afterlife where people are rewarded. Universe might not be just. 


Faith: a commitment to something that goes beyond proof and knowledge, especially used about God and religion. 


Arguments against belief in God: Science can provide all the answers and so belief in God is no longer needed. The presence of evil 
and suffering. (see unit on the problem of evil and suffering) 







The problems of Evil and Suffering 
Suffering: When people have to face and love with unpleasant events or conditions.  
Man-made suffering-Suffering caused by the actions of humans e.g. through war, pollution, crime. 
Natural Suffering-Suffering caused by nature e.g. because of earthquakes, volcanoes, floods. 
Natural Disasters-Disasters caused by nature e.g. earthquakes, volcanoes. 
Evil-That which is deliberately bad or harmful, or goes against the will of God 
Responsibility: Duty; the idea that we are in charge of our own actions.  
Unjust suffering unfair or not right. Difficult to see how the suffering of innocent children can ever have a purpose.  
Free will– having the ability to choose one’s own actions.  
 


The Problem of Suffering:  Suffer ing raises a problem for  theists: If God is loving, all-knowing and all-powerful then why is 
there suffering? If he was all-loving then he would want to stop it, if he was all-powerful then he would be able to stop it, if he 
was all-knowing then he would know it exists and therefore stop it. Either God isn’t all of these three or God does not exist. (Both 
are problems for the Christian understanding of God.)  
 


Questions suffering raises: What is God’s purpose in suffering—if God is all-good then surely he would want the best for people. 
If God wills our suffering then he is cruel. Knowledge brings responsibility, if God knows about our suffering how can he stand 
by and do nothing? Why did God create a world with so much suffering? Why do innocent people suffer? Why did God give hu-
mans free will if they hurt each other? 
Theist responses: God is powerful and created the earth but is not to blame for earth-quakes. They are the same forces that 
formed the earth in the beginning. Human freedom is part of our nature, if not we would be robots and loose all that it means to 
be human e.g. relationships, love etc. 
Purpose of suffering: A punishment. Some suffering keeps us alive and well, pain tells us something is wrong. Stops us doing seri-
ous harm. Can make us appreciate things that we take for granted. Can make us a better person. To achieve a goal e.g. child birth. 
Test of faith. Part of God’s mysterious plan.  
 


Christian explanations for why we suffer: Suffer ing is a result of free will. If we didn’t have free will then we would be ro-
bots and life would be pointless. Free will means that sometimes humans choose to do the wrong thing and hurt others. The story 
of Adam and Eve (Genesis 3) shows the consequences of free will. By disobeying God Adam and Eve brought suffering and evil 
into the world. Suffering could be a punishment for the things we have done wrong, or a test of our faith in God. (Job) It could be 
to develop our personalities and enable us to grow and become stronger. Suffering could just be part of the balance of nature or it 
could be necessary for us to appreciate goodness. Pain is a test from God. Suffering could be caused by an evil being called the 
devil who opposes God.  
 


Muslim explanations for suffering:  Muslims believe that evil and suffer ing, whether  caused by human actions or  natural 
disasters, are a test from Allah. Muslims are taught to accept the will of Allah. According to the Qur’an Allah created the earth 
and made Adam to look after it. Allah gave him free will. Allah also created angels who do not have free will to act as his mes-
sengers and some beings with free will called Jinn. One of the Jinn, called Iblis, refused to obey Allah. He was renamed Shaytan 
(‘rebellious one’) and was thrown out of heaven. Allah, however, allowed Shaytan (Satan) and the Jinn who followed him to 
tempt people away from the true path. The hardships and sufferings of this life are a test of a person’s faith. A Muslim needs to 
have an optimistic approach to life and not run away from difficulties of life.   
 


Hindu concept of Karma – literally means ‘actions’. Law followed by Hindus, the results of one’s actions determines the nature 
of future ‘rebirth’. Events that happen to people in the present life may be the result of actions in past lives. People who live in the 
right way according to their faith achieve good karma. People who disregard the teachings of their faith will build up bad karma 
which will influence the quality of their next life. 
 


How does God help those who suffer: Chr istians believe that God suppor ts and helps them through their  suffer ing, giving 
them the strength to manage. Through praying and reading the Bible they find strength. Others argue that God comforts them. 
Some  
Christians see suffering as an opportunity to show God’s love in the world practically to others. It is their responsibility to help 
those who suffer. Christians point to the life of Jesus and the suffering he went through during his life and death on the cross. 
They argue that God understands our suffering and goes through it with us.  The Bible also promises that there will be no suffer-
ing in heaven. The example of Jesus. Christians believe that Jesus suffered in his life and that he was innocent. This means God 
has suffered through Jesus (died on the Cross, friends betrayed him, friend died). Jesus also worked to prevent suffering in the 
lives of people who suffer. Christians believe that God will take away suffering in heaven. 
 


Responses to suffering: If live a good life and follow religious teaching, a religious believer will probably not cause much suffer-
ing. Religions teach followers to help those who suffer in active practical ways e.g. religious charities and organisations that help 
the poor, asylum seekers, the sick, people who have suffered bereavement.  May start a charity when recognise a particular need. 
May use skills e.g. doctor to aid those who are suffering in response to natural disaster  (doctors went out to Haiti after the earth-
quake). May raise awareness in local area and collect items or money to relieve suffering in response to natural disaster.  
Christian Response to Suffering: Taught to help those who suffer e.g. ‘love one another as yourself’ Matthew 22:29. Should not 
only feel compassion but help. Told to follow the example of Jesus who helped the needy and healed the sick. Tithe - 10% of in-
come given to the Church, some will be given to help those in need in the local community, taught to give to charity.  
Muslim Response to suffering: Islamic law is based upon justice for everyone. Suffering is a consequence of  
injustice and a lack of compassion. The prophet Muhammad clearly taught that it is the duty of every Muslim to do good, to live 
the law of Allah, to oppose injustice and to relieve suffering.  Believed are judged on Day of judgement for suffering you have 
caused to others. Zakah (2.5% of surplus income) is one of the 5 pillars and is given to the Mosque. Some goes to those in need or 
those who are suffering. One of Allah’s 99 names is ‘The Compassionate’ . Muslims are taught to be compassionate. Also taught 
to give to charity. 







Evil:  the opposite of good. A force or the personification of a negative power that is seen in many traditions as destructive  and 
against God.  
Natural Evil: natural events. Pain caused by the activities of nature e.g. because of an earthquake. 
Moral Evil: caused by humans. The pain caused by the words and actions of humans 
 
Personal being: (nature of evil) the idea that evil is an evil spirit or devil rather than an impersonal force. In Christianity (Satan) 
and Islam (Iblis) is the source of all evil and the opposite to God/Allah. Many people today don’t believe the Medieval picture 
(red, flames, horns etc) but believe that there is a personal being who can represent the struggle  between good and evil.  
Impersonal force (nature of evil) the idea that evil is a power outside of people that draws them to evil.  It is beyond reason and 
the ability of humans to influence or stop.  
Psychological phenomenon: an idea about the nature of evil that is something arising from the mind of a person. It is influenced 
by a person’s upbringing or society in general, or could be the result of a damaged mind.  The way parents bring up children  has 
a major influence on their behaviour. Peer-pressure can cause actions even when a person knows they are wrong. Society influ-
ences the way people act, the media emphasises being rich, famous and beautiful. This can cause people to act in certain ways 
that are not always good for themselves or others.  
Mentally ill: In some cases a person who commits an evil act e.g. murdering a child is suffering from a mental illness or are men-
tally unstable and this causes them to act in a certain way.  
 
An evil act suggests a deliberate cruelty done in  the full knowledge that it is wrong.   
 
Questions about evil: Is there really a ‘thing’ called evil? Are there evil people or just evil actions? How does someone become 
evil? How does an innocent child grow up into an ‘evil’ adult? 
Blame:  Evil is God’s fault- gave free will. Evil is our fault-  we give into the dark side of our nature, we make the choice our-
selves.  
 
The problem of Evil: If evil was brought into the wor ld as a result of free will. I.e. Humans choose to do wrong  This 
means that evil was brought in to the world at the fall when Adam and Eve choose to disobey God. As God gave freewill then 
God brought the possibility of evil into the world. Although humans are responsible for evil, how can a good God bring the possi-
bility of evil into the world?  
 
Questions for believers: If God is all-good why did he create a world where evil is present? If God is all-powerful why does he 
not stop someone before they do evil? If God is all-knowing and knew the result of free will, why did he give it to us? Some ar-
gue that everything happens at the will of God. Does God will evil? This contradicts his goodness and care for people.  
Answers for believers: The fact God gave freedom to make decisions about right and wrong shows his goodness and love. Go d 
gave free-will despite the risks that we would use our freedom to hurt others. God is like a loving parent who allows his children 
to make mistakes and learn from experience. God chooses not to use his power to force people to use their freedom wisely, if he 
did we would not be free. Not everything that happens is in God’s will. If it was people would not be free. God does not  want 
evil to happen but people go against his will.  
 
Christianity: Evil came into the world through Adam and Eve’s disobedience, sometimes called ‘original sin’. When satan tempt-
ed them to eat the fruit from the forbidden ‘tree of knowledge of good and evil’, they realised that they had freedom to choose 
right and wrong and would now be responsible for their own actions. When people rebel against God evil results. People need 
salvation (rescuing) from sin. Christians believe that Jesus was the ’second Adam’ who restored people’s broken relationship with 
God.   
 
Islam: Muslims believe that Allah created the perfect world, including some beings called Jinn who, like humans, had free will. A 
Jinn called Iblis refused to bow down to Adam as Allah had commanded. Iblis (renamed Shaytan, ‘the refuser’) tempted Adam 
and Hawa (Eve) to disobey Allah. Shaytan, the source of evil, still tries to turn people away from Allah. People will be punished 
on the Day of Judgement for evil, but Allah is merciful and compassionate, so those who truly repent will be forgiven. Muslims 
do not believe in original sin, everyone starts off life with a clean slate but must submit to Allah and resist temptation. Allah’s 
plan for humans means that nothing can happen unless he wills it. Allah gives people free will, but knows the outcome of their 
choices.  
 
Christian responses to evil: Jesus commanded Chr istians to love God and their  neighbour . He taught people to  love their  
enemies and, when evil is done to them, ‘to turn the other cheek’. The Lord’s prayer says that people must forgive others so that 
God can forgive them. ‘forgive us our sins, for we also forgive everyone who sins against us….. (Luke 11:4. Bible). Many Chris-
tians worked tirelessly against the evil of racial discrimination in the USA and in South Africa. In the USA Martin Luther 
King, a Christian minister was one of the leaders of the civil rights movement and used non-violent protest.  
 
Muslim responses to evil: Muslims live by the five pillars of Islam; faith in Allah and his prophet Muhammad, prayer, zakat, fast-
ing and pilgrimage to Makkah. Allah will judge them on Judgement Day, so Muslims try to live in complete submission to his 
will and in peace with others. The Qur’an teaches Muslims to stand up for justice and what is right. Muhammad Ali was 
stripped of his boxing title and was prepared to face jail in the USA  for his belief that the Vietnam War was evil.  









Islam Practices: Knowledge Organiser 


Sunni and Shi’a  


In the correct columns explain the Sunni and Shi’a approach to each of the following issues/practices 


in Islam:  


Issue/Practice Sunni View Shi’a View 


View of the Imams   


Successor of 
Muhammad  


Sunni Muslims recognize and respect 
Ali as the fourth caliph who 
replaced Uthman ibn Affan, the third 
caliph. But the first leader after 
Muhammad is Abu Bakr for Sunni 
Muslims. 


The largest sect of Shia Islam, known 
as Twelvers, tends to reject the first three 
Sunni caliphs, or at least downplay their 
role in Islam's development, and instead 
sees Ali as the first true leader, or imam, of 
Islam. 


Prayer (Salah)    


Celebration of 
Ashura 


  


Different Hadiths    


Shahadah  
(1st Pillar) 


  


View of the Saints 
(Wali) 


  


Temporary 
Marriage 


  







Complete the table:  


10 Obligatory Acts of 
Shi’a Islam 


Meaning of the Obligatory Act 


Salah  


Sawm  


Zakah  


Khums  


Hajj  


Jihad  


Amr-bil-maruf Encouraging people to do what is good/morally right. E.g. promoting good 
values within your community.  


Nahi Anil Munkar  


Tawakkah  


Tabarra  


 


Which of the 5 Pillars is missing? _________________________ 


Why do you think it doesn’t say it directly? 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


The 5 Pillars of Islam: Salah 


Complete the mind map:  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Salah 


Direction 


of Prayer 


Wudu 


Timing of the 


daily prayers 


For Sunni For Shi’a 


Salah in a 


Mosque 


Jummah 


Prayer 


Purpose of 


Salah 







The 5 Pillars of Islam: Zakah 


Comprehension Task: Read the info then answer and self-assess the question: 


Zakah: For Muslims who have enough savings, it is compulsory to give 2.5% of those savings every 


year to help the poor. Manty Muslims will work out how much they owe and give the money at the 


end of Ramadan. By giving Zakah, Muslims are acknowledging that everything they own comes from 


God and belongs to him, and that they should use their wealth to remember God and give to those 


in need. It frees people from desire, and teaches self-discipline and honesty.  


Zakah literally means to purify or cleans. Muslims believe that giving Zakah helps to purify the soul, 


removing selfishness and greed.  


In addition to giving Zakah, Muslims are encouraged to voluntarily give their money and time to 


charity at any point of the year. This is called Sadaqah. 


Only Muslims with savings greater than a certain figure (known as nisab) are required to give Zakah. 


The nisab is either worked out as the value of 87 grams of gold, which in 2015 was around £2200, or 


612 grams of silver, which in 2015 was around £200. Muslims can choose which figure they use and 


therefore how much they pay. 


Khums is an important part of Muslim practice in Shi’a Islam in addition to giving Zakah. It literally 


means ‘fifth’. Originally it referred to a requirement for Muslims to donate 20% of the spoils of war 


to the leader representing the state of Islam. Today, it refers to the excess income or earnings that a 


Shi’a Muslims makes, and is still set at 20%. Half of the money collected as Khums goes to Shi’a 


religious leaders, to be spent on behalf of God on the things considered necessary for religious 


matters, while the rest is given to charity or the poor.  


Explain 2 different approaches to charity from within Islam (4 marks) 


1)________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


2)________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Mark Scheme: Concerned with knowledge and understanding of religion and belief: influence 


on individuals, communities and societies. You do not need to refer to scripture in these questions! 


Should be two paragraphs (often gives a 1 and 2 on your booklet to remind you!) See exemplar 


answers for good structures. See above info to check your answer.  


 


 







Why is Zakah significant for Muslims? 


 In giving Zakah, Muslims are fulfilling a duty imposed by God.  


 The Qur’an makes it clear that giving Zakah is a sign of a true Muslim. 


 Paying Zakah gives Muslims a good attitude towards money.  


 They learn to share it and not be greedy with it. 


 Zakah strengthens communities by making the rich support the poor. 


 Zakah links well with salah.  


 Prayers should make Muslims el concern for others, and Zakah puts this concern into action. 
 


Which is the most important reason? Explain your choice.  


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


The 5 Pillars of Islam: Sawm 


 


Event linked to 
Sawm 


Meaning/ key info Impact on a Muslim 


Ramadan  The ninth month of the calendar 
year during which Muslims Fast 
from sunrise to sunset. Practised 
by both Shi’a and Sunni Muslims. 


 


The Night of Power   


Eid-Ul-Fitr   


Fasting  Developing self-control, feeling 
closer to Allah. Feeling closer to 
other Muslims as the whole 
community practises this.  







The Five Pillars of Islam: The Hajj 


For each stage of the Hajj explain: 1) What happens at each location 2) The meaning /history 


behind the actions.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Entering the state of Ihram: 


 


 


 


Meaning/History behind it: 


Arrival at the Ka’aba: 


 


 


 


Meaning/History behind it: 


The Sai: Safa and Marwa:  


 


 


 


Meaning/History behind it:  


Mount Arafat: 


 


 


 


Meaning/History behind it:  


Stoning of the Devil in Jamarat: 


 


 


 


Meaning/History behind it:  


Return to the Ka’aba: 


 


 


Meaning/History behind it:  







Eid Ul Adha: 


This is a four-day public holiday in Muslim countries. The festival remembers the Prophet Ibrahim's 


willingness to sacrifice his son when God ordered him to.  


 


1) Explain the history behind Eid-Ul-Adha: 


Use the following key terms/words and highlight as you use them: 


Sacrifice, Ibrahim, Isma’il, Allah, The Devil, Mina. 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


2) How is it celebrated by Muslims on the Hajj: 


Use the following key terms/words and highlight as you use them: 


Mina, Mecca, Shaving, Sacrifice, Sheet/Goat. 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


3) How is it celebrated by Muslims not on the Hajj: 


Use the following key terms/words and highlight as you use them: 


Charity, best clothes, family, mosque sacrifice, slaughter house. 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/history/ibrahim.shtml





The Festival of Ashura 


 


Sunni Celebration of Ashura Shi’a Celebration of Ashura 


E.g. 


Ashura has been a day of fasting (not eating 
during daylight hours) for Sunni Muslims 
since the days of the early Muslim 
community. 


E.g. 
Shi'a Muslims in particular use the day to 
commemorate the martyrdom of Hussein, a 
grandson of the Prophet, in 680 CE. 


 


  


  


  


 


Is Ashura more important for Shi’a Muslims? Explain your view below: 


Use the following key words: Muhammad, Madinah, fasting, Musa, Atonement, whipping, 


Hussein, Karbala, Yazid, Mu’awiyah, Damascus. (Use the revision guide to help you) 


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________ 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/subdivisions/sunnishia_1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/subdivisions/sunnishia_1.shtml





Jihad 


Jihad: Jihad means ‘to strive or struggle in the way of Allah’. There are different levels of Jihad. 


The Greater Jihad: Greater Jihad the personal spiritual struggle or effort of every Muslim to follow 


the teachings of Allah (God) in their own lives e.g. overcoming things such as anger greed, pride and 


hatred; forgiving someone who has hurt them; working for social justice. 


The Lesser Jihad: Lesser Jihad the struggle to build a good Muslim society; also Holy War (the 


struggle to defend against oppression; with force if necessary).  


When the Prophet Muhammad was asked which people fought in the name of Allah, he said: "The 


person who struggles so that Allah’s word is supreme is the one serving Allah’s cause". The idea of 


Jihad is often misunderstood. Most Muslim scholars believe that the internal struggle is the greater 


jihad, based on something the Prophet Muhammad said. There are some scholars who believe that 


this is unreliable and that ‘jihad’ meaning Holy War is the more important meaning. 


“The Greater Jihad should be the only Jihad”  


What do you think?  


Explain your answer below using the subject knowledge above.  


Consider more than one point of view in your answer. (For and against)  


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________________________ 








Knowledge Organiser: Religion and Life 


 


 


The Big Bang Theory: 


Break the theory down into 4 key points: 


 


 


  


 


 


 


Evidence for the Big Bang Theory: (explain each one) 


Microwave background radiation: 


Red Light shift: 


The Hubble Telescope:  


 


Genesis 


Day 1: 


Day 2: 


Day 3:  


Day 4: 


Day 5: 


Day 6: 


Day 7: 


 


Type of Truth Definition Example 


Historical Truth   


Religious Truth    


Scientific Truth   







Interpretations of Genesis 


 


Which do you think is a more useful view? Why? 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


The Theory of Evolution 


Charles Darwin: Explain the theory  


 


 


 


Evidence for Evolution 


 Species tend to survive in the environment in which they live, regardless of  
living conditions. 


 Certain species have died out suggesting they were not suitable for survival. 


 Natural selection’ is the idea that mutations make life forms better suited to their 
environment.  


 DNA analysis suggests that all life on earth shares certain features. 


 Scientists have proven that humans have a common ancestry with apes. 


 Fossil records show animals with a simpler structure further back in time and more complex 
structures later. 


 


Which is the strongest piece of evidence? Explain your choice. 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


Literal/fundamentalist view  Mythological view 


  


 







Adam and Eve 


Explain how Christians can approach the Adam and Eve story in different ways:  


Fundamentalist view Non-Literal view Mythological view 


   


 


Abortion 


Complete the key word match-up: 


  


Adoption When sperm and egg meet 


Embryo A measure of fulfilment. Life is worth living when it is of a particular 
standard. 


Foetus The idea that God has favoured a couple with a child. 


Conception Fertilised ovum at about 12– 14 days when implanted into the wall of 
the womb 


Viable Religious idea that life is a Miracle and therefore should be cherished 


Blessing The point at which a foetus could survive if it were to be born 


Fostering Fertilised ovum at about eleven weeks when the organs have 
developed. 


The Miracle 
of Life 


The legal process where a person (child) is taken (adopted) into the 
family as a son or daughter. 


Quality of life The taking of a child from a different family into a family home and 
bringing them up with the rest of the new family. Can be short term or 
longer term. In Britain are paid by the Government. 







 


Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about Abortion. (4 marks) 
 


1)___________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________


______________________________________________________________________ 


2)___________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________________________ 


 


Mark Scheme: 


First way: simple explanation of a relevant and accurate influence - 1 mark detailed 


explanation of a relevant and accurate influence - 2 marks. Second way: simple explanation 


of a relevant and accurate influence - 1 mark detailed explanation of a relevant and accurate 


influence - 2 marks  


 


Students may include some of the following points, but all other relevant points must be 


credited: 


Christians are generally against abortion because they believe only God give and take life/ 


Roman Catholics believe in the doctrine of double effect/ The Church of England take socio-


economic situations into account/ “love thy neighbour” could be used for both sides of the 


argument/ Life begins at conception/ “don’t murder”. 
 


Your score: 


 


Abortion and UK Law -  In 1967 abortions became legal in the UK. 


Previous to 1967 women were not allowed to have an abortion. Dangerous backstreet abortions (illegal 
abortions carried out by untrained people) were often carried out. Under UK law, an abortion can usually only 
be carried out during the first 24 weeks of pregnancy as long as certain criteria are met (see below).  The 
Abortion Act 1967 covers England, Scotland and Wales but not Northern Ireland, and states: 


 abortions must be carried out in a hospital or a specialist licensed clinic 


 two doctors must agree that an abortion would cause less damage to a woman's physical or mental 
health than continuing with the pregnancy 


 There are also a number of rarer situations when the law states an abortion may be carried out after 
24 weeks. These include: 


 if it's necessary to save the woman's life 


 to prevent grave permanent injury to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman 


 if there is substantial risk that the child would be born with serious physical or mental disabilities 


 Generally, an abortion should be carried out as early in the pregnancy as possible, usually before 12 
weeks and ideally before 9 weeks where possible. 
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What might the following religious groups say about the UK law on Abortion?  


Church of England Roman Catholic Muslim 


   


 


Euthanasia and Death 


Give an example for each of the following types of Euthanasia: 


Passive Euthanasia: 


 


Active Euthanasia: 


 


Voluntary Euthanasia: 


 


Involuntary Euthanasia: 


 


 


 


 


Clare foster would argue…. 


Rev. Paul Badham would argue…. 







Hospices 


What are the 3 aims of a Hospice? 


1) 


 


2) 


 


3) 


 


Define the following key words: 


Hospice: 


Palliative care: 


Terminally ill: 


 


Environmental Ethics 


Match up all the key words with their definitions:   


Acid Rain Starvation owing to drastic, far reaching food shortage 


Carbon Emissions The cutting down of large amounts of forest, usually because of 
business needs. 
 


Climate Change Looking after the environment and protecting animals. 


Conservation Long periods of abnormally low rainfall. 


Deforestation - Release of greenhouse gases, such as carbon monoxide from vehicles, 
into the atmosphere. 
 


Droughts The idea that the climate is getting warmer. 


Earth Summits The scientific concept that the world is getting warmer. 


Famine Informal name for the UN Conferences on Environment and 
Development 


Greenhouse Effect Rain made through acid by contamination through pollution in the 
atmosphere as the result of emissions from factories, vehicles, etc. 


Global Warming Development which takes into consideration the impact on the natural 
world for future generations. 


Natural Habitats The trapping of heat from the sun in the lower atmosphere due to an 
increase in carbon dioxide, methane and other pollution. 


Oil Spills Reusing old products to make new ones. 


Pesticides Duty; the idea that we are in charge of our own actions 


Pollution Substances used to destroy insects and pests that attack crops. 


Recycling Leaking of oil into the environment, usually the sea. 


Responsibility The contamination of something, especially the environment. 


Sustainable 
Development  


The places where species of plants or animals live in the wild. 







Explain two religious teachings about how human beings should treat the planet.  


Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Mark Scheme: 


First teaching: simple explanation of a relevant and accurate teaching - 1 mark detailed explanation of 


a relevant and accurate teaching - 2 marks Second teaching: simple explanation of a relevant and 


accurate teaching - 1 mark detailed explanation of a relevant and accurate teaching - 2 marks 


Relevant and accurate reference to scripture /or sacred writing – 1 mark.   


Students may include…. but all other relevant points must be credited:   


Stewardship- God has given us the responsibility to look after the planet and all its inhabitants. We 


have a moral duty to not pollute or damage the environment, 


Dominion- God has given us power over animals and we can choose to use that however we like. This 


means that we could damage the environment and/or use animals for whatever purpose we choose 


“Rule over the fish and the seas and birds in the sky” Genesis – This can be interpreted in several 


ways.  


 


Target: AO1:1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of religion and belief, including beliefs, 


practices and sources of authority/ write in full detail/ avoid listing ideas/ link the ideas carefully to 


the question/ refer to sacred writings and quote them specifically in your work/ look at two religious 


beliefs rather than one/ revise religious beliefs about the natural world/ link your arguments carefully 


to the question/ name the religion.  
 


Your mark:  
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Animal Rights 


What is the difference between Free-Range and Factory Farming?  


Free-Range Farming: 


 


 


Factory Farming:  


 


 


 


Animal testing 


Complete the table 


Arguments against animal testing Arguments for animal testing 


  


 


My final decision on animal testing is 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


Key word checker: Highlight as you use them in your answer. 


Vivisection                     Medicine 


Medical                          Experiments 


Cosmetic                       Moral 







Should we eat meat? Explain your opinion using as many key words as you can.  


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


Life after death 


Heaven Purgatory Hell 


   


 


There are two kinds of Judgment in Christianity: Explain each and how it impacts on a Christian’s life. 


General Judgement: 


Meaning: 


 


Impact on a Christian: 


 


Particular Judgement: 


Meaning: 


 


Impact on a Christian: 


 








Religion and Life  
Unit Content: 


1. Types of Truth - Scientific, Religious and Historical. 


2. Origins of The Universe – Big Bang Theory vs Genesis. 


3. Origins and Value of Human Life – Adam and Eve vs Evolution. 


4. Abortion – Pro-life vs Pro-choice. 


5. Euthanasia – 4 types, Arguments for and against, Religious views. 


6. Hospices – Aims of a Hospice, Palliative Care, Quality of Life vs Sanctity of Life. 


7. Animal Ethics – Animal Testing, Vegetarianism and Veganism.  


8. Environmental Ethics – Pollution, Sustainable Development, Earth Summits. 


9. Life After Death – Christian views and Muslim Views. 


_________________________________________________________________________________________ 


1. Types of Truth: 
• Scientific - Theory, hypothesis, repeated testing and observation. Scientific truth is an evolving truth because 


when new discoveries are made science must adapt and change.  
• Historical - Based on documents, witness reports, photographs and archaeology. 
• Religious - Holy books, religious experience and faith. This truth is supposed to be eternal and unchanging as it 


comes from God.  
 


2. Origins of the Universe: 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


EVIDENCE FOR THE BIG BANG: 


Red Light Shift – The furthest away stars in the 
night sky appear red. The colour red occurs when we 
perceive a stretched wave length. Therefore, in the 
time it taken for the light to travel from the star to our 
eyes the space in-between us has stretched! This 
means that the universe must be expanding!                      
Microwave Background Radiation – Scientist have 
discovered left over radiation from the initial 
explosion still present in space.  


 


 







3. Origins and Value of Human Life  
 


Adam and Eve - The story is found in Genesis (the first book of the Bible). Adam and Eve were the first two human beings on the 
planet and were given a paradise to live in known as the Garden of Eden. God’s only rule for the pair in the paradise was to not 
eat from the tree of knowledge (apple tree). Eve eats the apple and God, as a punishment, removes Adam and Eve from their 
paradise; casting them out into a world of sin. 


Liberal Christian View - The story is a metaphor for how Humans are responsible for sin. A liberal Christian may also look at this 
as poetry and not literally believe in that Adam and Eve were the first people; this view seems more compatible with the 
scientific approach.  


Literal Christian View – Also known as a creationist view. This is view that every word of genesis is the literal word of God and 
Adam and Eve were the first two humans to be created. This is typically incompatible with the scientific approach.  


The Theory of Evolution – Put forward by Charles Darwin in his book “On the Origin of Species” (1859) Evolution is the idea that 
we were not created by an all-powerful God in his image, but instead that we evolved from single celled organisms over millions 
of years eventually becoming what we are today; humans. This theory was met with widespread criticism but is now the most 
accepted scientific theory concerning the origin of human and indeed, all life. The concept of “survival of the fittest” is the idea 
that only the things sited to survive will be survive and this also helps to explain the seemingly perfect synchronisation of 
human, plant and animal life on our planet (potentially answering Paley’s Design Argument).  


Evidence for Evolution 


• Species tend to survive in the environment in which they live, regardless of  
living conditions. 


• Certain species have died out suggesting they were not suitable for survival. 
• Natural selection’ is the idea that mutations make life forms better suited to their environment.  
• DNA analysis suggests that all life on earth shares certain features. 
• Scientists have proven that humans have a common ancestry with apes. 
• Fossil records show animals with a simpler structure further back in time and more complex structures later. 


 


 


4. Abortion 


Abortion – the deliberate termination of a pregnancy and removal of a foetus.  
 
Pro –Life – The belief that an unborn baby has to right to live. This is not exclusively a religious belief. 


Pro Choice – This is the belief that a woman shouldhave the right to choose what she does with her own body; including the 
termination of a pregnancy.  


How non-conformist Christians  
respond to evolution. 


How conformist Christians  
respond to evolution. 


How Creationist Christians  
respond to evolution. 


Non-conformist Christians, for  
example Protestants, might say that the 
creation story in the Bible should not be 
taken literally, but symbolises God’s 
influence on creation. 


 They believe in evolution, but say that God 
started it off and gave life the ability to 
evolve and adapt. The days in the creation 
story show God was part of every stage of 
evolution, but it didn’t literally take 6 days. 


 The Special Agenda IV Diocesan Synod 
Church of England: “Divine design in the 
universe is achieved by God through the 
way in which the laws of the universe work 
and the process of evolution. Genesis offers 
a general account of creation rather than 
actual events.”  


Conformist Christians, for example Catholic 
Christians, believe that  
evolution is a part of God’s plan. They argue 
that God has used the process of evolution to 
create life. 


 God created humans “in his image” and 
gave them “dominion over earth” which 
means that God planned for humans to 
discover evolution.  


 Catholic Catechism: “Scientific  
studies about the origins of the world have 
splendidly enriched our knowledge of the 
development of life forms and the 
appearance of man. These discoveries invite 
us to even greater admiration of the 
greatness of the creator and we thank him 
for the understanding and wisdom he gives 
to researchers.” 


Creationist Christians believe that science 
has got it wrong. Evolution is just the latest 
scientific theory, but is not proven as a fact. 


 They argue that scientists and  
biologists cannot definitely prove how life 
began and that the Bible is just as good 
evidence the fossil  
record. 


 They believe that the creation story in the 
Bible should be taken literally and complex 
life-forms are proof of God’s omni-potence. 


 Human life is more valuable than that of 
animals and plants and God has given 
human a special mission in ruling over the 
earth.  







Adoption– The legal process where a person (child) is taken (adopted) into the family as a son or daughter. 


Embryo - Fertilised ovum at about 12– 14 days when implanted into the wall of the womb.  


Foetus-Fertilised ovum at about eleven weeks when the organs have developed. 


Conception – when sperm and egg meet 


Viable – the point at which a foetus could survive if it were to be born. 


Miracle of life: the idea that life is wonderful, amazing or special. 


Blessing: the idea that God has favoured a couple with a child. 


Fostering - The taking of a child from a different family into a family home and bringing them up with the rest of the new family. 
Can be short term or longer term. In Britain are paid by the Government. 


The Miracle of Life – Religious idea that life is a Miracle and therefore should be cherished.   


Quality of life– A measure of fulfilment. Life is worth living when it is of a particular standard.  


Application of Quality of life: Child should have a certain quality of life. If the child will suffer greatly may be better to have an 
abortion. If child will have a high quality of life should continue with the pregnancy. Mother should have a certain standard of 
life. If having a child would mean that her quality of life, through illness or other problems arising, would be unacceptable then 
perhaps she should have an abortion. 


Sanctity of Life- The belief that all life is Sacred, Precious and a Gift from God.  


Application of Sanctity of Life: Foetus’ life is sacred and therefore should not be taken. Mother’s life is sacred and so should not 
be destroyed. If she will die as a result of the pregnancy then her life should be saved by having an abortion. 


When does life begin? This is important because when a person is alive they have human rights. These include the right to live, 
which means that killing them is unlawful. The answer depends on what is meant by ‘life’. Does life begin at conception, when 
the spine has developed or at 22 weeks when the child could survive outside the womb? 


The rights of those involved: The law gives certain rights to mothers, the unborn child and the mothers existing children (their 
physical and mental health). However no rights are given to the father.  


Rights Considered when discussing abortion include:  


Some argue for the Right to life of the foetus, or a foetus’ right to protection from harm. 


Mother’s rights might include: right to choose, right to safety, right to equality of opportunity, right to make the final decision.  


Father has no rights but has legal responsibilities for their children.  


Alternatives to abortion: Keeping the child, adoption, fostering. Most religions follow the adoption laws of the country in which 
the believers live, so customs vary. Some religions restrict adoptions to children of the same religion. Muslims believe blood ties 
are important so probably would not officially adopt a child even if they brought them up as a member of the family. 


Abortion and UK Law -  In 1967 abortions became legal in the UK. 


Previous to 1967 women were not allowed to have an abortion. Dangerous backstreet abortions (illegal abortions carried out by 
untrained people) were often carried out. Under UK law, an abortion can usually only be carried out during the first 24 weeks of 
pregnancy as long as certain criteria are met (see below).  The Abortion Act 1967 covers England, Scotland and Wales but not 
Northern Ireland, and states: 


• abortions must be carried out in a hospital or a specialist licensed clinic 
• two doctors must agree that an abortion would cause less damage to a woman's physical or mental health than continuing 


with the pregnancy 
• There are also a number of rarer situations when the law states an abortion may be carried out after 24 weeks. These 


include: 
• if it's necessary to save the woman's life 
• to prevent grave permanent injury to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman 
• if there is substantial risk that the child would be born with serious physical or mental disabilities 
• Generally, an abortion should be carried out as early in the pregnancy as possible, usually before 12 weeks and ideally 


before 9 weeks where possible. 


Christianity Views on Abortion - Many Christians would feel that it is important to show compassion for the woman whatever 
her decision. This would mean showing that they cared for her and would support her whether or not they agreed with her actions. 
The Bible commands that we love one another and have compassion for the weak. God gives us free will therefore it is our choice 
whether we abort a child or keep it.  







Church of England View - The Church of England generally condemns abortion. However, unlike the Roman Catholic Church 
who admits to no exceptions, the Church of England does. Although never a good thing, abortions are said to be morally 
acceptable in situations where the mother's life is in danger due to the pregnancy. Abortions are also permitted at a late stage if, 
and only if, 'serious fetal handicap' will result in the child surviving only a short time after being born. The Church of England 
believes when an abortion is necessary, then it should be carried out as early as possible in the pregnancy.  


Roman Catholic View - The Catholic Church teaches that life begins at conception, so abortion is always wrong. It states that the 
natural law is that human life begins when an egg is fertilised. It is wrong to take life “thou shall not kill” (6th commandment) 
therefore abortion is wrong. They claim that every person has a natural ‘right to life’. A foetus is a person and abortion destroys 
that right to life. Abortion is never allowed for Catholics.  The only exceptions are ectopic pregnancy or if the mother develops 
cancer. Either of these can kill the mother if left untreated but kill the foetus if treated. Roman Catholics use the doctrine of 
double effect to say that the aim of the treatment is to save the mother not kill the foetus.  


Muslim View - The official Muslim view on abortion is clear: it is a crime against a living human being and is therefore 
forbidden. If, though, it is reliably established that a continuance of the pregnancy will result in the mother’s death then the 
abortion is allowable. In the Muslim faith, the Mother’s life takes precedence over the baby’s life. The reasons for this are clear. 
The Mother has many responsibilities and duties and, although regrettable, an abortion will be less disruptive to the family than 
the mother’s death. 


Useful Muslim Teachings on Abortion 


“Whosoever has spared the life of a soul, it is as though he has spared the life of all people. Whosoever has killed a soul, it is as 
though he has murdered all of mankind.” Qur'an 5:32 
“Kill not your offspring for fear of poverty; it is We who provide for them and for you. Surely, killing them is a great sin.” 
Qur'an 17:32 
“I believe that the value of life is the same whether this embryo is the result of fornication with relatives or non-relatives or valid 
marriage. In Sharia life has the same value in all cases.” Sheikh M. A. Al-Salami, Third Symposium on Medical 
Jurisprudence 
Useful Christian Teachings on Abortion  


“I confirm that the direct and voluntary killing of an innocent human being is always gravely immoral”. Pope John Paul II, 
Evangelium Vitae, 1995 


“For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother's womb.” Psalm 139:13 


Then God said, 'Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, 
over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground.' So God created man in his own 
image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created them.Genesis 1:26-27 


 


5. Euthanasia 


Euthanasia - the painless killing of a patient suffering from an incurable and painful disease or in an irreversible coma. From the 
Greek meaning ‘a good death’ – mercy killing the deliberate ending of a life.  


Four Types of Euthanasia: 


Passive euthanasia – A form of euthanasia where no action is taken to postpone death.  


Active euthanasia – When steps are taken to bring death more quickly  


Involuntary euthanasia – A form of euthanasia where the patient cannot or does not give his/her consent.  


Voluntary Euthanasia - A form of euthanasia known as assisted suicide, where someone asks for help to bring death more 
quickly.  


Euthanasia and the Law - Assisted suicide. Assisted suicide is illegal under the terms of the Suicide Act (1961) and is 
punishable by up to 14 years' imprisonment. Trying to kill yourself is not a criminal act. Switzerland allows people to 
have voluntary active Euthanasia; this can be provided at Dignitas clinic in Switzerland.  


Arguments for Euthanasia - It is an act of love or charity to help someone in great pain to end his or her suffering. It 
is a cruel law that enforces people to suffer. In some cases the quality of a person’s life may be so poor that their right 
to life is no longer valid. They may have reached the stage that their lives have no real value. 


Arguments against -  Once euthanasia is legalised for terminally ill or senile people, will the next stage be to look to 
end the lives of the severely disabled, the mentally ill? Are we sure death is imminent? People who seem certain to die 
can make remarkable recoveries. Dr Christian Barnard tells of an occasion when he was about to give a lethal 
injection to a dying woman. At the last moment he decided not give it. The woman made a slow but full recovery 







Useful Christian Teachings on Euthanasia - Your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit. 1 Corinthians 6:19 You shall not murder. 
Exodus 20:13 


Useful Muslim Teachings on Euthanasia - Do not take life, which Allah made sacred, other than in the course of justice. 
Qur'an 17:33   Destroy not yourselves. Surely Allah is ever merciful to you. Qur'an 4:29  And no person can ever die except by 
Allah's leave and at an appointed term. Qur'an 3:145 


 
6. Hospices  


Hospice – A place for people who are terminally ill to die in peace and comfort 


Terminally Ill – A kind of illness that is incurable. 


Palliative Care – A kind of care that is given in a Hospice. The only aim of this care is to make the patient comfortable (pain 
relief) 


There are 3 main aims of hospice care: 


To relieve pain. Today it is thought it is not necessary for terminally ill patients to die in pain. Hospices specialize in pain control. 
Hospice staff believe all pain, however severe can be brought under control. (Palliative care) 


To help patients, friends and relatives face up to death. Although many hospices are Christian foundations, no attempt is made 
to persuade patients to become Christians. Opportunities are given to the patients and to family members to discuss death and 
dying. 


To care for the emotional needs of friends and family. Hospices help families cope with bereavement before, during and after 
the death of their relative. 


7. Animal Ethics 


Animal Experiments - Testing on animals, either for medical or cosmetic purposes, to ensure that the product is safe for use by 
humans 


Factory Farming - When animals are bred for meat or dairy products, and are kept indoors in very small spaces 


Free-range Farming - Farming that allows the animals to roam free and behave naturally 


Fur Trade - The business of farming or hunting wild animals for their fur to be made into clothing 


Genetic Modification - Plants and animals that have had their natural make up altered by scientists 


Hunting - The chasing of animals to kill them, which may be done for food, protection or human pleasure. 


Ivory Trade - The sale of ivory from elephants’ tusks, often illegally 


Stewardship -The idea that believers have a duty to look after the environment on behalf of God 


Vegetarianism - The belief held by people who do not eat meat 


Vegan – A person who will not use any animal product 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


8. Environmental Ethics 


Acid Rain - Rain made through acid by contamination through pollution in the atmosphere as the result of emissions from 
factories, vehicles, etc. 


Carbon Emissions - Release of greenhouse gases, such as carbon monoxide from vehicles, into the atmosphere. 


Climate Change - The idea that the climate is getting warmer. 


Conservation - Looking after the environment and protecting animals. 


Deforestation - The cutting down of large amounts of forest, usually because of business needs. 


Droughts - Long periods of abnormally low rainfall. 


Earth Summits - Informal name for the UN Conferences on Environment and Development. 


Famine - Starvation owing to drastic, far reaching food shortage 


Greenhouse Effect - The trapping of heat from the sun in the lower atmosphere due to an increase in carbon dioxide, methane 
and other pollution. 


Global Warming - The scientific concept that the world is getting warmer. 


Natural Habitats - The places where species of plants or animals live in the wild. 


Oil Spills - Leaking of oil into the environment, usually the sea. 


Pesticides - Substances used to destroy insects and pests that attack crops. 


Pollution - The contamination of something, especially the environment. 


Recycling - Reusing old products to make new ones. 


Responsibility - Duty; the idea that we are in charge of our own actions 


Sustainable Development - Development which takes into consideration the impact on the natural world for future generations. 


Types of Pollution  


Air Pollution – Caused mainly by factories and vehicles. Causes glovbal warming and has been linked to lung cancer. 
Land Pollution –Caused by ineffective disposal of waste. Water pollution – Caused by dumping waste into sea. E.g. 
Oil spills 







9. Life after Death 


After life: What Christians believe follows life on earth. 
Day of Judgement: A time when the world will end and every soul will be judged by God and rewarded or punished. Jesus taught 
that God’s love and mercy are unconditional, though many of the parables (stories) he told speak about God’s judgement after 
death.  Christianity teaches that there will be a Judgement Day at the end of time and all will be judged by Jesus according to how 
they behaved.  The Nicene Creed states that Jesus ‘will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead’.  Jesus will make 
and deliver the judgement.  
Day of Judgement: Roman Catholic Beliefs: The Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church states there are two judgments: The 
particular judgement occurs immediately after each individuals’ death and the general or final judgement takes place at the 
Second Coming (of Jesus) which is when many Christians believe that Jesus will return to the Earth in Glory. Jesus will judge 
those who are still alive and those who are dead and as a result of this judgement they will be sent to heaven or hell.  
Important parables about Judgement : The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 19-31) warns that ignoring the needs of others 
may have eternal consequences and The Parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Matthew 25:31-46) warns that on Judgement Day 
some will be rewarded in heaven for helping others - when they served others they were serving God.  The goats, those who did 
not help others are condemned because they did not. 
 
Resurrection of the Dead - that the dead will be restored to life. They have this hope because they believe that Jesus resurrected 
from the dead. It is also based on his teaching. Some Christians believe that it is a Spiritual resurrection, others that it is a 
physical resurrection. Sometimes the life cycle of the butterfly is used to illustrate this teaching about the resurrection life - there 
is a continuity of identity. Catholic and some Orthodox Churches – resurrection is a bodily one and that people will once again 
receive their old body but transformed into a glorified state in which suffering will not exist.  
Scripture/Sacred writings ‘I believe in… the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen.’ (Apostles) Creed. St Paul 
said belief in Jesus’ resurrection was central to Christian faith. ‘And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile…. If only for 
this life we have hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men’ (1 Corinthians 15: 17, 19). ‘The body that is sown is 
perishable, it is raised imperishable…. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body’ (1 Corinthians 15:42, 44)  
Impact/Influence:  Christians have a hope that there is life after death.e.g. prayer at the funeral service ‘you promised eternal life 
to those who believe…’. If resurrection is a reality for people once they have died then life after death must be too. Gives hope in 
the face of death. Many Christians believe that the resurrection and the coming of the Holy Spirit means that they can feel God’s 
presence in their life, gives them confidence of God’s love the love.  
 
Heaven: Christianity teaches that heaven is a state of being, not a physical place. It is being with God outside time and space.  
Heaven is where they experience the presence of God forever – eternally.  
Scripture/Sacred Writings: “He [God] will wipe away every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or 
crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away (Revelation 21:4). Revelation 4 ‘a rainbow, resembling an emerald’ 
encircling the throne of God. From this throne comes ‘flashes of lightening, rumblings and pearls of thunder’. 
Impact/Influence:  Heaven encourages Christians to serve God and be obedient to Him. Heaven can be a comfort in times of 
suffering – this suffering will pass and they have hope for the future.  
Who goes to heaven?  4 different Christian views 


- “Only Christians go to heaven”. In John 14 (Jesus) “I am the way the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 
except through me”. Belief in Jesus and following his teaching is also important.  


- All those who call themselves Christians act of being baptised into the faith is almost a guarantee of Heaven. 
- All who have lived good, principled lives and pleased God in doing so. 
- Universalism: ultimately everyone will respond to God’s love and this means that everyone will go to Heaven.  


 
Hell: The place of being without God or of eternal suffering. Many Christians reject those literal views of hell. Biblical 
descriptions of hell are symbolic – hell is eternal separation from God. This separation results from the deliberate rejection of 
any relationship with God so hell is not what God decides for people or what He wants but is a result of Free Will – free choice. 
Annihilation: this means to be completely destroyed so no longer exist. Hell is where the body and soul both cease to exist at the 
point of physical death. Catholic Church’s Catechism which states ‘God predestines NO ONE to go to hell; for this, a wilful 
TURNING AWAY FROM GOD… is necessary and persistence in it until the end’.  
 
Purgatory: Only Roman Catholics believe in purgatory. They think this is a middle place between Heaven and Hell. 
In purgatory you pay for your sins and when you have done this you can enter Heaven. 
This means that Roman Catholics will pray for dead people. They pray that their time in purgatory will be reduced. 
After death the soul goes to purgatory if it is destined for Heaven. Purgatory is a place of purification for the soul, so that it can 
become pure and holy enough to enter Heaven. It is not a physical place.  
  








Families and Relationships:  
Key terms:  
Commitment - This is an agreement with someone, a promise or pledge.  
Covenant - Agreement based on promises between two sides. Often linked to religion so includes an agreement 
before and with God.  
Responsibility - These are things we have to do as part of an agreement we have made. 
Cohabitation - Living together as a couple and having a sexual relationship without being married to each other. 
Contract -  Binding agreement – marriage vows and certificate are evidence of this.  
Marriage - Legal union between a man and a women (some countries e.g. UK two people of the same sex) as 
partners in a relationship  
Vows - Promises made during a wedding ceremony. 
Civil Marriage registration – married but not through a religious ceremony (registry office). Since March 2014, same 
sex couples have been able to marry.  
Civil Partnership - legal registration of a same sex couple. In law they are treated as if married and they have many 
of the legal protections which a married couple are entitled to.  
Age of consent: This is when you are old enough by law to choose to have sex. 16 for anyone. You can have sex 
before then – but not considered mature enough/responsible enough and it is against the law.  
Celibacy: If you are celibate then you have no sexual partner.  
Adultery: This is sex between two people where at least one of them is married to someone else. (affair).  
Chastity: idea of being sexually pure. In a relationship - faithful to your partner. Outside a relationship - not behaving 
sexually. Most religious groups - sex is only appropriate within marriage, so to be chaste is important.  
Sex before marriage: This is sex between two unmarried single people.  
Family- A group of people who are related by blood, marriage and adoption 
Step family - A family that is formed - remarriage of a divorced or widowed person and that includes a child/ren.  
Nuclear Family - A couple and their children – regarded as a basic social unit. 
Extended family - A family that extends beyond parents and children e.g. grandparents and other relatives as well. 
Polygamy -The practice or custom of having more than one wife at a time. 
Bigamy- The offence of marrying someone while already married to another person.  
Procreation- bringing babies into the world; producing offspring.  
 
Marriage:  
Why do people get married: Family expectations/Companionship/For sex/See as a religious duty/ legitimise a 
child/Share their lives with the person they love/Legal contract – brings security - protects the rights of each 
partner/Serious life-long - public commitment. 
Who to marry: Religious people - taught to honour their family and their religion. Might expect them to marry 
someone who their family approved of, and who shared their religion.  
For Muslims marriage is: A faithful, lifelong partnership/ A social contract- has a big impact on the whole 
community/ Stable relationship and true sexual fulfilment/ Marriage intended by God for love and 
companionship/ Love will develop within the marriage, but not necessary before/ Husbands and wife keep their own 
rights as equals under God/ The Qur’an teaches that husbands and wives are ‘like garments for each other’ (Qur’an 
2:187)/ Prevents sin/ May have an arranged marriage or a love marriage – some parents - find a suitable partner - 
know their children well/ According to Islamic teachings, no one is forced to marry. “If a man gives his daughter in 
marriage while she is averse to it, then such marriage is invalid’ (Hadith) /Marriage to be the foundation for family 
life -the Hadith teach that a man completes half of his religious responsibilities when he marries. 
For Christians marriage is: For the couple’s mutual help and comfort - Genesis, the Bible describes Adam as being 
lonely so God’s solution was to make a woman – Eve. (Genesis 2: 18-22)/ Men and women are equal but 
complimentary beings/Become united, into one unit - become ‘one flesh’  “That is why a man leaves his father and 
mother and is united to his wife, and they become one flesh” Genesis 2:24 Place God intended for sex to take place- 
only place to have sex./The Bible makes it clear that in marriage, sex is a wonderful gift “The sexual act must take 
place exclusively within marriage. Outside of marriage it always constitutes a grave sin” Catechism 2390/ For 
Children to be raised –  stable family unit for children/ Marriage is a sacrament, a life-long union blessed by God - 
The couple should love each other ‘as Christ loved the church’ (Ephesians 5:25)  
 
Christian view Cohabitation – Many Anglican and Protestant Christians think that, although marriage is better, 
loving and faithful relationships are still good. Catholic view on cohabitation: Believe that it is wrong and a sin.  
Outside of marriage it always constitutes a grave sin” Catechism 2390. Christians who are opposed to sex before 
marriage believe cohabitation is sinful.  







Muslims view cohabitation – Against it as sex should take place within marriage.  Believe a sexual relationship 
should only occur within marriage. 
 
Christian view Same Sex Marriages: became legal in England in 2014.  Many Christians opposed this - did not agree 
with the way marriage was being defined – simply as a committed relationship. Many Christians believe that 
marriage is a unique relationship between a man and a woman which involves their ability to create new life.  
Muslim view Same Sex marriages: Islam forbids homosexual relationships, therefore may Muslims, like other 
religious people, were opposed to the changes in the law that made same-sex marriages legal  
 
Why do marriages fail: Any difficulties can put a strain on a marriage E.g. Money/Arguments/ Illness/ Affairs/ Job 
issues / Addiction – alcohol, drug, gambling/ People changing/ Inability to have children.  
Divorce: In England and Wales in 2012 an estimated 42% of all marriages ended in divorce.  Divorce is allowed after 
1 year if the marriage cannot be saved. A legally recognised divorce must be obtained through a court.  
Christian churches try to prevent problems  - pre-marriage courses/ support couple/ pray for them/read holy book/ 
vicar will give counselling and prayer and sacraments/ encourage forgiveness and reconciliation/ might go to ‘relate’. 
 
Christianity: Divorce and Remarriage: Traditionally Divorce not accepted. Catholic Church do not recognise as vows 
made before God cannot be broken between 2 baptised people/ sacrament/ life-long and permanent/ sanctity of 
marriage. Can separate only. ‘What God has joined together, let no man separate’. – Matthew 19:6 Annulment – 
difficult to get - marriage never valid e.g. one of the people was not able to consent to the marriage due to "mental 
incapacity” etc. or the marriage was never proper was not consummated e.g. no sexual relationship. No re-marriage 
as divorce not recognized. Can marry for the first time after annulment,  
Liberal Christians e.g. Methodists: divorce is the lesser of two evils – stop suffering. e.g. compassionate when 
domestic violence or affair/Forgiveness is important so given a second chance/Allow remarriage if vows taken 
seriously - Give an interview before hand. ‘For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly 
Father will also forgive you. (Matthew 6:14-15) 
The Church of England (Anglicans) allows divorce, and divorced people are allowed to re-marry with permission 
from a Bishop and the Priest/ Some priests will only bless the marriage after a civil ceremony/ Some Priests won’t 
perform ceremony as vows sacred and made before God.  
 
The Nature of Families 
In the UK: 25% (approx.) of children live in single parent families. Nuclear families are still most common in the West.  
There are now more step-families and there are same sex couples.   
 
The role of parents: love/ care for/ raise to know right from wrong/ protection/ stability/ good education.  
Christian Teachings: ‘Love one another’ John 13:34 – relationships important to God. High value on family life- learn 
to love. Biblical times – extended family passed on religion customs and traditions. ‘Train up a child in the way he 
should go; even when he is old he will not depart from it’. Proverbs 22:6.  
Christian parents: Raise and educate child in faith and nurture spiritual life as part of family routine (want the best 
for them so show how to practise it – worship/pray daily/ behave) – see it as an act of love / provide for children/ 
share values – generosity, compassion, loyalty/ discipline fairly/ teach to be tolerant and listen to others/Good role 
models/ teach moral values/May send – to church schools and groups at church.  
The role of Children: respect parents and obey them/ look after when older.  Christian Teachings:  Emphasise to 
respect parents ‘Honour your father and mother’ Exodus 20:12– particularly when parents are elderly and need 
support. “Children, obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord.’ (Colossians 3:20) 
Family: polygamy is illegal in Britain and bigamy is a crime. Christians believe that the ideal marriage is between a 
man and women - shown from creation – Adam and Eve. Paul writing to the Corinthians says each man should have 
his own wife and each woman her own husband to avoid sexual immorality (1 Corinthians 7:2) 
Islam allows polygamy - the Prophet Muhammad had several wives – reasons for it were to protect women from 
poverty and such a practice (polygamy) is not really considered applicable to modern life. Treatment had to be equal 
and with the consent of the first wife. It is illegal in Britain.  
 
Christian view on same sex parents: Traditional view (Catholic and Church of England) The Bible teaches marriage 
between man and a woman- have different qualities which complement each other. Ideal is for children to grow up 
with a male and female role model as parents. Same sex couples cannot naturally produce children – one of the 
purposes of marriage. Liberal view: Quaker - far more important that a child grows up in a loving and secure home. 







Muslim view on same sex parents: Do not approve - children to grow up with a male and female role model as 
parents. Since Muslims consider homosexual relationships and same-sex marriage to be morally wrong, same-sex 
parents would not set a good example to their children because the beliefs of Islam condemn their relationship.  
 
Purpose of the family.  Procreation. The Bible teaches that once married couples should be fruitful i.e. they should 
have children. ‘As for you, be fruitful and increase in number; multiply on the earth and increase upon it’. Genesis 
9:7/ Teach Christian values to children – supports growth of the church – teach correct morals and values which 
supports society. Children are seen as wealth and blessing and a gift from God – priceless “Children are a heritage 
from the LORD, offspring a reward from him” (Psalm 127:3-4) Add goodness – see the world afresh through 
children’s eyes – to participate with God in making a new creation in His image/ Protection of Children/ learn to 
live as part of a community/ teach right from wrong/ Stability for children and parents. “The family remains the 
most important grouping human beings have ever developed.” Church of England/ Stability for society – teaches to 
be responsible compassionate members of society. God is Trinity – Relationship – family reflects this relationship. 
Extended Family in Islam - For Muslims, the extended family - basis of Islamic society and part of God’s plan. 
Shapes moral values and character of children/ care for parents – with respect and kindness ‘Your Lord has 
commanded that you should worship none but Him, and that you be kind to your parents’ Quran 17: 23 – have 
parents living with them – honour them / older members pass on wisdom and experience. ‘It is one of the greatest 
sins that a man should curse his parents.’ Hadith 
 
Gender Equality 
Gender equality – the idea that people should be given the same rights and opportunities regardless of whether 
they are male or female.  
Gender prejudice – unfairly judging someone before the facts are known; holding biased opinions about an 
individual or group based on gender – this can lead to discrimination – call this Sexism. 
Sexual stereotyping – having a fixed or general idea or image of how men and women will behave.  
Gender discrimination – to act against someone on the basis of their gender; discrimination is usually seen as wrong 
and may be against the law. Mainly towards women – unkind comment through to murder e.g. not the same 
chances at work/ stricter rules in the culture/ not being allowed an education beyond a certain age/ Newspapers and 
TV - give impression that women - usual victims of violent crime.  Makes women feel powerless- affects confidence 
and self-esteem 
Sexual discrimination - happens when men and women are not treated equally in society. e.g. positions of power 
and rights.  Gender equality is achieved when women and men enjoy the same RIGHTS and OPPORTUNITIES across 
all sectors of SOCIETY. People who believe women should have equal rights and want to work for change are called 
feminists. The Sex Discrimination Act (1975) made gender discrimination illegal in the UK but still earn lower pay for 
same jobs, men hold a higher proportion of senior positions.  
Causes of gender prejudice: way brought up – parents/ Media/ Past experience/ Tradition 
Traditional View: Roman Catholic Church (Catholic) – men and women created equal in the sight of God but with 
different roles. Under traditional roles, women were expected to: bring up children, run a Christian home, submit to 
their husbands – though husbands were also instructed to love their wives (Ephesians 5:22 – 24, 33), take no part in 
Church leadership. ‘A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a women to teach or to 
have authority over a man’ (1 Timothy 2:12) Does not allow women priests/ wrong to go against tradition/ Jesus - 
only male disciples/ 1994 – Pope – wrote an apostolic letter saying women could not be priests.   
Modern view: Church of England (Anglican) – Many disagree with Traditional view – women can be leaders/ All are 
equal and made in God’s image (Genesis 1: 27 The Bible) /Jesus was not sexist and taught women as well/ Mary was 
the first person to see Jesus after the resurrection/ important female leaders in the Early Church (Priscilla was a 
leader of the Church in Ephesus.)/Paul recommended Phoebe to the Church in Rome as a Deacon of the Church – 
Romans 16: 1 ‘Now I commend to you our sister Phoebe, a deacon in the church at Cenchrea’/ Galatians 3:28 St Paul 
writes ‘There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in 
Christ Jesus.’ - The first female bishops in the Anglican Church (Church of England) were appointed in 2015. Most 
Christians today see marriage as an equal partnership where the different gifts of each person, male and female, 
strengthen family life.  
 
Sexual Relationships 
Sex before marriage became widely accepted in Britain in the 1960s, around the same time that women were first 
able to get hold of the Birth Control Pill. Before this, it had been a taboo – especially due to a higher risk of having a 
child outside of marriage. 
 







Christians:  Both the Church of England (Anglicans) and the Roman Catholic Church (Catholics) teach that people 
should not have sex before marriage. Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the marriage bed be undefiled, 
for God will judge the sexually immoral and adulterous’. (Hebrews 13:4) Sex gift from God - brings a couple closer/ 
expression of their love for one another/ it is for enjoyment/ for procreation- having children/ sex should be taken 
seriously - believe in abstinence – called sex before marriage a fornication - sin/ wrong to use people for sex/ 
irresponsible to spread sexually transmitted infections or risk pregnancy/ In the Bible Paul urged people to have 
sexual restraint and remain celibate. 
Sex within marriage – part of a legal contract/special status/ balances joy of sex with responsibility/ commitment to 
spend rest of life/ part of religious and spiritual contract/  St Paul tells Christians that: “Do you not know that your 
body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you……... So glorify God in your body.” 1 Corinthians 6:19-20 – treat the 
body well. Sex - important part of marriage/ special - ultimate expression of the love and trust.  
The Catholic Church: sex is for procreation of children and should be open to concieving children.  
Anglicans stress that marriage is the ideal context for sexual relationships (but argues that they MUST be within 
loving permanent relationships which would actually allow sex before marriage) 
Quakers (a Christian denomination) sees marriage as the ideal context but accepts changing norms in society. It 
accepts that a couple can be faithful to each other in a loving, non-exploitative relationship outside marriage. ‘Above 
all, love each other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins’. (1 Peter 4:8) 
Muslims: sex gift from God and marriage is the place where this strong instinct is to be treated carefully and 
managed. Muslims believe that casual sex is wrong and detracts from the dignity of those involved. Children have a 
right to be born into a loving family and to know their mother and father.  Muslims believe that casual sex can lead 
to promiscuity (having sex with different partners) and other evils such as rape and deception. The Qur’an 
specifically forbids sex before marriage. Under Islamic law (Shari’ah) sex before marriage is considered, like adultery 
and rape, to be ZINAH – a sexual offense. 
 
What is contraception? People use contraception mainly to protect themselves against pregnancy. For some there is 
a need to protect themselves or their partner against disease (e.g. HIV) or against passing on hereditary illness.  
Artificial Methods: contraceptive devices which are made and then used. E.g condom, IUD coil, pill 
Natural Methods: contraceptive practices aimed at limiting the chance of pregnancy. E.g. Rhythm method 
Permanent methods: are operations to prevent either the production of egg or sperm permanently. These are the 
only ones which are guaranteed to prevent pregnancy. E.g. sterilisation  
Contemporary British Attitudes: Most people in Britain, accept the use of contraception for family planning - 
prevent unwanted pregnancies both from a personal point of view and also to help prevent over-population.   
Family planning: controlling how many children couples have and when they have them.  
 
Birth control and the Bible: no specific mention in the Bible of whether using contraception is wrong, simply 
because modern forms of contraception did not exist when it was written. The first commandment given to Adam 
and Eve was ‘Be fruitful and increase in number.’ (Genesis 1:28) Children are seen as a gift from God – something to 
be treasured Christians traditionally believed that it was God’s decision how many children a couple had, and that 
using contraception was interfering with his plan.  
Roman Catholic view contraception: Every sex act open to procreation as key purpose of sex is procreation. No 
artificial contraception – seen as sinful and against God/ goes against Natural moral law/ could encourage selfishness 
and infidelity/One of the purposes of marriage is procreation. ‘Every sexual act should have the possibility of 
creating new life’ Humanae Vitae (1968) Most Catholics will use natural methods of contraception to space their 
family but some will ignore the teaching saying it is unreliable/ Won’t use abortive methods (those that prevent the 
implantation of a fertilised egg)/ The population explosion and AIDS - presented new challenges to this teaching.  
Church of England (Anglican) view on contraception: responsible parenthood – those can bring up/ seen as a 
blessing when feel ready and able/ use both forms of contraception – to develop relationship before having children  
- space out pregnancies and avoid harm to the mother’s health The Church of England approved the use of artificial 
contraception in 1930. Many Anglicans wouldn’t use a from that discards a fertilised egg – see it as an abortion. 
Muslim view on contraception: Used within marriage/ children gift of Allah – can practice responsible parenthood 
and only have children they can care for – decide when to start but should be open to having children. Some would 
use natural methods others artificial if wife’s health is at risk, to space out pregnancies (not those methods that 
prevent implantation).  No direct teachings - ‘God wishes to lighten your burden; man was created weak.’ Qur’an 
4:28. Some Muslims think using contraception is wrong, that it interferes with God’s plans – not an official teaching.  
 
Adultery: Having a sexual relationship with someone who is not your partner. Adultery is seen as wrong by 
Christians and by society in general. Christians place a high value on faithfulness in marriage.  







Seen as wrong because: It involves secrecy and lies/ betrayal of trust/ Breaking the marriage vows before God – to 
forsake all others and be faithful/ threatens the stable relationship for their children’s security/ Goes against the 10 
commandments one of which says ‘You shall not commit adultery’ – Exodus 20:14/ Jesus taught that ‘lust’ which 
could lead to adultery is also wrong. ‘But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already 
committed adultery with her in his heart’ Matthew 5:27-8. For Christians marriage is an unbreakable bond that 
demands total faithfulness.  
 
Homosexuality. 
Homosexual: word used to refer to people who are sexually attracted to people of the same gender.  
Heterosexual: word used to describe people who are sexually attracted to people of the opposite gender. 
Human sexuality: The word refers to the way people express themselves as sexual beings. People begin to have 
sexual feelings at puberty. This is a natural part of human biology.  
Contemporary British views: 50 years ago it was illegal to be gay and there was widespread persecution if 
homosexuals. Today it is much more accepted and most young people do not see it as an issue. In 1994 the age of 
consent has been reduced to the same age as heterosexual sex and 2013 same-sex marriages have been recognised 
in law. These changes in law broadly reflect the changes in attitudes in British society.  
Roman Catholic Viewpoint (Traditional) homosexual acts are wrong, but do not believe that gay people should be 
treated badly. Homosexual sex not open to procreation so does not fulfil one of the major purposes of sex/ Against 
Natural Moral Law – unnatural/ Sin/ “But from the beginning of creation, ‘God made them male and female.’ 
‘Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.’ 
So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined together, let not man separate.” (Mark 
10:6-9) – does not accept same-sex relationships. Should be celibate. Every sign of unjust discrimination in their 
regard should be avoided.Catechism of the Catholic Church 1992, paras 2358-9 
Church of England (Moderate) The Church of England (Anglicans) welcomes homosexual Christians who live in 
faithful, committed relationship, but it does not allow them to marry in Church.  
Quaker Christians (Liberal) Some Christians believe that loving, faithful homosexual relationships to be just as holy 
as heterosexual relationships and argue that if all are made in the ‘image of God’  “So God created mankind in his 
own image, in the image of God he created them.” (Genesis 1:27) -  it is natural for that person to be gay Quakers in 
the UK fully accept homosexuals into their community and do not condemn those who have homosexual 
relationships. Quakers believe that the quality of the relationship is what is important –. The test is whether there is 
genuine, selfless (AGAPE) love between a couple. ’To reject people on the grounds of their sexual behaviour is a 
denial of God's creation. - Towards a Quaker View of Sex, 1963 
Muslim View on Homosexuality Islam is against homosexuality and homosexual relationships/ forbidden/ most  
Muslim countries homosexuality is against the law/ Against the natural law created by God. It is seen as a crime 
against Allah.  ‘Must you, unlike [other] people, lust after males and abandon the wives God has created for you? You 
are exceeding all bounds’ The prophet Lut spoke Allah’s words Qur’an 26:165-166. The punishment for engaging in 
homosexual acts is sometimes severe in Muslim majority countries – believe that they will be juged by God. In 
Britain there are some organisations run by Muslims such as the ‘Inclusive Mosque Initiative’, that believe that 
homosexuality should be accepted in Islam. While many British Muslims may not approve of homosexuality, they do 
accept it as part of British society 
 








Revision Guide: Crime and Punishment 


 
Two different types of law  
Civil law- concerns disputes between private individuals or groups. This might include matters such as the 
settlement of a divorce, disputes between landlords and tenants. Cases are usually dealt with through small claims 
courts but in more serious cases will be dealt with through the Crown Court.  


Parliamentary laws – Made by Government and apply to everyone in the country. These laws also put 
crimes into two categories. Non- indictable offences include minor crimes and driving offences. These are 
usually dealt with in a Magistrates’ Court. Indictable offences are much more serious crimes. These are dealt 
with in Crown Courts with a judge and jury, and usually carry much harsher potential penalties.  
Bye-laws - Made by elected councillors and apply to a local area. They cover things like parking restrictions, 
alcohol-free zones and environmental concerns such as litter and dog-fouling.  Breaking a bye-law can result 
in a fine, but you do not get a criminal record.  Some laws are centuries old, and appear quite out of date, 
but as they have not been repealed, they are still laws. 


Shari’ah law- Muslims have been allowed to set up their own Shari’ah law courts to make judgement on some civil 
matters within their own community. 


Shari’ah law classifies crime into four types: 
Unforgiveable crimes (Hadud)- crimes such as adultery, theft, drinking alcohol or taking drugs, rebellion 
against the state- all of which are prohibited by the Qur’an.  
Forgivable crimes (Al-Jynayaat)- crimes against the right of the individual, such as bodily harm and murder, for 
which the victim or their family can gain credit by showing mercy.  
Community crimes (Al Ta’azir)- crimes that affect the community such as fraud and antisocial behaviour. 
Crimes against the state law (Al-Mukhakafat)- crimes against a law of the state (rather than the Qur’an) such 
as a parking offence and speeding. 


 
Evil: the opposite of good, a force or the personification of a negative power that is seen in many traditions as 
destructive and against God. Many argue any action that obeys the law is a good action. However, a good action 
also includes that which is good but not specified by the law, e.g. generosity and love. Evil actions cause suffering 
e.g. injury or death HOWEVER some actions could be considered evil even though they are not against the law… 
Christian response: Evil could come from the fall (Adam and Eve)- original sin. Evil could come from the Devil. The 
10 commandments can help you avoid evil, breaking of the 10 Commandments leads to evil. If God created people 
to be good, they are unlikely to do evil acts unless there was a specific reason, like a psychological illness- should 
receive treatment for their illness while being punished for their actions.  
Muslim response: Evil can be linked to Satan (Iblis) who was originally created by God as a spirit called a jinn. Satan 
is now intend on tempting humans to choose to do the wrong thing rather than the right. Evil is against God’s will. 
Humans being are not perfect and make mistakes- but this is because they haven't resisted temptation, not being 


Key concepts   
Crime an offence which is punishable by law, for example stealing, murder 
Punishment something legally done to somebody as a result of being found guilty of breaking the law 
Evil the opposite of good. A force or the personification of a negative power that is seen in many 


traditions as destructive and against God 
Intention the plan that someone has before they act 
Shari’ah law Islamic law based on the Qur’an, Hadith and Sunnah. 
Conscience The voice in our heads that tells us right from wrong 
Evil An act which is very wicked or immoral. 
Forgiveness Letting go of anger towards someone for a wrong they have done to us. Showing mercy, and 


pardoning someone for what they have done wrong 
Justice A belief in what is right and fair. 
Law and order Rules of our society and how they are enforced 
Morality A person’s or religion’s beliefs of what is right and wrong in behaviour and action 
Sin A feeling of pain, harm, distress or hardship which is caused by the actions of others when they 


commit. 
Suffering An act which goes against God’s will; a religious offence. 







they are bad people. Shari’ah law: Islamic law based on the Qur’an, Hadith and Sunnah- help a person to avoid evil. 
But even if you have thoughts of committing a crime, it is considered as serious as committing the crime itself.  
 
Reasons for Crime:  


 
Religious beliefs about the law and lawbreakers 
Christianity - The law in the UK is there to protect the rights and security of all citizens.  In general, Christians believe 
laws should be respected even though they may consider some laws to be morally wrong.  In UK law, all offenders 


Poverty 
being without money, food 
or other basic needs of life 
(being poor) 


Islam- Although some Muslims live in 
poverty, Zakah (5 pillars of Islam) is in 
place to help them. Muslims hope 
community support will prevent 
Muslims turning to crime. ‘He is not a 
believer who eats his fill while his 
neighbours remains hungry by his side’ 
Hadith 


Christianity- Christians condemn stealing, the 
Bible says ‘thou shalt not steal’, nobody 
should so poor that they use poverty as an 
excuse for stealing. “Focusing on poverty and 
sacrificing for the poor are the heart of the 
Gospel. If Christians don’t dig deep and 
generously open up their wallets, they do not 
have genuine faith.”  Pope Francis 


Upbringing 
Growing up in a household 
where crime is a way of life 
may encourage a young 
person to do the same. 


Islam - Emphasis on a strong extended 
family - children are brought up to 
respect the law by following the good 
examples they are set. “And that you be 
dutiful to your parents” (Quran 17:23) 


Christianity teaches to educate children in the 
faith and teach them moral values ‘Train up a 
child in the way he should go; even when he is 
old he will not depart from it’. (Proverbs 22:6.) 
 


Mental illness 
a medical condition that 
affects a person’s feelings, 
emotions or moods and 
perhaps their ability to relate 
to others. 
Secure unit – treatment and 
therapy. May be unfit to 
stand trial.   


Islam teaches to help others in need – 
‘Be good to your parents to relative, to 
orphans, to the needy, to neighbours 
near and far’ (Qur’an 4:36) 
 


Christianity teaches to look after and help 
those who are ill. Jesus healed people – The 
story of the Sheep and Goats explain ‘I was 
sick and you looked after me’ This is seen as 
the right way to behave.   
 


Addiction 
a physical or mental 
dependency on a substance 
or activity that is very 
difficult to overcome. 


Islam- Muslims forbid the taking of 
illegal drugs and alcohol. They believe 
that alcohol is a temptation which will 
lead people to do wrong and should be 
resisted.  “their sinfulness is greater 
than their benefits." Qur’an2:219 


Christianity- Christians do not forbid the use 
of alcohol, but for Catholics drunkenness is a 
sin, and no denomination encourages 
excessive drinking. ‘Envy, drunkenness, wild 
parties, and other sins like these. …….anyone 
living that sort of life will not inherit the 
Kingdom of God’. (Galatians 5:21 ) 


Greed-  
selfish desire for something. 


Islam- Greed is considered to be wrong. 
‘Rich is one who is not a prisoner to 
greed’ Hadith ‘But people are prone to 
selfish greed. If you do good and have 
faith. Allah is aware of what you do 
(Surah 128) 


Christianity- 10 Commandments -Christians 
are taught not to covert, which means they 
should not be jealous of what somebody else 
has, and envy is one of the seven deadly sins. 
‘You must not be envious of your neighbour’s 
goods…’. Exodus 31:18  


Hate 
Hatred is a negative feeling 
or reaction that can lead to 
prejudice and violence 
against whoever or whatever 
the person hates. 


Islam- hatred is against Muslim 
morality.’ Do not let your hatred of 
people ... incite you to aggression. 
Qur’an 5:2 ‘Paradise is for ... those who 
curb their anger and forgive their fellow 
men.’ Qur'an 3:133-134  


Christianity- Christians are taught by God ‘to 
turn the other cheek’. ‘Judge not, and you will 
not be judged; condemn not, and you will not 
be condemned; forgive, and you will 
be forgiven“  Luke 6:37 
 


Opposition to an unjust law  
Throughout history people 
have broken laws that they 
believe to be unjust, for 
example, the Civil Rights 
Movement 


Islam- Due to Shari’ah law being Gods’ 
law this means some Muslims believe 
none of God’s law can be unjust. Allah is 
Al-adl (one of the 99 names) the 
embodiment of justice. ‘The word of thy 
Lord doth find its fulfilment in truth and 
in justice’ (Surah 6:115) 


Christians have opposed unjust laws e.g. 
MLK and the Civil Rights Movement. ‘The 
Lord is a God of Justice’ Isaiah 







are considered innocent until proven guilty.  There are many different Christian attitudes towards lawbreakers; some 
believe the punishment should fit the crime (‘eye for an eye’) whereas others believe offenders should be helped not 
to re-offend.  They may hate the crime but not the person who committed it.  Most Christians believe offenders 
should be helped to change their ways.  In the parable of the Sheep and the Goats, Jesus gave various actions that 
are pleasing to God, and these include treating prisoners well: “…I was in prison and you came to visit me.” Most 
Christians believe in people being treated humanely and fairly, giving them a chance to face up to their crime, serve 
a fair punishment and have a second chance to turn their loves around. The Lord’s prayer – recognises that everyone 
sins and needs forgiveness, ‘forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against us’. The story of the 
Fall (Adam and Eve) shows that human nature is such that everyone sins. Jesus’ crucifixion was necessary so that 
humans could be forgiven their sins and so enter heaven for eternity with God. Jesus on the Sermon on the Mount – 
‘pray for those who persecute you’. (Matthew 5:44) 
Forgiveness Christianity – core belief and one that Jesus emphasized. Forgive others and believe in turn God will 
forgive them. The Lord ’s Prayer says ‘Forgive us our sins, as we forgive those who sin against us’ (Lord’s prayer). It is 
not a replacement for punishment so also believe to forgive but that justice should be done. The intention of 
imprisonment for example should be to reform not retribution. Jesus was asked by one of his disciples ‘Lord, how 
many times shall I forgive my brother when he sins against me? Up to seven times?’ Jesus answered, ‘I tell you, not 
seven times, but seventy-seven times’ (Matthew) This is interpreted as an unlimited amount, so Christians are told to 
keep forgiving. Jesus said of those who were crucifying them ‘Father forgive them, for they do not know what they 
are doing’ (Luke). Christians believe that they should follow the example of Jesus and this includes forgiving others, 
even if they do not ask for forgiveness and repent. It is difficult but Christians believe that it is possible. This is why 
most Christians do not believe in the death penalty. As well as forgiving, Christians also believe that they should 
work to help prevent reoffending the ‘North East Prison After Care Society (NEPACS) was founded by Christians and 
it raises money, encourages volunteering in the prison visitors’ centre and volunteering to help resettle offenders 
once they are released. The Quaker, Elizabeth Fry devoted her life to prison reform. Amnesty International was 
founded on Christian principles and works worldwide to campaign for the protection of prisoners’’ human rights.  
 
Islam - Muslims are against people committing crime. They believe that God has made it clear that Shari’ah law has 
to be obeyed, as should any just and fair law in non-Shari’ah countries. “God commands justice and prohibits 
wrongdoing and injustice…” Qur’an 16:90 There are many different attitudes to lawbreakers. Some believe that the 
punishment should reflect the fact that the lawbreaker’s actions are unacceptable. Punishment under Shari’ah law 
are severe but they do not apply in the UK. Criminal activity is an offence to Allah and will be punished on Earth and 
in the afterlife. Islam is a complete way of life and all Muslims have responsibility to each other and the community. 
E.g. there is no reason to steal because zakat is provided for the poor. Others believe offenders should be helped not 
to offend again. While the crime may be hated, the person who committed the crime is not. Lawbreakers have rights 
and these should be protected, even while they are being punished.  The Qur’an emphasises the justice of Allah and 
the idea of accountability of one’s actions. Also, it talks of mercy and forgiveness. The legal system prescribes 
punishments for crimes such as rape and murder. Justice must be done though and the victims should be 
compensated equitably. Hence, victims can accept compensation - the criminal is then is given a lesser sentence.   
Forgiveness Islam – it serves no part of the punishment process but is an important element in Islam. Muslims 
believe that only Allah can truly forgive those who are truly sorry and believe that God is merciful. Forgiving others is 
a good way to establish goodness over evil rather than allowing evil to grow. Muslims should forgive those who ask 
for forgiveness (and they should also ask for Allah’s forgiveness). If the forgiven act is repeated then they should 
forgive again as there is no limit to Allah’s forgiveness, ‘Pardon each other’s faults and [God] will grant you honour’ 
(Hadith). The Qur’an teaches ‘…let them pardon and forgive. Do not wish that God should forgive you? God is most 
forgiving and merciful’ (Qur’an). The also Qur’an teaches ‘whosoever forgives and make amends, his reward is upon 
Allah’. Whilst forgiveness is a quality of Allah, it is conditional. A human must be sorry, recognise the wrong, commit 
to not repeat it, and seek forgiveness. Without these conditions, forgiveness cannot be given. 
 
Both religions also teach justice when the law is broken: So the law deals with the criminal as it has to.  It can be 
described as a process: crimes committed – criminal caught and punished – time served – repentance shown 
(maybe) – new start. The crime is not forgotten, but the criminal has the opportunity to move on from that mistakes.  
Some criminals through their repentance, earn forgiveness as the victim can see that the criminal regrets what they 
have done and the forgiveness allows both parties to move on. Forgiveness from the victim, is not dependent upon 







the repentance of the criminal. A victim can forgive even though the criminal does not repent and this allows them, 
as the victim, to move on.  Forgiveness is not easy as many people have suffered terrible crimes, but at the same 
time the hatred can ruin lives.  
 
Muslims attitude to causing suffering towards others: Causing suffering to others is against the teaching of Islam. 
They share identity within the worldwide community of Muslims (ummah) caring and providing for brothers and 
sisters in need. Islam teaches Muslims not to cause suffering to others, and to try and alleviate it. “Be compassionate 
towards the destitute” Hadith. “… and whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, should serve his neighbour 
generously.”  Hadith. However, Muslims believe that there are many tests and temptations in life. The Qur’an 
teaches “…. You are sure to be tested through your possessions and persons; you are sure to hear much that is 
hurtful…..if you are steadfast and mindful of God, that is the best course’ (Qur’an 3:186) Islam teaches that hope and 
faith can help believers to endure suffering. If a Muslim causes suffering, it is important to be honest and repair the 
damage that has been caused  Muslims believe that God has said that he will forgive anyone who sincerely repents, 
just as he showed mercy to Adam and Hawwa (Eve) when they were tempted by Iblis and ate the forbidden fruit in 
Jannah (paradise). Muslims believe that God is aware of all types of suffering and allows suffering to happen, usually 
for a reason that is not apparent to humans but which may be beneficial to them.  Sometimes Muslims consider 
suffering to be a test from God to see how the faithful reacts or copes with it. It is not believed that God could allow 
suffering greater than a person can endure.  Other forms of suffering are believed to be the result of people giving in 
to the temptation of Iblis. Many people question why a loving God would cause suffering but Muslims believe that 
God gave humans free will to behave how they choose. If they choose to follow the example of Muhammad and the 
Qur’an and stay close to God, they should make good choices that does not hurt others.  The teachings in Islam also 
try to prevent suffering and Muslims are taught to care for neighbours.  
 
Christian attitudes towards suffering: For many people, suffering is an unfortunate part of living. It may be caused 
by something natural such as an illness or it may be due to how somebody else has behaved. Whatever the cause, 
Christians believe that they should try to help out others who are suffering. “We are glory in our suffering, because 
we know that suffering produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope.” Romans 5:3-4 
Christians feel that they should follow the example of Jesus, who helped many who he saw were suffering and 
taught that those who believe in God should help those who suffer. Christians are generally opposed to causing 
others to suffer. Jesus taught that humans should love each other and care for those in trouble. Jesus spoke out 
against using violence in self-defence because of further suffering that retaliation may cause. No human is perfect so 
Christians believe that if they do cause suffering to another it is often by accident or because their minds may be 
troubled for some reason. Having caused suffering, Christians must be honest to themselves, to other people and to 
God and work to repair the damage they have caused to restore the relationship. “One of (the disciples) struck the 
servant of the High Priest, cutting off his right ear. But Jesus answered ‘no more of this!’ Luke 22:50-51 


Different types of crime: 
Crimes against the person: Causing direct harm to a person, for example murder, hate crimes. 
Crimes against property: damage or depriving people of their property for example arson, burglary 
Crimes against the state: potentially endangering everyone or affecting the smooth running of society for example 
terrorism, selling state secrets.  
Hate Crimes:  violent actions against someone because of their race, religion, sexuality, disability or gender. 
Christians condemn hate crime because they believe God created all humans with equal value, and Jesus taught that 
people should ‘love thy neighbour as thyself’.  ‘Neighbour’ meaning everybody regardless of race, gender etc. “There 
is neither Jew nor Gentile, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Jesus Christ.”  Galatians 
Muslims believe that God created all humans with equal value and no individual or groups should be singled out as 
inferior to others. Hate crimes make the idea of a society without prejudice or discrimination impossible to achieve.  
‘Do not let your hatred of people….incite you to aggression’ Qur’an 5:2 
 


Murder:  the unlawful and deliberate killing of another person. Most people would agree that murder is the most 
serious crime. While it might seem obvious that murder is wrong, some people argue that killing an evil person can 
be justified. Murder not only inflicts harm on the victim, but also on their family and friends.  The spouse and 
children may depend on the victim and the consequences of murder can impact on a whole community. 







Christianity- Jesus taught that people should “love your neighbour” (Mark 12:31) and killing goes against the Ten 
commandments “Thou shall not kill” 
Islam- “...Take not life, which God has made sacred” Qur'an 6:151 Muslims are against unlawful and deliberate 
killing.  
 


Theft- taking property that does not belong to you. Theft usually causes great upset to the person whose property 
is stolen, but the crime is usually more about the property than the person, who is often unknown to the offender.  
Even if a person steals due to poverty it is still wrong. 
Christianity- Christians may be sympathetic towards people committing theft out of need rather than greed.  They 
teach the golden rule “do to others what you wish them to do to you”. Therefore, even if theft is considered to be 
less serious than other crimes such as hate crime and murder, it is still wrong. 
Islam- Muslims may be sympathetic towards people committing theft out of need rather than greed. However, they 
believe that the needy should be cared for by the community, (zakah and khums) so they have no reason to resort 
to crime. 
 
The Main Aims of Punishment  


Reformation This aim of punishment has the objective of trying 
to change the nature of the person who has 
committed a crime. We rarely lock people up for 
life - vast majority of criminals need to be 
reintroduced to society. Education and community 
service programs in prison help change negative 
patterns of behaviour and encourage people to see 
the error of their ways (change for the better). A 
criminal could be reformed through a harsh 
punishment or through positive punishment with 
education, rehabilitation and counselling.  


Islam: harsh punishment to force reform. This 
works as no one really wants to suffer.  
Christianity: want to see work done with the 
criminals so that they change their moral outlook 
and see the inappropriateness of their ways. Jesus’ 
parable of The Lost Sheep makes it clear that 
heaven rejoices when someone repents and 
changes their ways.   


Deterrent A punishment that is meant to be unpleasant so 
that the offender is deterred (put off) from 
committing the crime in the first place or again in 
the future. E.g. penalty for drink driving - 12 month 
ban and potential prison sentence. For most this is 
enough to stop them from drink driving. If someone 
receives this sentence they may never reoffend.   


Islam: harsh punishments like the death penalty 
are used in Islam – there is no chance then to 
repeat the crime.  
Christianity: agrees with the aim but not always 
through very harsh punishments (which may make 
criminals worse) 


Retribution The punishment should fit the crime almost to the 
point where it can be seen as taking revenge. When 
people break the law someone is hurt (even when 
the crime is not directly against a person). Most 
people follow the law and it is unfair when some 
ignore the rules and do as they please. 
Demonstrates that the offender has not gotten 
away with their crime and shows support for the 
victim. The death penalty or a life sentence for a 
murderer would be retribution – a life for a life. 


Islam: the death penalty for example ensures a life 
for a life. It ensures justice and no repeated crimes. 
‘We prescribed for them a life for a life, an eye for 
an eye….an equal wound for a wound’ Qur’an 
Christianity: would say a whole life sentence is 
better as it takes away the freedom of life rather 
than the law carrying out an act as bad as the 
criminal’s murder. Revenge is not an appropriate 
response coming as it does from hatred. Leviticus 
24: 20 ’eye for eye, tooth for tooth.’ Christians 
don’t take this literally.  


3 Other Aims of Punishment  
Vindication: People must see that laws are upheld and respected and those who break them should be punished to 
show society will uphold justice. 
Reparation: The criminal should make good the damage and hurt they have caused. They might do community 
service where they carry out useful tasks for society, repay money they have stolen or possibly apologize to their 
victim. 
Protection: Society must be protected from dangerous criminals. They lose their freedom so others do not have to 
worry about their activities. 







 
Victims of crime: If you are a victim of crime, then the police will send you the contact details for ‘Victim Support’. 
Many victims of minor crime would not need this service but it is offered because we can never know how much 
each individual may be effected by a crime. You can use ‘Victim Support’ for yourself to overcome the effects of the 
crime. Witnesses also get support, as the process of giving evidence can be quite traumatic, especially in the case of 
serious crimes. There are 6 key areas of support - Emotional and practical support, Practical tips to keep safe, Help 
for young victims, Specific support in certain areas, for example abuse or rape, The rights of a victim and Help for 
foreign language speakers. 
 
Religious views of Punishment:  
Christian View: Christians believe the law has a responsibility to punish and also care for the criminal by reforming 
them. Punishments should not be harsh just for the sake of a deterrence. A core belief in Christianity is forgiveness 
and this means that all criminals, no matter how bad, should be given the chance to reform. This doesn’t mean they 
should get away with it though; for most Christians prisons are an excellent way of reforming criminals if used 
properly. Paul in Romans wrote ‘Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath’. This verse 
encourages Christians not to seek revenge but instead to set an example by showing compassion. Leviticus 24: 20 
’eye for eye, tooth for tooth. Just as he injured the other person, the same must be inflicted on him’ Christians don’t 
take this literally but interpret it to mean that an offender should receive a punishment severe enough to match the 
seriousness of the crime. 
Muslim View: The Qur’an emphasises the justice of Allah and idea of accountability for one’s actions. However, it 
also talks about mercy and forgiveness. In many Muslim countries the death penalty is legal as it permits this 
punishment in the Qur’an for the most serious of crimes. In some Muslim countries the offender can pay the victim 
compensation in exchange for a lesser sentence (if the victim agrees to it). There is much debate about punishment 
in the Muslim world. ‘We prescribed for them a life for a life, an eye for an eye…..an equal wound for a wound: if 
anyone forgoes this out of charity, it will serve as atonement for his bad deeds’. (Qur’an) In the case of an Al-Jinayaat 
(forgivable crimes) crime, if life is taken, the victim can opt to grant mercy and receive compensation from the 
offender (the victim’s family can also do this on their behalf). Taking compensation instead of asking for the death 
penalty is an act of mercy and forgiveness that lessens the feelings of vengeance. The offense has been cancelled out 
and the offender returns to normal life without any shadow hanging over them. The offender is also believed to be 
released from the eternal punishment for that crime in the afterlife.  
 
Custodial Sentence: A sentence for a crime that involves locking up an offender and separating them from society. 
Non-Custodial Sentence: An alternative to prisons. Sentences that do not involve locking up the offender.  
Parole: means a person can be released early having served some of their sentence. When on parole they must live 
withing the law and are supported by a parole officer, who will help them reintegrate into society. The parole order 
may required them to have treatment, e.g. for drug abuse. The aim is to help them avoid re-offending and become 
active and purposeful members of society.  
 
Prison Reform: 


Elizabeth Fry. She was a British woman from a wealthy 
family who dedicated her life to prison reform. The 
attitude towards prison in the 18th century was that the 
conditions of a prison should be a punishment. This 
meant that prisoners were purposefully mistreated, 
kept in terrible conditions and given rotten food.  
Elizabeth Fry put forward the idea that prison IS the 
punishment. Having your freedom taken away is 
already the punishment for the crime and prison should 
focus on reforming the criminal. 
Religious views prison reform: Christianity in Britain 
has played a big role in the prison debate. Whilst 
Christians support their use, they are concerned about 
the way they are run and levels of reoffending. Many 


Positives about Prisons Concerns about Prisons  


Keeps community safe from 
the criminal. 


The conditions might not be 
conducive to reform. 


Could deter the criminal. Might learn from other 
criminals. 


Length of sentence fits the 
crime committed.  


Most prisoners reoffend. 
Prisoner are costly  


Work is done to help the 
prisoner change.  


Crime carries on in prison.  


Sentences are lengthy for 
serious criminals so that the 
law is respected.  


Separation from families so 
readjustment on release are 
all sources of problems.  







prisons contain troubled individuals who need social help, education, medical help, work and life skills and for most 
Christians there is a duty of care and help which is based in religious teachings (e.g., love thy neighbour). Even 
criminals deserve fair and humane treatment and are more likely to respond positively to this. 
Other Christians have different views and believe that life in prison should be tough to act as a deterrent. If prison 
life was tough enough, then prisoners would not want to reoffend.  
The Islamic attitude agrees with this, that a severe punishment can lead to reform better than reformative actions 
themselves.  


Religious views about Community Service 
For many Christians, community service is a suitable 
option as it not only works to reform the criminal but 
also gives something back to the community; in every 
sense it follows the core Christian teaching of “love 
thy neighbour”.  
Some religions, like Islam may argue that this is too 
soft a punishment and does not provide a big enough 
deterrent. If the punishment was tougher, maybe the 
crime would not have been committed in the first 
place.  
 


Positives about Community 
service 


Concerns about Community 
service  


A positive change can come 
about in the criminal 
through a positive 
contribution  


Not enough projects available. 
May not be suited to the crimes 
committed.  


Orange jackets make people 
visible when on community 
service. Don’t want to be 
seen doing this.  


Seen as a soft option and often 
does not bring reform.  


Project matches the crime – 
society is getting them back,   


Monitoring and management 
are often poor – don’t complete 
hours or are badly behaved.   


Punishment 
Explanation How this meets 


an aim of 
punishment 


Prison 
Deprivation of liberties as a legal punishment. The UK has different types 
of prisons. A and B house the most dangerous offenders. Category C are 
for those serving shorter sentences. D’s are open prisons. 


Deterrence 
/protection/ 
reformation 


Electronic tagging An electronic device that monitors the whereabouts of the offender. 
Sometimes accompanies a curfew. 


deterrence/ 
protection 


Fines A set amount of money must be paid. Usually in relation to how bad the 
crime committed was. 


retribution/ 
reparation 


Community service 
Unpaid work in the community for up to 300 hours. They do not have a 
choice in what they do. This can involve everything from litter picking to 
work in a care home. 


reformation/ 
retribution 


Capital punishment 
Death sentence protection/ 


deterrence (illegal 
in Britain) 


Probation Offenders meet regularly with a probation officer who monitors their 
behavior and activity. If failed prison is a possibility. 


reform/ 
vindication 


High Security 
mental health  
institutions 


House offenders with serious psychological   disorders, who threaten the 
safety of others and themselves. Reform/ 


protection 


Young offenders 
institutions 


House offenders classes as children (under 18). Routines are specifically 
targeted at children’s needs and reformation is the focus, 


Protection/ 
reformation 


ASBO Anti Social Behaviour Order. This sets restrictions that the offender must 
stick to. E.g. can’t be in a specific place at a specific time, or a curfew. protection 


Curfew An order that says you must be home by a certain time. Protection  


Restorative Justice Usually targeted at young offenders. Offenders meet their victims and talk 
about the effects of crime on the victim. Reform  







Corporal punishment – inflicting physical pain as a legal punishment. E.g. whipping/branding/amputation. It is not 
used in the UK, where it is illegal, or most democratic countries. Many consider this a breach of the Human Rights 
legislation that the UK supports. Seen as a deterrent and is effective because no one wants pain. It is retribution and 
quick reformation, but also inhumane and barbaric – revenge is wrong. Criminals can become hardened, so the 
lesser forms of corporal punishment have no deterrent value.  
Religious views on Corporal punishment  
Christianity would disagree with its use but historically it was accepted ‘eye for an eye’. Quotes like ‘I will punish 
transgressions with the rod’ (Psalm 89) allow some Christians to justify physical punishment of children to correct 
them.. Most Christians do not agree with it, believing it does not help reform criminals, as it is more about 
retribution and taking revenge. Jesus himself was flogged before he was hung on the cross.  Jesus taught ‘You heard 
it said, an eye for an eye….I say if someone hits you offer the other cheek’ (Jesus). No Christian country in the 
developed world uses corporal justice systems 
Islam would accept for some crimes. Islamic counties use corporal punishment, with lashes and amputation being 
the most common forms. The Qur’an sanctions such punishment and as the word of God should be followed. ‘As for 
a thief, male or female, cut off their hand’ (Qur’an). In many Muslim countries, the Law of Compensation can be used 
which swaps corporal punishment for paying compensation.  
 
Death penalty – Capital punishment – a form of punishment in which a prisoner is put to death for crimes 
committed. The crimes are seen as so bad that no other punishment would be suitable. Seen as ensuring justice and 
deterring others. It is seen as the principle of ‘eye for an eye’ (Christianity) or the law of equality of retribution 
(Islam). A murderer shows no respect for human life and so the state shows no respect for the murderer’s life.  
There are 85 countries that retain the death penalty; only 21 use it routinely. Since 2000, approximately 1,000 
people per year worldwide have been recorded as executed by their governments. In the few countries where the 
death penalty is legal, it is reserved for the most extreme offences, usually murder. Crimes such as blasphemy, 
adultery, drug offences, corruption, fraud, treason and war crimes are also capital offences (they carry the death 
penalty.) The death penalty was abolished in the UK in 1965 as a 5 year experiment and permanently abolished in 
1969. Since its abolition 3 people who were executed in the early 1950s have been pardoned because of new 
evidence that emerged since they were put to death which demonstrates that they were innocent.  
In the USA 32 states have the death penalty.  
Amnesty International campaign internationally for human rights and campaign against the use of and monitor the 
use of the death penalty world-wide. Amnesty has argued that the USA is savage, barbaric, cruel, prejudiced and 
uncivilised because it has executed people who offended as a child, people who have mental illnesses, black people 
sentenced by an all-white jury and may other seemingly unfair cases. They point to cases where prisoners have been 
taken from intensive care to be executed, where prisoners have been wired up whilst they are still awaiting last- 
minute appeals and a paraplegic being dragged to the electric chair. In the USA since 1973 over 130 prisoners on 
death row have been released after their convictions were overturned. In California in 2008 – the legal system cost 
$137 million per year to run. Without the death penalty it would have cost just $11.5 million.  
 
Methods: firing squad, hanging, lethal injection, stoning, beheading, gas chamber, electric chair, crucifixion (Sudan) 
 
Religious views on Capital punishment 
Sanctity of life – all life is holy as it is created and loved by God; Christians believe human life should not be misused 
or abused. This means many religious believers may argue that the death penalty is wrong because only God can 
take life. However, some argue that as the death penalty is usually reserved for murderers who have already taken 
life away they are being punished in a way that they derive and which God approves of.  
Christianity – Some Christians support the death penalty and point to Bible teachings such as ‘an eye for an eye’. 
(Exodus) and ‘Whoever sheds human blood, by humans shall their blood be spilled’ (Genesis 9:6). However, 
Christianity teaches ‘Do not kill’ The 10 Commandments. It also teaches ‘God gives life and takes life away’ (Job). 
Capital punishment would deny the sanctity of life. Jesus also taught about the importance of forgiveness and 
warmed people not to judge each other harshly. They also believe in giving a chance to repent and change and to 
become a useful member of society once they have reformed. Pope Francis, this has led me to ‘advocate at different 
levels for the global abolition of the death penalty. I am convinced that this way is the best, since every life is sacred, 







every human person is endowed with an inalienable dignity, and society can only benefit from the rehabilitation of 
those convicted of crimes’.  
Islam – We ordained for them – a life for a life’ (Qur’an). The Hadith teach ‘If a man kills unjustly, his family will be 
entitled to satisfaction’ (Shari’ah). The Qur’an also teaches ‘Take not life except by way of justice and law’ (Qur’an). 
‘The greatest sin is to take another man’s life’ (Qur’an) Shari’ah law allows for the death penalty to be carried out for 
a series of offences. However, as an expression of mercy which is greatly valued, the victim’s family has to decide 
whether to show mercy upon payment of compensation (blood money), in which case the offender would be 
forgiven and could go free. If the family does not show mercy the offender will be executed. In Shari’ah law the 
death penalty might be used (though not in all cases) for treason/apostasy (leaving the faith), terrorism, piracy 
(which involves hijacking, armed robbery and/or killing), rape, adultery or homosexual activity. Implementation 
varies from country to country and methods of execution also vary. In Shari’ah court there must be very strict 
evidence standards that need to be met before a conviction is made. The death penalty is generally not compulsory 
and courts can decide on a different punishment on a case-by-case basis. The death sentence is usually carried out in 
public to deter others.  
The Muslim Peace Fellowship – is a Muslim organisation that practices non-violence and have spoken out against 
the death penalty. Such Muslims believe that the passages supporting the death penalty in the Qur’an have been 
misinterpreted.  
Principle of utility – philosophical idea that an action is right if it promotes maximum happiness for the maximum 
number of people affected by it. It would only allow the death penalty if the protection of wider society can be 
proved.  


Arguments for Capital Punishment  Arguments against Capital Punishment 
Deterrence – to put people off committing horrendous 
crimes.  


Retribution is uncivilised – two wrongs don’t make a 
right. 


Justice for the victims and their families Most murders are ‘spur of the moment’ so capital 
punishment would not deter 


Life sentences do not mean life – murderers walk free 
after a number of years. 


Killing the murderer does not end the pain and loss for 
the victim’s family. 


Terrorists murder indiscriminately, they cannot be 
reformed.  


It makes executioners seem as bad as criminals. 


It is a waste of resources housing criminals for their 
entire life. 


Executing terrorists would make them martyrs 


The death penalty has been used for centuries around 
the world. 


Innocent people can be executed after an unfair trial. 
There have been several instances where people have 
been wrongly committed of murder and released from 
prison.  


It demonstrates that society will not tolerate some 
crimes. 


All life is sacred including that of murderers.  


 It is inhumane and degrading to put anyone through 
the mental torture of death row.  


 There is little evidence to support the view that the 
death penalty does deter people from committing 
serious crimes.  








Year	11	GCSE	Revision		-	Faith	and	Ethics	(unit	2)		
Week	


beginning	
Topics	for	
revision	


Re-visit	work	 Suggested	activities	


 
 
6th 
February 
 
 


Unit 2: : Early 
Life 
 
Key terms / 
causes of / 
alternatives / 
when does life 
begin? / Rights/ 
Pro-life & 
Prochoice 
 


• Key vocab  
• Reasons women 


choose to abort 
• Pro & Con of 


Adoption / Fostering / 
Keeping the child 


• Differing view point 
on “When does life 
begin?” – learn at 
least 3 


• General and religious 
reasons people are 
Pro-life and Pro-
Choice 


• Rights –whose / 
why? Tends to be a 
tricky question so be 
prepared!   


Mind maps- sample at: 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision.   
Revision cards.  
Use of GCSE podcasts (instructions via 
VLE)    
Complete revision booklet: 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision 
Work through Prezi –on Rights- 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision 
Sample questions 
‘The quality of a person’s life is more 
important than just being alive.’ What do 
you think? Explain your opinion.(3) 
Explain what is meant by the ‘sanctity of 
life’.(2)  
Explain how some people use a belief in 
the ‘sanctity of life’ to argue against 
abortion.(4) 
Explain the rights of those involved when 
abortion is being considered.( 6) 
What is adoption? (1) 
Give two situations in which abortion is 
legal in Britain.(2) 
Many more questions / sample answers / 
mark schemes can be found on the VLE. 


 
 
 
13th 
February  
 


Unit 2: Early 
Life  
 
Religious 
responses : 
Roman Catholic 
/ Protestant  


Roman Catholic 
• Reasons Catholics 


are Pro-life- specific 
religious teachings- 
at least 4 


• What is double 
effect? How is this 
different to abortion?   


Protestant 
• Reasons why 


some Protestant 
Christians are 
Pro-Choice- 
specific religious 
teachings – at 
least 4   


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards. 
 
See VLE for variety of sample questions 
and sample answers  
Complete questions using helpful hints : 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision. 
Sample questions 
Explain why some religious believers are 
against abortion. (3) 
Explain why some religious believers may 
accept abortion.(3) 







20th 
February 
 
HALF 
TERM 
 


Unit 2: Early 
Life  
 
Religious 
responses : 
Islam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Embedding   


Islam 
What does Haram 
mean? 
When does Islam 
allow abortion? Why? 
When does Islam 
condemn abortion? 
Why?- need at least 
4 teaching 


   
 
 
Revisit Early Life unit  


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards. 
(Use Revision Power point to source 
information saved at N\Reference\RE\Faith 
and Ethics\GCSE Revision)  
 
Sample questions 
Explain how religious beliefs and 
teachings might influence believers in their 
attitude towards abortion. (6) 
 
 
Read through and attempt questions- 
compare to sample answers 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) Improve your answers once 
read. 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 
Complete the “find the Mistakes” 
activity(N: :\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision)   
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   


27th 
February 
 


Unit 2: 
Prejudice 
 
Key terms, 
causes, 
consequences, 
case studies  


• Key terms  
• What causes people 


to prejudge?  
• What are the 


consequences of 
prejudice / 
discrimination? 
(general and specific) 


• Case Studies- 
Apartheid / Work of 
MLK 


Past paper questions, revision cards, mind 
maps   
 
Sample questions: 
Give two reasons why some people might 
be sexist.(2) 
Explain, using an example, what is meant 
by sexism.(2) 
Explain, using an example, what is meant 
by racism.(2) 
Explain how religious people might try to 
end prejudice and discrimination.(3) 


6th March 
 
 
 
 
 


Unit 2 
Prejudice  
 
Christian 
perspective  


• Christian teachings 
against prejudice / 
discrimination 


• Christian response to 
the Apartheid – 
Desmond Tutu / 
Dutch Reform 
Church 


• Christian Teachings 
about Sexism 
(contrast between 
potential Roman 
Catholic view and 


Use VLE for various revision activities   
 
Sample questions 
Explain believers’ attitudes to sexism. 
Refer to the beliefs and teachings one 
religions you have studied in your answer. 
(4)  
Explain attitudes to prejudice and 
discrimination in each of the two religions 
you have studied. Refer to religious beliefs 
and teachings in your answer.(6) 
‘Men should have more important roles in 
religion than women’. 







Protestant view)  Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing that you have 
thought about more than one point of view. 
Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer.(6) 


13th March Unit 2: 
Prejudice 
 
Muslim 
perspective  
 


Islamic perspective on 
Prejudice and 
Discrimination- minimum 
4 teachings 
 
Islamic perspective on 
Sexism- minimum 4 
teachings 
  
 


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards- see VLE for additional 
material / activities 
 
Sample questions 
Explain believers’ attitudes to Ageism. 
Refer to the beliefs and teachings one 
religions you have studied in your answer. 
(4)  
Explain attitudes to prejudice and 
discrimination in each of the two religions 
you have studied. Refer to religious beliefs 
and teachings in your answer.(6) 
‘It is impossible to be religious and 
prejudice”. 
 Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing that you have 
thought about more than one point of view. 
Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer.(6) 
‘Racism is the worst thing a person can 
suffer.’ Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing that you have 
thought about more than one point of view. 
Refer to religious arguments in your 
answer. (6) 


20th March 
 
 
 


Unit 2 : 
Embedding 
 
Embedding  
-How confident 
am I? Where 
are my gaps?  
 
 
How to answer 
AO2 questions 
– 3 and 6 
mark?   


Revision presentations 
GCSE pods (Use of 
GCSE podcasts 
(instructions via VLE)    
 
 
 
 
 
See VLE for samples / 
advice 


Past paper questions-see VLE for 
samples- look at sample answers, could 
you produce these answers/ similar?  
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   
And again….Gaps last time? What 
different techniques can you use? 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 


27th March Unit 2: War 
and Peace   
 
Key terms/ 
causes / 
consequences / 
examples  
 
Pacifism- Who? 


• What do War / Peace 
/ Justice / forgiveness 
/ Retaliation mean? --
see Revision notes 
for additional key 
terms 


• What causes wars? 
Are these justifiable? 


• Examples of modern 


Past paper questions –see VLE for variety 
/ samples. Mind maps and revision cards. 
Complete revision booklet -
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision   
 
Sample questions 
Give two reasons why a country might fight 
in a war.(2) 







Why?   wars 
• What does Pacifism 


mean? 
• Why are Quakers 


Pacifist? – Range of 
religious teachings 
(at least 4)   


‘There will only be peace when people 
stop being prejudiced.’ What do you think? 
Explain your opinion. (3) (this looks at the 
causes of war) 
Explain why some religious believers might 
not be prepared to fight in a war. 
(Remember to name the religion and their 
teachings) (3) 


3rd April 
 
 
 
 


Unit 2 War and 
Peace  
 
Christianity – 
Just War theory 
 
Islam: Lesser 
Jihad 
 
WMD 


• Origins of Just War 
theory 


• Criteria of Just War 
theory 


• Application of Just 
War theory- 
application / case 
study 


• Islam and Peace 
• Islam and Lesser 


Jihad – application to 
case study  


• What do we mean by 
WMD? Examples  


• Religious view on 
WMD (Christian and 
Muslim) 


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards – see VLE for activities  
 
Sample questions 
 Explain religious attitudes to nuclear 
weapons. Refer to religious beliefs and 
teachings in your answer. (6) 
 Religious believers always fight for peace. 
What do you think? Explain your 
opinion.(3) 
Wars cause more problems than they 
solve. Do you agree? Give reasons for 
your answer, showing you have thought 
about more than one point of view. Refer 
to religious arguments in your answer.(6) 


10th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 


Embedding  
W&P 
 
Confidence with 
War & Peace 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


 
 
 
Gaps in knowledge / 
applying to exam 
questions- ensuring 
specifics are 
embedded  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


 
 
 
See VLE for revision materials 
Revision squares- Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   
And again….Gaps last time? What 
different techniques can you use? 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 
 
 
 
 


17th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 


Unit 2: The 
Natural World  
 
Issues in the 
Natural World 
Solutions to 
these Issues 
 
Christian 


How do humans 
impact the 
environment? 
Awareness and 
knowledge of such 
natural concerns, 
such as 
deforestation, 
greenhouse effect, oil 


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards – see VLE for various 
revision materials.  
 
Sample questions 
Damaging the world is disrespectful to 
God. What do you think? Explain your 
opinion (3) 
Explain why some religious believers think 







response to the 
Natural World   
 
 
 


spills etc 
Awareness and  
knowledge of 
potential solutions  
Earth Summits  
How do Christians 
believe the world was 
created? Different 
perspectives 
How does the belief 
in creation impact the 
Christian response to 
the world, and how 
we treat it? 
What does 
stewardship mean? 
What does dominion 
mean?  
How do these two 
beliefs impact how a 
Christian treats the 
world? 
What does Sanctity 
of Life mean?  


• How does this impact 
the way Christians 
treat the world?     


 
  


it is wrong to destroy the natural 
environment (3) 
Describe the ways in which modern living 
is putting pressure on the environment (5) 
Explain religious attitudes to the 
environment. Use religious beliefs and 
teachings in your answer (4) 
What is pollution and explain two 
examples. (3) 
Give two examples of how global warming 
is damaging the world. (2) 
What is conservation? (1) 
Give two problems caused by the 
destruction of natural habitats. (2) 
Describe how people are damaging the 
environment. (3) 
Explain religious views about sustainable 
development.  Refer to religious beliefs 
and teachings in your answer. (4) 
‘Religious believers have not done enough 
to support earth summits.’ What do you 
think?  Explain your opinion. (3) 
 
 
 
 


24th April 
 
 
 
 


Unit 2: The 
Natural World 
 
 
 
Islamic view on 
the 
Environment 
 


• Islamic view on the 
creation of the world- 
specific teachings  


• Concept of 
Stewardship 


• Concept of Ummah 
• Reasons Muslims 


should treat the 
environment well – at 
least 4 teachings 


• How can a Religious 
believer help the 
environment? –
general and specific 
religious responses 


Past paper questions, mind maps and 
revision cards 
Sample questions 
Explain the attitudes of religious people to 
global warming. Refer to religious teaching 
in your answer.(6) 
Explain the attitudes of each of the two 
religions you have studied to damaging the 
environment. Refer to beliefs and 
teachings in your answer.(6) 
Explain the teachings of two religions or 
two Christian denominations that 
encourage believers to protect the natural 
world.(8) 
Explain the beliefs and teachings about the 
environment in each of the two religions 
you have studied.(6) 
Explain why some religious people are 
concerned about pollution and global 
warming. Refer to religious beliefs and 
teachings in your answer.(5) 
 







 
1st May 
 


Unit 2  
 
Knowledge 
checker 


•  Use revision notes to 
check gaps in 
knowledge-  


Go through revision notes (on 
N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) and traffic light them  RED: help 
I can’t remember / YELLOW: quite 
confident/ needs a little work GREEN: 
Bring on the exam- I’m ready to go!  
 
Using techniques that worked well for you 
previously – flash cards / mind maps etc to 
go through RED and YELLOW.  
 
 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus) 
 


 
8th May 


Unit 2: 
Embedding 


• Remind self about 
exam technique for 
different style 
questions –try out 
your technique- 
compare and 
improve! 


Read through and attempt questions- 
compare to sample answers 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) Improve your answers once 
read. 
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   
Work through the revision PowerPoint- all 
areas –see reference drive 


15th May Unit 2: 
Embedding 


•  Read through and attempt questions- 
compare to sample answers 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) Improve your answers once 
read. 
Memorise same teachings chart (On VLE 
plus N:\Reference\RE\Faith and 
Ethics\GCSE Revision) 
Complete the “find the Mistakes” activity(N: 
:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision)   
Play revision squares 
(N:\Reference\RE\Faith and Ethics\GCSE 
Revision) –how many facts do you know 
about each? Can you link the ideas? Can 
you apply these words to an exam 
question? (Look at the exam questions 
from the VLE)   


 


EXAM: 
Religion 
and Life 
issues: 


17th May 
UNIT 2	


Things to remember: 


ü If you require help there is a “Question time” in L4 with Mrs Edge on a Monday 3-4. This is a session where you can 
drop in, you must come with a specific question / concern though – this is open to all year 11 students.   


ü There are many resources to be found on the school VLE- ask your F&E teachers if you can’t remember how to 
access it 


ü The F&E department has created a “You Tube” playlist with programmes for you to watch- the link can be found on 
the VLE – don’t just watch them though- make notes whilst watching, watch with someone else and ask each other 
questions at the end or write a blurb to summarise your learning.	


ü Go to AQA website for past papers – we are specification B –unit 2 	








Crime and Punishment: Knowledge Organiser


Explain two religious beliefs about the treatment of offenders (5) 


Ideas/ Beliefs Teachings to support


Islam -


-


Christianity -


-


Causes of Crime


Add the 7 causes of crime 
we have studied. For each 
add an explanation and 
what a Christian and 
Muslim is taught about 
each one. If you can add a 
relevant quote 


Different 
forms of 
Punishment


Definition Benefits Problems Muslim view and 
Teachings


Christian view 
and Teachings 


Prison -


-


-


-


-


-


-


-


Community 
service 


-


-


-


-


-


-


-


-


Corporal 
punishment 


-


-


-


-


-


-


-


-


What is Evil?
How can it be linked to crime?


What is suffering?


Can it ever be right to cause suffering to others?


What do Christians believe causes evil? Give two ideas.


Supporting Quote:


What do Christians believe about evil intentions? 


What do Muslims believe causes evil? Give two ideas.


Supporting Quote: 


What do Muslims believe about evil intentions? 


What is forgiveness?


Christian beliefs about forgiveness:


Christian teachings about forgiveness: 


Muslim beliefs about forgiveness:


Muslim teachings about forgiveness:


Answer the following 1 mark
Questions: 
Which of the following is not an 
aim of punishment? 
A justice
B Retribution
C Deterrence 
D Reformation


What is meant by Corporal 
Punishment?
A Death Penalty
B Deprivation of Liberties
C Paying compensation
D Physically hurting someone 


Which one of the following 
expresses the religious idea that 
one aim of punishment should be 
to encourage people not to 
commit any more crimes? 
A Reformation.                 
B Protection.                 
C Deterrence.                 
D Reparation. 


What is Justice: 


What does Islam teach 
about  Justice?


Quote:


What does Christianity 
teach about Justice? 


Quote:







Death Penalty: Arguments 
FOR AGAINST


Islam Christianity


Definitions: 
Capital Punishment:
Corporal Punishment:


‘Punishments in the UK are not harsh enough’ Arguments Support Challenge


Community service is too easy to get out of and no one works hard


Corporal punishment would make more people think twice –
physical pain has the harness to deter. The UK doesn’t have this.


Prison is very difficult, depriving of freedoms and keeping a criminal 
from their family. 


Punishment should be about deterrence and reformation, not 
harshness – which sounds like revenge and is against religious 
teachings.


Many criminals reoffend after they have been punished in the UK.


Jesus taught forgiveness – even when he was being punished in the 
harshest way It is good the UK doesn’t have this kind of punishment. 


Christian view and Teachings 


Muslim view and teachings: 


Conclusion: 


Tick the correct box to identify 
which side of the argument the 
statement belongs. Then add a 
Christian view with supporting 
teachings and a Muslim view. Don’t 
forget to give reasons to justify your 
conclusion. 


Define the key 
terms and then 
give 3 
arguments for 
and against the 
death penalty. 
Add religious 
beliefs and 
teachings 
underneath


How are victims of crime helped? 
(include 6 ideas off the revision guide)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.


All criminals should be forgiven rather than punished’ 


For Against


Read the question and both answers. Which is better? Use a highlighter and 
annotations to show why it is better. Remember: which religion MUST be used for 
this type of question. Write your own perfect answer in the box next to this one. 
Explain two contrasting beliefs from contemporary British society about the death 
penalty. In your answer, you should refer to the main religious tradition in Great 
Britain and one or more other religious traditions (4) 


Student A: Christians agree with the death penalty because they believe in an eye 


for an eye. This means murderers should be put to death. Muslims also agree 


with the death penalty because the Qur’an says it must be carried out for certain 


crimes. 


Student B Muslims have the death penalty as Shari’ah Law. The Qur’an surah 


says which crimes are punishable by death, but also says that life cannot be 


taken except by the way of justice, (so the death penalty can only be used for the 


most serious crimes). Judaism on the other hand, allows for the death penalty 


but never uses it. The Torah gives situations for which the death penalty may be 


used, and Jewish Law defines how capital punishments should be carried out. 


My sample Answer: 


Explain two religious beliefs 
about the need to follow the 
law. Refer to scripture or sacred 
writings in your answer (5) 


Ideas:
Christianity: ‘The Lord is a God 
of Justice’ Isaiah


Ideas:
Islam ‘The 
word of thy 
Lord doth find 
its fulfilment in 
truth and in 
justice’ (Surah 
6:115)


Give two examples of 
religious moral laws which 
some criminals break. (2)








Religion, Peace and Conflict:  
 
Why do people go to war: To defend their beliefs, religion and way of life or to extend these to others. To remove 
leader or government. To defend ally or weaker countries that are unfairly attacked. To stop atrocities such as 
genocide. For revenge. 


Greed: To gain land, to gain wealth, power or important resources such as oil. Rich and powerful 
countries get richer potentially causing poverty in the defeated countries. Christianity warns against 
greed – Scripture/Sacred writings: ‘For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil’ (1 Timothy 6:10) 
Self-defence: when another country attacks yours– many think self-defence to be morally acceptable. 
Believe - right to defend values, beliefs and way of life. e.g. WWII from the Nazis.  
Retaliation: Against a country which is seen to have done something very wrong. E.g. Invasion of 
Afghanistan after Sept 11th 2001 attacks on the World Trade Centre. Christians do not agree with 
retaliation. Scripture/Sacred writings: Christianity -‘Do not repay anyone evil for evil.’ (Romans 12:17-19) 
Muslims taught God offers innumerable rewards for those who seek reconciliation not retaliation.   


Consequences of war: Positive: Freedom from an occupying power (a foreign country that has taken over the 
government), or the replacement of a corrupt government. Negative: Deaths and injuries of armed forces and 
civilians. Destruction of economy and infrastructure. Disease and famine. Fresh water supplies contaminated. 
Homelessness - refugees. In war, human rights abuses happen and the innocent are killed.  
 
Peace:  Absence of conflict leads to happiness and harmony. Aim and goal of all people. Many religions - a time to 
come where there is peace. E.g. Kingdom of Heaven/paradise - goal for all. Peace on earth is a step towards that. 
Islam and Peace: Muslims seek a just and peaceful world. The root of the word Islam means ‘Peace’ and Muslims 
say ‘Salaam’ (Peace be upon you) to greet each other. This religion promotes goodwill. The Qur’an teaches that 
peace and reconciliation are better than fighting. Muslims should not seek revenge as it is wrong to return evil 
with evil. Muslims should forgive others.  Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam -‘Paradise is for…those who curb their 
anger and forgive their fellow men.’ (Quran 3: 134) ‘None of you truly believe until he wishes for his brothers 
what He wishes for himself.’ (Prophet Muhammed pbuh) 
The Muslim Peace Fellowship: MPF – a gathering of peace and justice orientated Muslims -  devoted to Islamic 
non-violence. They work against injustice/ develop non-violent strategies. E.g. conferences and publications.  
Pacifism: Christian teaching against War:. Jesus taught his follows to be peaceful. Christian pacifists today follow 
the example of Jesus who did not resist arrest and allowed himself to be crucified for love of the human race. 
Quakers are strict pacifists and will not fight. Life is sacred and so should not be destroyed. Sacred 
writings/Scripture:  Christianity - Jesus said ‘Love your enemies’ (Bible - Matthew 5:44) One of the Ten 
Commandments teaches ‘Thou shalt not kill’ (Exodus 10:13). All humans are made in the ‘image of God’ (Bible – 
Genesis 1:27) deserving absolute respect. Jesus – ‘Blessed are the peace makers, for they shall be called the sons 
of God.’ (Bible Matthew 5:9). The Society of Friends (Quakers) are Pacifist and have a peace testimony.  ‘Turning 
the Tide’ (Quaker organisation) It aims to show how cycles can be broken through non-violent strategies. The 
Quaker office at the United Nations promotes peaceful prevention and resolution of armed conflict.  
The Anglican Pacifist Fellowship:  AFP is a Christian Pacifist group. Believe peace and justice should be brought 
about through non-violent means. Believe: Jesus’ teaching is incompatible with war, the Christian Church should 
never support or justify war and should oppose it. The AFP founded the Week of Prayer for World Peace in 1974. 
They produce regular newsletters, organise and contribute to special peace-related events and religious services.  
International Day of Peace:  observed around the world on 21st  September. UN declared this as a day devoted to 
strengthening the ideals of peace. 24 hour cease fire. 1 minutes silence local noon time. The United Nations now 
has 192 member states. Encourages countries to settle their differences without fighting. 
Mairead Corrigan: a Catholic from Northern Ireland, who helped form the ‘Peace People’ organisation. Organised 
peace marches in the UK about Northern Ireland. Mairead was awarded (alongside Betty Williams) the 1976 
Nobel Peace prize. After peace in NI, Corrigan became a tireless worker for peace and human rights.   
Conscientious objector: an individual who refuses to fight in a war because of their beliefs 
Pacifism: wrong to use violence. There is no situation in which the use of violence can be morally justified.  
Conflict: Before the actual fighting starts, there is conflict - disagreement; armed conflict the actual fighting.   
Sanctity of Life: The idea that all human life is God-given precious and should not be destroyed by humans. 







Protest: The right to protest - fundamental democratic freedom. UK law allows peaceful demonstration in public. 
Need police permission. No right to protest violently e.g. riots in Tottenham in 2011.  Peaceful protest seen in Civil 
Rights Movement, USA in the 1950’s/60’s. Martin Luther King Jr (Christian Pastor) organised peaceful rallies to 
protest about racial inequalities. No religion promotes violence in their teachings.   
Terrorism: Much more serious form of violent protest. Terrorism is the unlawful use of extreme violence, usually 
against innocent civilians, to achieve a political goal or a shared belief and to spread fear. Believe terrorism will 
raise awareness of their cause and will push the authorities into meeting demands. Terrorists who are motivated 
by religion believe God will reward them for doing his will. No religion promotes terrorism. Are e.g. of people who 
were classed as a terrorist but later seen as a legitimate leader e.g. Nelson Mandela in South Africa.  
7/7 bombings in London in 2005 were carried about by people who claimed to be Muslims but most Muslims 
including leaders condemned the attacks. Muslims do not agree with terrorism as it goes against the wishes of 
Allah. Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Do not take life, which Allah has made sacred’ Quran 17:33) 
 
Justice: sense of fairness applied, making right a situation which has been unjust. Religion is meant to bring justice 
to the world, and to fight injustice. Many wars are about, or include the abuse of, justice, so many religious 
people feel duty – bound to fight against this. Sacred writings/Scripture: Christianity - Proverbs 31:8-9 “Speak up 
for the people who have no voice, for the rights of all the down-and-outers. Speak out for justice! Stand up for 
the poor and destitute!” Isaiah 58:6-9 “This is the kind of fast day I’m after: to break the chains of injustice,” 
Religious believer who tried to achieve justice: Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a Christian living in Germany during the 
rise of the Nazi party. He believed in pacifism and spoke out against the human rights abuses of the ruling Nazis. 
He defied Nazi rule by helping Jews escape the death camps and even though he opposed killing, was part of a 
group that planned to assassinate Hitler. He was eventually arrested and executed for treason by the Nazis.  
Forgiveness: This is the belief we need to move a relationship forward with someone who has done wrong to us, 
by accepting their apology and putting their wrong doings behind us. It is a central teaching of Christianity. 
Reconciliation: Most religious people will be involved in reconciliation after war. The Quakers are pacifists who 
try to bring sides together and help them resolve issues so that they can live peacefully.  
Example of forgiveness: Eric Lomax: Was a British soldier who was tortured by the Japanese whilst a prisoner on 
the Burma Railway during WW2, but was able to forgive one of the tormentors Nagase Takashki. Sacred 
writings/Scripture: Christianity - ‘For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly Father 
will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others their sins, your Father will not forgive your sins’ (Matthew 6: 
14-15) ‘And when you stand praying, if you hold anything against anyone, forgive them, so that your Father in 
heaven may forgive your sins’ (Mark 11:25) 
 
Christian teaching FOR War: The Bible teaches Christians to defend the weak and fight against evil. Jesus came in 
contact with soldiers but didn’t say they were wrong to do this job.  Jesus turned over the tables and benches in 
the Temple when he saw people misusing it. Some Christians - way of showing love, soldiers risk their lives for 
others. Just War needed to protect innocent lives and defend the sanctity of life. Restore Justice. 
Just War: a war which is morally right to fight. ‘Just’ war - seeks justice, fought with justice, and ending when 
justice is attained. St Thomas Aquinas – Just War: Started by the authority of the state. Just Cause - right intention 
(to remove evil). Last resort.  Only enough force must be used to achieve the goals. The good achieved must 
outweigh the evil which led to war. WWII - last resort, started by British Government, Hitler invaded other 
countries, peace now restored. However questionable whether bombing civilians was proportional or not.  Sacred 
writings/ Scripture: Christianity - Romans 13:1 “Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, .... 
The authorities that exist have been appointed by God.” John 15:13 “Greater love has no one than this, that he 
lay down his life for his friends.” 
Muslim teachings FOR War: In Islam must only be waged according to the principles of Allah’s justice. This is 
Lesser Jihad. If break the rules of war - will face Allah’s justice on the Day of Judgement. Rules include: to keep 
suffering of innocent civilians to a minimum. Not to destroy crops and plants. Not to harm prisoners of war. War 
declared by religious leaders. Not to target places of worship. Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Those who 
believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight in the way of Shaitan’ (Qur’an 4:76) 
Jihad: means to ‘strive or struggle in the name of Allah’.  (Islam) 
Holy War: (Christian) a war fought in the name of God, for a religious purpose, with God on your side. Must be: 
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started by a religious leader, to spread the faith, to recover Holy places or can be for revenge for things done by 
another faith against believers. E.g. The Crusades - to recover the Holy Land for Christianity (sacred places where 
Jesus lived) which was under Muslim control. Pope said it was the ‘will of God’ - promised a huge spiritual reward. 
Historians are concerned about the war (money/land/trade). Scripture/ Sacred writings: Christianity -“Proclaim 
this among the nations: Prepare for war! Rouse the warriors!” Joel 3 v9 
 
Victims of War: War has many victims besides soldiers. Survivors can have long-lasting physical and mental 
injuries. Cities are destroyed, homes lost, families and friends separated and children orphaned. Refugees 
Christian Aid: Helps victims of war. Set up 1940’s. Aim to end poverty including that caused by war. Work with 
victims of war including refugees. Motto is ‘We believe in life before death’.  Work to gain basic human rights and 
fairness in society to help prevent poverty caused by war. Support local organisations as believe local people are 
best placed to solve problems. Fund raise in Christian Aid week, regular giving, and one off donations, get support 
from UK government and European Commission. Recent campaigns e.g. to raise awareness of refugees in and 
from Gaza, Afghanistan and Syria, in order to raise funds and offer practical support.  Scripture/Sacred writings: 
Christianity – ‘love your neighbour as yourself’ (Mark 12:31). Jesus told: Parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 
10:25-37) - teaches all are neighbours no matter race, age, religious or political beliefs. 
 
Weapons of Mass Destruction or WMD’s are weapons that can kill large amounts of people at once cause huge 
destruction and death. These include biological (living-disease-causing bacterium or viruses), chemical (non-living 
toxins) and nuclear weapons (atomic bombs – nuclear reaction). 
Nuclear Weapons: cause huge devastation. Afterwards, radioactive fallout kills more than the original explosion. 
The weapons today could, if used, destroy life on Earth.  For: Act as a deterrent. Against: pose an unacceptable 
risk to humanity. The proliferation of nuclear weapons makes the chances greater that an irresponsible 
government or terrorists might obtain them. The destruction they would cause cannot be justified for any reason. 
All religions oppose the use of nuclear weapons and support disarmament.  
CCND: The Christian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CCND) are Christians attached to the CND. The CCND 
campaign against the use and development of WMD and for peace. Organise conferences (local and National), 
acts of protest, letter writing, lobbying MP’s and educating others for peace and disarmament. 
  
 Do religions cause war? 


How religious teachings and beliefs are interpreted 
could lead to war (difficult to understand). E.g. 
Muslims taught:  fight for the name of Allah but 
also the greatest sin is to take another man’s life.  


Religions and religious teachings do not cause violence 
or war. Religious teachings are all about peace and 
understanding.  


Some think fighting for religion, claim that their 
religion is under attack. Some fundamentalist 
groups e.g. ISIL believe need an Islamic state  


For the people at the top perhaps their own power is 
the most important. Violence goes against the religion 
not TRUE religious believers e.g. ISIL 


Religion is involved in war e.g. Israel v Palestine 
(Jews vs Muslims). If religious divisions rise to the 
surface in a war, it is a root cause.  


Conflict is more about politics, power, land and self-
defence and religious divisions then rise to the surface 
because of the tension caused.  


Religious beliefs have divided people throughout 
history. Where splits have occurred violence has 
erupted. E.g. Bosnian crisis saw Christian ethnic 
cleansing of Muslims   


There are many similarities between religions and 
what they want for communities. There are many who 
work across religious divides to help others, save lives 
and solve conflicts e.g. Corrie Ten Boom WWII 


Religious leaders may call for the end of a war but 
that doesn’t mean it actually happens. The religious 
extremists often do not want to see an end to war.  


Religious leaders often call for the end of war. E.g. the 
Pope and Syria. Religions often work to maintain 
peace and prevent the outbreak of war. If people 
adhered to the teachings of their faith e.g. in 
Christianity love your enemy and do not kill then there 
would be peace. Religious groups are also regularly 
involved in peace-keeping in war torn areas in in 
negotiations to prevent wars happening.   


 








 


Christian Beliefs and Teachings 


 


  


Key 
Concept/Idea 


Definition Influence 1 Influence 2 Bible Quotes 


Incarnation      


Trinity     


Immanent     


Transcendent     


Personal     


Impersonal     


Holy     


Omnipotent     


Benevolent     


Justice     


Resurrection     


Ascension     


Salvation     


Atonement     


Resurrection 
of the Dead 


    


Heaven     


Hell     


Purgatory     


Events of the Resurrection: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


What do we learn about Jesus through 
the resurrection? 
 
 
 
Why is the crucifixion meaningless 
without the resurrection? 


Atonement:  


The word atonement means to be ___________ with 


____________. Atonement means that _________ 


pays the price of _________ for us. 


Atonement explains that Jesus’ death and 


resurrection means that our _________________ 


with God has been mended.  


 Draw a diagram to explain atonement: (hint bridge)  


Missing words: 


Jesus 


relationship 


‘at –one’ 


sin 


God  







 


 


  
Definition of Creation:  


Literal understanding of 
creation (Fundamentalist) 
 


Non-Literal understanding 
of creation (Liberal) 


Myth understanding of 
creation (Liberal) 


Bible teachings about creation:  
 


Influence 1 of belief in creation: Influence 2 of belief in creation  


Sin: 


What is original sin? 


 


Explain the story of the Fall: 


 


 


 


What is temptation? 


 


What is free will? 


 


How can a Christian resist temptation? 


Crucifixion -Definition: 


 Events of the Crucifixion: 


* 


* 


*  


* 


* 


* 


* 


Why did Jesus die? 


 


Bible teachings about the Crucifixion: 


1. 


2. 


Influence on Christians of belief in the crucifixion: 


1. 


2. 


Sample Question ideas:  


1. Where was Jesus born? 


A Bethlehem B Rome  C Corinth D Jerusalem (1 mark) 


2. Give two persons of the Trinity. (2 marks) 


3. Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about the afterlife influence Christians today. (4 marks) 


4. Explain two Christian teachings about God the creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 


marks) 


5. ‘The stories of the incarnation prove that Jesus was the Son of God.’ Evaluate this statement. In your answer 


you should: 


- Refer to Christian teaching 


- Give detailed arguments to support this statement 


- Give detailed arguments to support a different point of view 


- Reach a justified conclusion.        (12 marks) 


 


Other questions: 


What does incarnation mean? A Coming to life  B embodiment of God C Jesus  D From God (1 mark) 


Explain two reasons why Jesus had to die. (2 marks) 


Name two types of salvation. (2 marks) 


Explain two ways in which belief in the resurrection of Jesus influences Christians today. (4 marks)  


Explain two Christian teachings about Judgement. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


Explain two Christian teachings about God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5 marks) 


‘It is more important to follow Jesus’ example than to spend time in worship. Evaluate this statement. (12 marks) 


 


Why is the Crucifixion important for Christians? 


- What does it mend? 


- What does it bring? 


- What does it save them from? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Why is the resurrection needed for the crucifixion to have 


meaning?  







 


  


Key word Explanation  


Father  
 


Son   
 


Holy Spirit  


Agape love  


Free will   


Original Sin  


Free will  


The Fall  
 


Problems caused by Suffering Christian answers for suffering.  Purposes 
or explanations for suffering: 


Problem of 
suffering: 


Inconsistent 
Triad: 


1. Free will  
Explanation: 
 
 
 
 
Bible: 
 


2. Test of Faith 
Explanation: 
 
 
 
 
Bible: 
 


3. Fall  
Explanation 
 
 
 
 
Bible:  
 


4. Appreciate Good. 
Explanation  
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Teachings for Salvation through 


Grace 
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Salvation through Grace: Explanation 


 


 


 


 


 


Impact of Salvation through works  


 


 


 


Impact of Salvation through Grace 


 


 


 


 


Incarnation 


(God in Flesh) 


Bible:  


Influence:  


Son of God: Prophesies (Bible teachings 


about the Messiah) 


Virgin Birth 


Vir 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Heaven 


Christian beliefs  
Purgatory 


Catholic Christian 


beliefs  


Only Christians 


View: 


 


Why: 


  


Bible Teaching:  


What is the Resurrection? 


All who are moral:  


View: 


 


Why: 


 


Bible Teaching:  


Universalism 


View: 


 


Why: 


  


Bible Teaching:  


Hell 


Christian beliefs  


Bible Quote: 


Judgement Day: What happens? 


* 


* 


* 


* 


Nicene Creed: 


 


Bible Quote:  


Catholic Beliefs: 2 Judgement Days 


Roman Catholic: Bodily 


Resurrection 


View: 


 


Why: 


 


 


Bible Teaching:  


Spiritual Resurrection 


View: 


 


Why: 


 


 


 


Bible Teaching:  


Who goes to Heaven? 


Parable on Judgement: 


Sheep and Goats 


 


Explanation: 


 


Rich Man and Lazarus 


 


Explanation: 


True or False? 


Adam and Eve obeyed God 


For Catholics there are two judgement days 


Roman Catholics do not believe in purgatory. 


The story of the virgin birth is in all 4 gospels.  


Jesus was Jewish 


Christians believe Jesus resurrected from the dead 2 days after his crucifixion.  


The word omnipotent means all-knowing.  


God is just means that God is fair. 


Bible Quote:  








Religion, Peace and Conflict: Knowledge organiser TASK SHEETS 
 


Why do people go to war? 


    


     


      


     


     


     
  


Consequences of war:  


Positive Negative 


  


  


  


  


 


Definition of  Peace:   


 


 


 


Islam and Peace: 


 


What is the root of the word Islam? 


What do Muslims say when they greet each other?  


Write two Quranic quotes whist speak against war 


1) 


 


 


 


 


2) 


 


 


Who are the MPF? 


   


 


 


Pacifism: Christian teaching against War:.  


Three religious teachings supporting Pacifism are: 


1) 


 


 


2) 


 


 


3) 


 


 


What is the Turning the tide organisation?  


 


The Anglican Pacifist Fellowship:   







 


 


 


 


 


Why does the 21st September encourage Peace? 


 


 


 


Who was Mairead Corrigan?  


 


 


 


 


Conscientious objector: ___________________________________________________ 


_____________: wrong to use violence. There is no situation in which the use of violence can be morally justified.  


__________ Before the actual fighting starts, there is conflict - disagreement; armed conflict the actual fighting.   


Sanctity of Life:______________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


Protest: The right to protest - fundamental democratic freedom. UK law allows ______________ demonstration 


in public. Need p__________________ permission. No right to protest violently e.g. riots in Tottenham in 2011.  


Peaceful protest seen in Civil Rights Movement, USA in the 1950’s/60’s. Martin Luther King Jr (Christian Pastor) 


organised peaceful rallies to protest about racial inequalities. No religion promotes violence in their teachings.   


 


 


Terrorism: Much more serious form of violent protest. Terrorism is the unlawful use of extreme violence, usually 


against innocent civilians, to achieve a political goal or a shared belief and to spread fear. Believe terrorism will 


raise awareness of their cause and will push the authorities into meeting demands. Terrorists who are motivated 


by religion believe God will reward them for doing his will. No religion promotes terrorism. Are e.g. of people who 


were classed as a terrorist but later seen as a legitimate leader e.g. Nelson Mandela in South Africa.  


7/7 bombings in London in 2005 were carried about by people who claimed to be Muslims but most Muslims 


including leaders condemned the attacks. Muslims do not agree with terrorism as it goes against the wishes of 


Allah. Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Do not take life, which Allah has made sacred’ Quran 17:33) 


Read and summarise the paragraph above 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Justice: sense of fairness applied, making right a situation which has been unjust. Religion is meant to bring justice 


to the world, and to fight injustice. Many wars are about, or include the abuse of, justice, so many religious 


people feel duty – bound to fight against this. Sacred writings/Scripture: Christianity - Proverbs 31:8-9 


“____________________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________________


____________!” Isaiah 58:6-9 “This is the kind of fast day I’m after: to break the chains of injustice,” 



http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+31:8&version=MSG

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah+58:6&version=MSG





 


 


Religious believer who tried to achieve justice: 


 Dietrich Bonhoeffer  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


____________________________: This is the belief we need to move a relationship forward with someone who 


has done wrong to us, by accepting their apology and putting their wrong doings behind us. It is a central teaching 


of Christianity. 


_________________________: Most religious people will be involved in reconciliation after war. The Quakers are 


pacifists who try to bring sides together and help them resolve issues so that they can live peacefully.  


Example of forgiveness: Eric Lomax: 


_____________________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________. 


Sacred writings/Scripture: Christianity - ‘For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly 


Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others their sins, your Father will not forgive your sins’ 


(Matthew 6: 14-15) ‘And when you stand praying, if you hold anything against anyone, forgive them, so that your 


Father in heaven may forgive your sins’ (Mark 11:25) 


 


Christian teaching FOR War:  


 


 


Teaching Explanation  


Jesus came into contact 
with soldiers  


 


Jesus got angry 
 
 
 


 


Way of showing love-
agape 
 
 
 
 


 


Sanctity of life 
 
 
 


 


Just War 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







 


Muslim teachings FOR War: In Islam must only be waged according to the principles of Allah’s _______. This is 


_________ Jihad (Jihad: means to ‘strive or struggle in the name of Allah’.  (Islam)) 


. If break the rules of war - will face Allah’s justice on the Day of Judgement. 


 Rules include: to keep suffering of innocent civilians to a minimum. 


 Not to destroy crops and plants.  


Not to harm prisoners of war.  


War declared by religious leaders.  


Not to target places of worship. 


 Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Those who believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight in 


the way of Shaitan’ (Qur’an 4:76) 


 


 


Holy War: (Christian) 


Definition: 


 


 


Example: 


 


 


Justification: 


 


 


Quote:  


 


  


Victims of War: War has many victims besides soldiers. Survivors can have long-lasting physical and mental 


injuries. Cities are destroyed, homes lost, families and friends separated and children orphaned. Refugees 


Christian Aid:  


What they do? 


 


 


 


 


Why they do it? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Weapons of Mass Destruction or WMD’s are weapons that can kill large amounts of people at once cause huge 


destruction and death. These include biological (living-disease-causing bacterium or viruses), chemical (non-living 


toxins) and nuclear weapons (atomic bombs – nuclear reaction). 


Name three types of WMD: 


1) 


 


2) 


 


3) 


 


 







Nuclear Weapons: cause huge devastation. Afterwards, radioactive fallout kills more than the original explosion. 


The weapons today could, if used, destroy life on Earth.  For: Act as a deterrent. Against: pose an unacceptable 


risk to humanity. The proliferation of nuclear weapons makes the chances greater that an irresponsible 


government or terrorists might obtain them. The destruction they would cause cannot be justified for any reason. 


All religions oppose the use of nuclear weapons and support disarmament.  


CCND: The Christian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CCND) are Christians attached to the CND. The CCND 


campaign against the use and development of WMD and for peace. Organise conferences (local and National), 


acts of protest, letter writing, lobbying MP’s and educating others for peace and disarmament. 


 


Q: Explain the impact that WMD can have 


 


 


 


Q: Who are the CCND? 


 


 


Q: Why as Christians do they oppose WMD? 


 


 


 


Q:  


Arguments for WMD Arguments against WMD 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 


  


 Do religions cause war? 


How religious teachings and beliefs are interpreted 
could lead to war (difficult to understand). E.g. 
Muslims taught:  fight for the name of Allah but 
also the greatest sin is to take another man’s life.  


Religions and religious teachings do not cause violence 
or war. Religious teachings are all about peace and 
understanding.  


Some think fighting for religion, claim that their 
religion is under attack. Some fundamentalist 
groups e.g. ISIL believe need an Islamic state  


For the people at the top perhaps their own power is 
the most important. Violence goes against the religion 
not TRUE religious believers e.g. ISIL 


Religion is involved in war e.g. Israel v Palestine 
(Jews vs Muslims). If religious divisions rise to the 
surface in a war, it is a root cause.  


Conflict is more about politics, power, land and self-
defence and religious divisions then rise to the surface 
because of the tension caused.  


Religious beliefs have divided people throughout 
history. Where splits have occurred violence has 
erupted. E.g. Bosnian crisis saw Christian ethnic 
cleansing of Muslims   


There are many similarities between religions and 
what they want for communities. There are many who 
work across religious divides to help others, save lives 
and solve conflicts e.g. Corrie Ten Boom WWII 


Religious leaders may call for the end of a war but 
that doesn’t mean it actually happens. The religious 
extremists often do not want to see an end to war.  


Religious leaders often call for the end of war. E.g. the 
Pope and Syria. Religions often work to maintain 
peace and prevent the outbreak of war. If people 







adhered to the teachings of their faith e.g. in 
Christianity love your enemy and do not kill then there 
would be peace. Religious groups are also regularly 
involved in peace-keeping in war torn areas in in 
negotiations to prevent wars happening.   


 


Re-draw this table as bullet points: 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 


Re-draw this table as pictures:   


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


Exam Questions:  


 


 Which of the following is not a reason for war?  
a) Greed   b) Terrorism     c) Self- defence   d) Gain Land (1) 


 


 What does WMD mean? 
a) Weapons of mass devastation b)  weapons of mass destruction   c) weapons of death  d) 


weapons of major destruction   
 


 Give two reasons for forgiveness (2) 


 Give two effects of conflict (2) 


 Name two reasons for a country to keep weapons of Mass destruction (2) 


 Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about violence in contemporary British society. In 
your answer you should refer to the main religious tradition of Great Britain and one or  
more other religious (4)  


  Explain two similar religious beliefs about peace. In your answer you should refer to one 
or more religious traditions. (4) 


 Explain two religious beliefs about terrorism. Refer to scripture of sacred writings in your 
answer (5) 


 Explain two religious beliefs about helping victims of war. Refer to scripture of sacred 
writings in your answer (5) 


 Explain two religious beliefs about reconciliation. Refer to scripture of sacred writings in 
your answer (5) 


 “War can never bring Peace!” Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:  


 Give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 Give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 Refer to religious arguments 


 Refer to no- religious argument  


 Justified conclusion 


 


“Greed is the greatest cause of War” Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:  


 Give reasoned arguments in support of this statement 


 Give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view 


 Refer to religious arguments 


 Refer to no- religious argument  


 Justified conclusion 


 


 





